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Preface of the Series Editor 

The surviving beauty. 

Piotr Galperin’s dissertation comes to light 

It was the beginning of 2020 when Prof. Irina Engeness announced to me and 
my Springer associate editor Natalie Riborn that the original Galperin’s dissertation 
was discovered in the Kharkov Institute of Neurology, Psychiatry and Psychology’s 
archives; and she would like to edit the very first edition of Galperin’s disserta-
tion in my book series. My immediate reaction was of wonderment and of excite-
ment, not only because of Irina Engeness’ incredible discovery. Of course, I admired 
her incredible intellectual work on Galperin’s legacy. At that time, she was just 
editing another outstanding volume (Engeness, 2021) that collected the transla-
tions of Galperin’s Lectures in Educational Psychology. Neither my amusement 
was merely due to the pride of including Galperin’s original dissertation in my book 
series. Instead, I was genuinely and deeply pleased by the idea that the original typed 
manuscript in Russian—safely stored in Kharkov’s archives—could be made avail-
able to a wide community of cultural-historical scholars, researchers, and educators. 
Despite Galperin being acknowledged as an important figure in cultural-historical 
psychology, his work is still poorly known in Western academia. 

This volume, Psychological Significance and Difference Between Tools Use by 
Humans and Animals, sees the light thanks to the tremendous work made by the 
two dedicated editors, Irina Engeness and Gethin Thomas, who took care of the 
entire translation process. They complemented the volume with a Foreword by 
Engeness and Shestopalova and a conclusive chapter by Thomas and Engeness, 
which provide the contextualising material to understand Galperin’s contribution to 
Kharkov’s Academia and the relevance of his theory for current research and practice 
on learning and teaching. 

As the editors pointed out, ‘Galperin’s dissertation can be considered as an 
accurate summary of the work of the Kharkov School in the 1930s’ (Engeness,

vii
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Shestopalova, this volume). Clearly, Galperin’s work builds upon the original line of 
inquiries opened by Vygotsky1 and Leont’ev, but also extends it. 

Galperin comparative analysis of tool use found a fundamental difference in way 
tools are developed and used by humans and animals. This difference has a psycho-
logical foundation: the tool used by humans reorganises the existing psychological 
processes and promotes new advancements, while in the case of animals, they are 
extensions of the their arms or legs. 

Human consciousness originates in the external tool-mediated practices and 
undergoes developmental transformations initiated with tools- and speech-mediated 
activities. 

In his dissertation, Galperin also focused on the development of children’s motor 
skills. He identified four developmental phases: from trial and error to tool-oriented 
action. Galperin’s dissertation accounted for the complex dynamic of the external 
tool-mediated and the internal psychological activity of humans. 

These findings were rooted in Vygotsky theory. However, they provide an empir-
ical explanation of the development of mental actions as they emerge in the practical 
activities children participate. 

Galperin’s dissertation is with no doubt an unvaluable contribution to under-
standing of human consciousness and its developmental processes. 

Aside of being an important contribution to the twenty-first-century psychology, 
this book is important also because it acknowledges the ‘surviving beauty’ of those 
works, texts, dissertations, and books that went unscathed through the horrible 
barbarism of war times—displacement, devastation of cultural heritage, and any 
form of intellectual neglect. This dissertation survived to all this in its incredible 
beauty, too. 

I can’t believe I’ve written the editorial preface after the COVID pandemic and in 
the middle of Russia–Ukraine war, which are two historical circumstances that could 
further threaten the preservation and the cultivation of the scientific production. 

Thus, having this work published represents an act of resistance and a message 
of hope that we are still able to use tools for improving our mind and our collective 
consciousness. 

Salvador, Brazil 
June 2022 

Giuseppina Marsico 
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P. Y. Galperin’s Psychological Significance 
and Difference Between Tool Use by Humans 
and Animals 

The idea for this book arose when I was working on P. Y. Galperin’s Development 
of Human Mental Activity: Lectures in Educational Psychology. I drew to Kharkov 
to take some pictures of the places connected with the biography of P. Y. Galperin. 
While walking on campus of the former Ukrainian Psychoneurological Academy 
(now Institute of Neurology, Psychiatry and Narcology of the National Academy 
of Medical Sciences of Ukraine), I asked passing by employees about the building 
where Leontiev, Luria, Vygotsky, and Galperin were working at in the 1930s. It 
should be mentioned that the Institute campus occupies a substantial territory with 
older and more modern buildings of various purposes: hospital buildings for patients 
with different disorders, buildings for lectures and seminars of medicine students, a 
library, several laboratories, and archive buildings. I was directed to a 1930s-style 
red bricks’ building and encouraged to talk to the administration of the Academy 
who was in possession of quite a lot of documents and memories from this period 
connected with the work of the ‘Moscow group’. I received a very warm welcome— 
lots of stories and memories were shared during my talk with the administration of 
the Academy. The former Institute director Piotr Vlasovitch Voloshin who made a 
significant contribution to collecting and publishing materials related to the history 
of the Institute refereed to P. Y. Galperin as ‘our Kharkov scientist’. Of course, I 
was curious if any documents remained from 1930s in the old Academy archives; 
however, I was informed that the archives were destroyed during the World War II 
and the German occupation of Kharkov. Prior to the German occupation in 1941, 
the Academy archives were evacuated to Tumen, some documents were damaged 
during transportation, and some never returned back. The archive premises were 
partly destroyed in bombings and vandal actions of the occupants. After the war, 
the archive premises suffered from several floods—wet documents were just thrown 
away as completely damaged. The old archive building, which still exists, has hardly 
been renovated: it is extremely hot in summer and unbearably cold in winter. Due 
to such temperature difference, the paper becomes easily brittle and decomposes 
fast—some old documents have simply vanished with time. However, I wondered 
if P. Y. Galperin’s dissertation that was written in Kharkov in 1930s remained in 
the archives. This dissertation has never been published completely, and it exists

xi
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Fig. 1 P. Y. Galperin’s Dissertation (left) and Personal File (right). Photo Irina Engeness 2020 

as short paragraphs in the textbooks for psychology and pedagogy students used in 
Russia and beyond (Galperin, 1998). The answer was ‘highly unlikely’ because of 
the substantial damage of the archive buildings during World War II and improper 
conditions of the documents storage in the archive. 

Upon my return to Norway, approximately three weeks after my visit to the Insti-
tute in Kharkov, I got a phone call. In a trembling voice, Prof. Liudmila Shestopalova 
informed that not only P. Y. Galperin’s dissertation, but also his personal file was 
found in the old archives. Although the information in the personal file was readable, 
some pages were touched with mould. Galperin’s dissertation, however, was in an 
excellent condition and almost intact! I was really excited, got my tickets to travel to 
Kharkov in April 2020; however, the whole world shut down in the middle of March 
2020 because of the COVID-19 pandemic. I could not wait until the first opportu-
nity presented itself to travel to Kharkov in July 2020. It was a long trip with several 
connection flights as direct flights were already put on halt. I had only one day to scan 
the dissertation and the personal file on the premises of the Academy. It was a hot 
summer day; I was wearing a mask and rubber gloves. Standing by the window to get 
enough light, I was scanning page after page of the documents with my IPAD. The 
paper was extremely brittle and could not bear the heat from the scanner. After five 
hours of work, I had a digital copy of the documents (Fig. 1), ready to be translated 
and introduced to a wider circle of researchers in the West.
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P. Y. Galperin’s dissertation Psychological Significance and Difference Between 
Tools Use by Humans and Animals has never been published in full before, not even in 
Russian. Some parts of the dissertation were included in the textbooks used in several 
courses for psychologists and in teacher education in Moscow and other universities 
familiar with Galperin’s legacy (Galperin, 1998). We believe that parts of the disser-
tation were restored from memory when P. Y. Galperin moved to Moscow and was 
working at Moscow State University. When talking to Galperin’s grandson, Yakov 
Abramson who lived in Moscow to find out whether he had a complete copy of the 
dissertation, he explained that the copy might had been lost during their family move 
from Kharkov to Moscow. It seems that the copy found in the old Institute archives in 
Kharkov was the only complete remaining copy of P. Y. Galperin’s dissertation. This 
copy is included in this book as an original document. Before we reveal the content 
of the dissertation, we would like to create a historical backdrop of the events that 
happened prior to the times when the dissertation was written and that might have 
significantly affected its content and Galperin’s contribution to the cultural-historical 
theory. 

A Brief Historical Backdrop 

Although Piotr Yakovlevitch Galperin was born in Tambov (Russia) on 2 October 
1902, the whole family moved to Kharkov and then the capital of Ukraine when his 
father became a professor in Kharkov Medicine Institute in 1911. Galperin grew up 
in Kharkov, he went there first to the grammar school, where he met his wife, Tamara 
Meerzon (Haenen, 1996) and then to Kharkov Medicine Institute. According to the 
information in the personal file, he lived in Pushkinskyi Drive 3—this building still 
exists in Kharkov (Fig. 2). 

Piotr Galperin graduated from the Medicine Institute in 1926 as a psychoneu-
rologist—a specialisation in medicine that dealt with both organic and functional 
nervous and mental disorders (Fig. 3). 

After graduation, Galperin worked as a physician at a hospital for drug addicts. He 
successfully used hypnosis to treat drug addicts, and he became a skilled hypnotist. 
However, after a while, Galperin began to understand that addiction was not really 
a human weakness, but a real disease. He suggested that addicts had a sort of weak 
link in their metabolism that could be compensated for another type of poison, such 
as alcohol or other drugs. Although Galperin’s hypothesis seemed to be promising, 
he did not pursue any research on this matter. 

In 1928, Galperin was invited to work at the psychoneurological research labo-
ratory, which together with the hospital for drug addicted was part of the Ukrainian 
Psychoneurological Institute in Kharkov. In 1932, it merged with another large 
psychiatric clinic, the Central Clinical Psychoneurological Hospital of the Ministry of
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Fig. 2 Pushkinskyi drive in Kharkov. Photo Irina Engeness 2020 

Fig. 3 Kharkov Medicine Institute (2020). Photo Irina Engeness
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Railways, and finally reorganised to the All-Ukrainian Psychoneurological Academy 
(UPNA) (Yasnitsky, 2009).

The period 1928–1936 in Piotr Galperin’s biography is associated with his work 
in UPNA and the so-called Kharkov school, headed by Leontiev. The best profes-
sionals in the areas of psychology, neurology, neuropathology, and other areas from 
the whole Soviet Union were invited to Kharkov to work at the newly founded UPNA. 
Vygotsky, Leontiev, Luria, and others from the so-called Vygotsky’s circle—the 
leading psychologists in the Soviet Union at the time—were also invited to join the 
Academy (Yasnitsky & Ferrari, 2008b). The members of Vygotsky’s circle accepted 
the invitation for two main reasons: first, Kharkov was the capital of Ukraine and a 
well-recognised scientific centre. The second and perhaps more important reason was 
that the atmosphere in Moscow in the 1930s had become difficult and even life threat-
ening (Gindis, 1998; Van der Veer & Valsiner, 1991). There were attacks on pedology 
(the science that combined physiology, defectology, psychology, and pedagogy). 
Some of Luria’s works were banned, and the decree of 1936 abolished pedology as a 
science (Engeness & Lund, 2020). Kharkov was away from the hectic hub of Soviet 
affairs, and it was a place where the invited scientists could continue their work and 
remain relatively safe. In addition, at the time, Soviet psychology was divided into 
several conflicting schools, such as Pavlov’s physiology, Bekhterev’s reflexology, 
Kornilov’s reactology, and Vygotsky’s cultural-historical approach (Haenen, 1996). 
Kharkov seemed to be a quiet harbour where Leontiev, Luria, Vygotsky, and others 
could pursue their ideas apart from other conflicting schools and the threatening 
political atmosphere in Moscow. 

Piotr Galperin and his colleagues took an active part in arranging the move of 
Vygotsky, Luria, Leontiev, Bozhovich, and Zaporoshets to Kharkov (Haenen, 1996). 
However, Vygotsky, who suffered from occasional bursts of tuberculosis (Vygod-
skaya & Lifanova, 1996), did not move to Kharkov. Like Luria and Leontiev, he was 
offered only one room in a communal house and could not bring his family—his wife 
and two daughters. He received and accepted Rubinstein’s 1931 offer to take a posi-
tion in the Department of Psychology at the Leningrad Institute of Pedagogy. Never-
theless, Vygotsky actively participated in the founding of the Psychological Sector 
of the UPNA and closely supervised the research of the Kharkov group (Yasnitsky & 
Ferrari, 2008a). 

Galperin got exposed to the works of Vygotsky at the beginning of 1930s—upon 
the move of Luria, Leontiev, Bozhovich, and Zaporoshets to Kharkov. The essence 
of conflicting schools that attempted to explain human consciousness, Vygotsky 
described as a crisis in psychology in his famous essay ‘The Historical Meaning of 
the Psychological Crisis’ (Dafermos, 2014; Vygotsky, 1997). In the essay, Vygotsky 
argued that psychology should overcome the Cartesian dualism of body and mind in 
order to understand human cognition. Vygotsky postulated that the higher psycho-
logical functions could be studied by objective and experimental science and that 
human consciousness is rooted in social life. Consequently, in order to understand 
human consciousness, one should turn to real life, which is stimulated by the devel-
opment of relationships among humans involved in practical activities (Vygotsky, 
1980). The central idea in Vygotskian theory is that participation in social practical
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activity, using tools, is the main factor influencing the development of the human 
consciousness. Although Vygotsky’s essay on the crisis in psychology was written 
in 1926, the fact that Galperin met Vygotsky in the early 1930s and worked closely 
with him on a regular basis for several years (Haenen, 1996) makes it quite possible 
that Galperin had the opportunity to read Vygotsky’s manuscripts already at the 
beginning of the 1930s. Considering Galperin’s interest in dualism and psychology, 
the influence of Vygotsky’s work might have been significant. 

While sharing Vygotsky’s ideas on the need to overcome Cartesian dualism of 
body and consciousness, Galperin engaged in polemics concerning matters arising 
from Pavlov’s theory. Galperin insisted on keeping physiology and psychology as 
distinguished sciences, although with some overlapping areas. Pavlov stated that it 
was possible to study psychological phenomena using the method applied in physi-
ology, and, in general, he was openly sceptical of psychology as a science. Galperin 
argued that physiology and psychology were essentially different sciences with their 
own laws that could not be used interchangeably to examine psychological and 
physiological phenomena. For example, Galperin disagreed with Pavlov’s under-
standing of the development of human consciousness through establishing stim-
ulus–reflex responses, but he suggested the development of human consciousness 
as a process of internalisation of external social activity with tools. Such an under-
standing presents, in a nutshell, the methodological and epistemological approach to 
studying human consciousness the members of the Kharkov School suggested in the 
1930s. Galperin’s candidate dissertation presented in this book can be considered as 
an accurate summary of this perspective. 

A further argument also suggests that Galperin was familiar with and influenced 
by Vygotsky’s view on the crisis in psychology. In the early 1930s, Vygotsky wrote 
a study on emotions (Vygotsky, 1987), which was published in full only in 1984. 
In this study, Vygotsky attempted to connect the crisis in psychology with the issue 
of mind–body dualism (Van der Veer & Valsiner, 1991). In 1970, a short excerpt 
of this manuscript was published in the Soviet journal Voprosy filosofii (Philosophy 
Matters), accompanied by a preface written by Galperin. This suggests that Galperin 
might have been familiar with Vygotsky’s works through the original manuscripts 
and that Galperin’s quest to overcome mind–body dualism might have originated 
in Vygotsky’s works (Haenen, 1996). The issues related to the mind–body dualism, 
the origin, and the development of human consciousness were central in the work of 
Kharkov UPNA scientists. 

The account of the internal structure of the psychological sector of the UPNA was 
presented in Galperin’s article ‘Psychological Sector’ in the first collection of the 
works of the UPNA, published in 1934 in the materials of the First All-Ukrainian 
Psychoneurological Conference (Galperin, 1934; Yasnitsky & Ferrari, 2008a). In this 
paper, Galperin presents three main research units: (1) the Department of General 
Experimental and Genetic (i.e. Developmental) Psychology, headed by Leontiev; (2) 
the Department of Clinical Psychology, headed by Lebedinskii; and (3) the Depart-
ment of General Psychological Theory, headed by Galperin, which worked on devel-
oping theoretical grounds of psychology. Luria was the founder and the first director 
of the psychological sector of the Academy. Even after his departure to Moscow
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Fig. 4 Galperin’s personal file—retrieved from the archives of the former UPNA. Photo Irina 
Engeness 2020 

in 1934, he was closely associated with the Kharkov group, especially with the 
Department of Clinical Psychology (Engeness, 2021; Yasnitsky, 2009) (Fig. 4). 

Galperin’s candidate dissertation presented in this book was written during his 
work in UPNA in 1930s. However, before introducing its content and reflecting on 
the significance of Galperin’s dissertation to the cultural-historical psychology, we 
would like to introduce all very briefly the fascinating history of UPNA. 

All-Ukrainian Psychoneurological Academy: A Historical 
Glimpse 

All-Ukrainian Psychoneurological Academy (UPNA) was founded in the premises of 
so-called Saburova Datcha built in Kharkov after the famous resolution of Petter III in 
1761 that ordered not to place people suffering from mental illnesses in monasteries, 
but to build hospices where these people had to live under a daily supervision and 
medical care (Zelensky, 1946). It was particularly emphasised that people with mental
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illnesses had to be offered professional medical care instead of a supervision of monks 
and priests. In addition, it was suggested to offer mental patients’ opportunities for 
meaningful work. After a special order of Ekaterina II in 1775, a hospice for people 
suffering from mental illnesses was built in Kharkov. The hospice was active for 
the following hundred years. For example, in 1869–1870, 88 people with mental 
illnesses were living permanently there; one doctor, two caretakers, and three female 
helpers were looking after of the patients. After the war with Turkey in 1876, the 
premises of the hospice were considerably extended with the two new buildings that 
were built to accommodate for the wounded soldiers. When the soldiers recovered, 
the new premises allowed to accommodate 150 mental patients in the hospice. In 
the following years, the number of patients continuously increased. Thus, in 1880, 
221 patients were admitted to the hospice; in 1884—352 and in 1886—450 patients. 
In 1890, the hospice was considerably renovated and extended for 40 new places; 
however, this did not meet the demand to considerably improve the situation in 
the hospice—the premises were still overcrowded—in 30 years, the number of the 
patients increased 10 times. Insufficient funding, often change of medical personnel, 
and overcrowded premises imposed challenges on running the hospice (Zelensky, 
1946). 

In 1897, a decision was made to build a new hospice for 800 places equipped 
with electricity, running water, and a steam kitchen. However, the number of patients 
continued to grow and in 1907 the hospice accommodated already 1163 patients 
who came not only from Kharkov, but many other regions, for example Donbass 
and Caucasus that did not have similar hospices. By 1912, the number of patients 
increased to 1587 which let to considerably overcrowded premises of the hospice. 
The average number of days spent by each patient in the hospice in 1912 was 183. 
However, by the beginning of the 1900s, the quality of medical care considerably 
improved, the number of qualified doctors significantly increased, and the hospice 
acquired a hospital status. 

The revolutionary movement in Russia in 1905 affected the management and 
organisation of Saburova Datcha. The hospital employees demanded to organise 
a board as a central managerial body with four employees’ representatives. Other 
demands included increase of salary and annual leaves, establishing a school for 
employees’ children. In general, these demands reflected significant concerns with 
the working conditions and were penetrated with the spirit of humanism and care for 
the patients. Some of the demands were satisfied: the chief doctor retired, and the 
hospital board was organised that included six doctors, six nurses, and six caretakers. 
However, new economic demands were put forward by the caretakers in 1906. Among 
these demands was an eight-hour working day, salary increase, and establishing a 
hospital employment committee responsible for recruitment. Initially, these demands 
were not followed through; however, most of them were satisfied by the end of 1906. 
A new collective form of hospital management contributed to improvement of the 
working conditions and medical care for the patients: the hospital board consisted of 
a chief doctor and four other elective doctors. In addition, representatives of nursers 
and caretakers participated in the work of the hospital board. Similar to previous 
times, in the period 1906–1917, the hospital suffered from lack of premises and
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remained considerably overcrowded. By 1912, the average daily number of hospital 
patients reached 1587. It was decided to extend the premises by building up to 40 
new buildings each of them was to be equipped with running water, electricity, and 
toilets. However, these plans were realised only partially. 

Interesting to mention that labour therapy was introduced and widely used at 
Saburova Datcha. For example, since the end of 1890s, the patients engaged in 
growing pigs and other domestic animals. A small brick factory was built on the 
premises of the hospital: in 1896, the patients produced 500 bricks a year; in 1897, 
the production doubled, and in 1900 above, 319000 bricks were produced on hospital 
premises. Lately, the patients became involved in honey and silk production as well 
as carpentry. By 1920s, about 28% of all patients were actively engaged in labour 
therapy. The patients’ cultural development was also in focus in the hospital—by 
1907, a library included over 4112 volumes, and the patients were often engaged in 
group readings, various games, theatre role-plays, and performance production. 

Scientific work was highly prioritised at Saburova Datcha. Professor P. I. 
Kovalevsky, who developed foundations of Ukrainian psychiatry, was in charge of 
the psychiatry department and engaged in lecturing and clinical demonstrations for 
medical students. Besides, Kovalevsky was the chief editor of the Journal of Psychi-
atry and Neurology; he was the author of several important scientific publications. 
Other doctors working at Saburova Datcha such as T. I. Yudin and A. I. Geitmanovitch 
were engaged in editing Kharkov Medicine Journal and were lecturing medicine 
students. Several outstanding psychiatrists engaged in research in the hospital and 
made considerable scientific contributions, such as S. N. Davydenkov, T. I. Yudin, T. 
A. Geyer, V. M. Gakkebush, and S. I Zander. In summary, the developments, medical 
care, and scientific work at Saburova Datcha were in line with the most prominent 
hospitals and psychiatry scientific environments in Europe (Zelensky, 1946). 

After the revolution of 1917, the principle of prophylactics was introduced in 
psychiatry. In addition, the principle of inclusion offered a different societal attitude to 
psychiatry patients—they considered to be valued members of the collective society 
and, therefore, could not be excluded from it. The concepts of psychohygienics 
and psychoprophylactics became central in the work of Saburova Datcha which in 
1923 was headed by the student of Bekhterev and Pavlov—V. P. Protopopov who 
was actively engaged in administrative reorganising of the hospital and stimulating 
scientific work of the staff. By 1924, the hospital had 1307 patients, and labour 
therapy was actively used with 30% of the patients. 

In September 1926, the hospital was reorganised to the Ukrainian Institute of 
Clinical Psychiatry and Social Psychohygienics. The number of scientific publica-
tions was growing exponentially: in the period 1920–1932, the Institute published 
16 volumes of scientific publications and one monography. 

In 1932, the Ukrainian Institute of Clinical Psychiatry and Social Psychohygienics 
was reorganised into All-Ukrainian Psychoneurological Academy (UPNA). By this 
time, the most prominent scientists in the field were employed in the Academy: A. I. 
Yuschenko, A. I. Geitmanovitch, A. M. Grinshtein, V. P. Protopopov, G. V. Folbort, 
D. E. Alpern; K. I. Platonov, and many others. As mentioned above, A. V. Luria, A. 
N. Leontiev, L. I. Bozhovich, and A. V. Zaporoshets were invited to Kharkov to join
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the newly organised UPNA. By 1939, UPNA had 177 doctors, out of which 112 had 
PhD qualifications: 19 professors, 21 docents, 71 scientific assistants, and above 1400 
patients. UPNAs premises were considerably renovated, and significant investments 
were made to the Academy material equipment: modern furniture, extended library, 
and innovative medical equipment became available for the patients and staff of 
UPNA. It was planned to convert UPNA into one of the biggest centres in the field 
of psychoneurology. The following Institutes consisted of the Academy: Institute 
of Clinical Psychoneurology, Institute of Experimental Psychoneurology, Institute 
of Child Psychoneurology, Institute of Social Psychoneurology, Institute of Human 
Resources—each of them was considerable in size. In addition to the Institutes, 
the Academy included four Scientific Research Institutes, an Institute that educated 
psychoneuroligists and where Vygotsky was enrolled as a student (Vygodskaya & 
Lifanova, 1996a), the Psychiatry Hospital (consisted of twelve departments and had 
a capacity for 700 patients), and a Medical-Labour Colony, located 45 km away from 
Kharkov for 300 patients. 

However, as a consequence of the odious decree on pedology in 1936 that banned 
pedology as a science and the fact that the capital of Ukraine was moved to Kiev in 
1935, UPNA lost its funds and was considerably reduced in size. Finally, at the end 
of 1936 and the beginning of 1937, the Ukrainian Psychoneurological Academy was 
reorganised to Kharkov Psychoneurological Institute (Voloshin, 1994). 

During WWII, the Germans occupied Kharkov for over three years, and in 1941, 
the major part of the Institute was evacuated to Tumen in West Siberia. The remaining 
parts of the Institute continued their work; however, the directions of their practice 
and scientific research were modified to respond to the new demands. For example, 
military trauma of the central and peripheral nervous system and mental disorders 
of wartime were intensively studied. In the first days of the war, a military neurosur-
gical, neurological, and psychiatric hospital was created on the basis of the Institute. 
Piotr Galperin followed the evacuated Institute to Tumen where he worked as a 
neurosurgeon dealing with rehabilitation of motoric functions in wounded soldiers. 
On 14–16 February 1943, in Tumen, Galperin participated in the Ninth Confer-
ence of the Ukrainian Psychoneurological Institute and the Second Conference of 
Neurosurgeons, where he presented the results of his study entitled On the Devel-
opment of Conscious Movements in Rehabilitation Therapy. His findings demon-
strated that a movement that a wounded soldier could not initially perform could 
be accomplished when the movement became tool oriented. For example, a person 
who was initially unable to lift his hand could lift his hand to comb his hair. In sum, 
Galperin suggested that tool orientation was fundamental to understanding the nature 
of human movements. Therefore, the process of rehabilitation required a systematic 
approach and had to be completed gradually to target both neurological and psycho-
logical aspects of human activity. These findings had significant implications for 
the development of rehabilitation programmes for wounded soldiers that restored 
movements through a process of meaningful tool-mediated actions. This research 
was a sequel to Galperin’s research in Kharkov, particularly his findings concerning 
human tool-oriented actions, presented in his dissertation and which are central to 
the cultural-historical theory.
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Fig. 5 Main building of Institute of Neurology, Psychiatry and Narcology of the National Academy 
of Medical Sciences of Ukraine, located on Pavlov’s street (Photo Irina Engeness 2020 ) 

On 20 April 1944, the hospital returned from evacuation back to Kharkov—most 
of the premises of the Institute were either completely destroyed or suffered badly 
from bombings of the German occupants. The original building of the hospice built 
in 1820 was destroyed, several other buildings were burnt down, and others were 
used by the Germans as automobile garages. The hospital’s electro power station, 
kitchen, washing rooms, workshops, and many other buildings were in ruins. More 
than 1000 patients with mental illnesses were killed by the Germans. Much efforts 
were invested to bring the Institute back to life; moreover, there was a need to 
establish 200 places for the wounded soldiers after the bloody fights to liberate 
Kharkov. Shortly after, this capacity was extended to 600 places, four neurological 
hospitals, including the children’s neurological hospital, four psychiatry hospitals, a 
neurosurgery hospital, and a psychoneurological clinic which were open. Together 
with that, multidirectional scientific work was relaunched. 

In the 50s–60s, much work was done to examine the consequences of cranio-
cerebral trauma and rehabilitation of invalids of WWII. In the early 80s, in order 
to continue examining traumatic brain injuries, a Republican target programme of 
scientific research was developed at the Institute. The leading Institute professors, 
such as M. S. Gorbachev, Ya. V. Pishel, V. S. Mertsalov, I. I. Shogam, and B. V. 
Mikhailov, developed improved methods of diagnostic, surgical and conservative 
treatment, rehabilitation, prevention, and medical examination of injuries. In the 50s– 
70s, the Institute worked on the issues of the clinic treatment of infectious diseases 
of the nervous system by adopting a broad evolutionary-biological multidisciplinary 
approach. In addition, clinical, psychological, and pathophysiological approaches to 
diagnosis and treatment of mental diseases were developed. A new department of 
narcology, which conducts a comprehensive study of the problems of alcoholism and 
drug addiction, was established in 1959. 

In 80s–90s, a comprehensive Republican target scientific programme was devel-
oped at the Institute to combat vascular brain diseases. The programme covered the 
central aspects of cerebrovascular pathology and included fundamental, epidemio-
logical, clinical, and paraclinical approaches aimed at elucidating the pathogenesis, 
risk factors, improving early diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of these diseases 
(Fig. 5).
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In 1992, the Institute received the status of Institute of Neurology, Psychiatry and 
Narcology of the National Academy of Medical Sciences of Ukraine. The Institute 
has a scientific centre that examines complex issues related to theoretical and practical 
neurology, psychiatry, and narcology. 

P. Y. Galperin’s Dissertation Psychological Significance 
and Difference Between Tools Use by Humans and Animals 

As indicated above, in 1928, Galperin was invited to work at the psychoneurological 
research laboratory, which together with the hospital for the drug addicted was part 
of the Ukrainian Psychoneurological Institute in Kharkov. In 1932, it merged with 
the Central Clinical Psychoneurological Hospital of the Ministry of Railways and 
finally reorganised into the All-Ukrainian Psychoneurological Academy (UPNA) 
(Yasnitsky, 2009). Galperin acquaintance with Vygotsky and his theory in the 1930s 
greatly influenced the beginning of his career as a psychologist and his subsequent 
research (Arievitch, 2008). 

At the beginning of the 1930s, Vygotsky made a thorough revision of his theory 
of sign mediation, suggesting a new direction for his research, which he defined 
as the theory of a dynamic system of significance (Zavershneva & van der Veer, 
2018) and the psychology of experience (perezhivanie) (Clarà, 2016; Roth & Jornet, 
2016). Until May 1934, Vygotsky often commuted between Leningrad, Kharkov, 
and Moscow, and he remained the main connecting link between these research 
groups (Van der Veer & Valsiner, 1991; Vygodskaya & Lifanova, 1996b; Zinchenko, 
2013). He not only gave lectures and participated in scientific conferences and semi-
nars but also studied at UPNA and organised ‘internal conferences’ for his closest 
colleagues. At these conferences, new scientific ideas were discussed. The Depart-
ment of General Psychological Theory, a cross-sectional unit that included scholars 
from different fields headed by Piotr Galperin, had the main research direction 
to examine the development of human consciousness and speech through engage-
ment in practical activities. In addition, the researchers studied the effects of human 
consciousness and speech on other psychological functions as well as the deteriora-
tion of these psychological functions caused by the dysfunction of the human brain. 
In one report about the contribution of his department, Galperin offered an impres-
sive list of the currently pursued research directions that were related to numerous 
areas in psychology (Yasnitsky & Ferrari, 2008a). 

In the early 1930s, Galperin carried out his well-known experiments on the differ-
ences in tool use between human beings and animals and on the appropriation of tool-
mediated activity that were used as a baseline for the discussions presented in his 
dissertation (Galperin, 1998). In summary, Galperin’s dissertation can be considered 
as an accurate summary of the work of the Kharkov School in the 1930s. 

The outburst of scientific activity by the Kharkov Group occurred during a short 
period of favourable relationships between the Soviet government and the science of
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psychology (Bogdanchikov, 2008). During this period, Vygotsky’s most influential 
works were published, such as Thinking and Speech (1934), The Dynamics of the 
Schoolchild’s Mental Development in Relation to Teaching and Learning (1935), 
and Foundations of Pedology (1934). His publications included collections of the 
works of his colleagues on child development, such as Mentally Retarded Child 
(Vygotsky & Danyushevskiy, 1935), Pedology (Blonsky, 1934), The Foundations of 
Psychology (Rubinshteyn, 1935), the biodynamic works of N. A. Bernshteyn, (1935), 
and a collection of works by the Kharkov Group (Galperin, 1934). 

As mentioned above, Galperin was familiar with Vygotsky’s works, and they 
have had great influence on his development as a psychologist and his research. 
In his candidate dissertation, Galperin studied the differences in tool use between 
humans and animals. He argued that there was a fundamental difference between the 
tools humans developed and used and the auxiliary devices animals used that was 
psychological in nature. Galperin suggested that the tools humans created and used 
in practical activities enhanced the development of new psychological functions 
and human consciousness. Such use of tools totally differs from the way animals 
utilise tools as an extension of their limbs. The core difference between humans’ and 
animals’ tool use was in the functional significance of the used tools. For example, 
when holding a tool in the hand, a human or animal can use the tool as an extension 
of the arm. In this case, the tool acquires the arm’s functions, and therefore, the 
tool’s own functional significance appears to be downplayed. Alternatively, when 
a human or animal holds a tool, their arm can comply with the requirements of 
the operations of the tool use, and therefore, the arm acquires the tool’s functional 
significance. By mastering the used tools and revealing the practices encapsulated 
in these tools, the human consciousness, in contrast to the animal mind, undergoes 
developmental transformations initiated in tool-mediated activities. In postulating so, 
Galperin extended Vygotsky’s understanding of the difference between tool use in 
humans and animals in the appearance of tools signs. Galperin suggested that utilising 
tools not as an extension of the human arm but through acquiring the tool’s functions 
by the arm and mastering the culturally developed operations of the tool use made 
humans’ tools fundamentally different from animals’ ones. He concluded that tools 
that had psychological significance for humans were characterised by the historically 
and culturally developed operations encapsulated in these tools, and these operations 
had to be mastered by humans for them to be able to employ the tools. In addition, as 
opposed to the animal mind, human consciousness undergoes developmental trans-
formations initiated in tool- and speech-mediated activities. Such an understanding 
of psychological significance of human tools urged the discussion about how these 
tools may acquire such a significance for humans. In the second part of his disserta-
tion, Galperin studied the development of motor skills with children and suggested 
that such development goes through four distinct phases: i) trial and error, ii) alert-
ness, iii) persistent intervention, and iv) tool-oriented activity. Galperin’s dissertation 
consists of five chapters that reflect in detail his research and considerations. In the 
following, we present an overview of the chapters in the dissertation.
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Chapter 1: The chapter starts by considering the psychological difference between 
human and animal tools. Galperin refers to the Köhler’s experiments that demon-
strated that apes were able to solve problems by identifying connections, establishing 
relationships between tools and objects, and even creating tools. While not denying 
Köhler’s conclusion, Galperin questions whether animals’ thinking activity can be 
considered a simplified version of a human’s. To answer this, Galperin suggests 
examining human and animal tool use to develop understanding of the tools’ char-
acteristic features in general and animals’ tools in particular. Galperin suggests that 
animals use tools accidently, they cannot be preserved for the future, and they do not 
have defined areas of application. Their functions are not expressed in their shape, 
are of natural origin, and are not employed in the system of social production. He 
highlights that all features of animals’ tools emphasise what these tools are lacking, 
but they do not provide an explanation about why they are lacking these features. 
To offer an explanation, Galperin examines the nature of animals’ auxiliary means 
by considering them as intermediate links between animals and the surrounding 
environment. He argues that animals’ means do not present opportunities for new 
activities, and on the contrary, their natural behaviour determines how the means are 
used. In humans, tools determine and affect the activities in which they are used. To 
develop an understanding about how tools affect the activities that employ them, the 
relationships between (i) a mean (tool) and a purpose of the activity and (ii) a mean 
(tool) and an acting subject should be considered. 

While considering the relationship between a mean and a purpose, Galperin 
suggests that such a relationship reflects the mean’s technical-rationalistic feature 
(e.g. how well the mean is suited to achieve the desired purpose). However, neither 
the relationship to the purpose nor the mean’s technical-rationalistic feature offers a 
foundation to reveal the mean’s mediating role. Therefore, a mean’s relationship to 
the desired purpose cannot be essential to examine its mediating function. 

To consider the relationship between a subject and a mean, Galperin suggests 
examining the mean’s convenience and how well the subject uses the mean to achieve 
the desired purpose. This examination is required to reveal how the subject masters 
the mean and its usefulness for the subject’s needs. By adopting such an approach, 
however, examination of the mean appears to be downplayed. Therefore, to examine 
the relationship between the mean and tool, its functions and suitability to achieve 
the desired purpose should be considered. 

It is also important to consider the ways of working with the tool as a system 
of encapsulated operations. The opportunities of interaction with the tool depend 
if the surrounding environment is (i) natural or biological and (ii) human social 
environment. In both the social and biological environments, tools can encapsulate 
(i) a system of mediated operations developed during social tool-mediated practices 
and (ii) a system of manual operations, developed in the process of using a hand as 
a natural tool. 

If the arm is included in the tool-mediated operations, it complies with the require-
ments and rejects its own operations. As the arm and hand hold the tool, it is positioned 
between a human and the environment, and a new reality appears. By offering new
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opportunities of interaction in the surrounding environment, the tool acquires its 
historical and psychological significance. 

If the tool is included in the system of the arm’s operations, it loses its own 
operations and acquires the functions of an arm by becoming its extension. In this 
instance, a tool does not present new opportunities for the human and offers only a 
slight variation of the already existing ones. Galperin concludes that through tool use, 
a new reality emerges for humans. Such a reality is comprised of the tools’ properties 
and the historically and socially developed ways of working with these tools. The 
system of tool operations reflects the outcome of the development within social 
collective production. Human tools are not only used as intermediate objects, but 
they are also encapsulated operations and activities with these tools. Therefore, such 
activities are tool mediated. Animals’ auxiliary means only resemble tools; however, 
they are employed in manual activities and cannot be considered true tools even in 
their simplest modifications. As an example, Galperin considers how small children 
learn to master a spoon by gradually transferring from manual to tool-mediated 
operations. 

Chapter 2 offers a detailed description of the empirical research Galperin 
conducted. Several groups of children, between two and seven years old, partici-
pated in the experiment. The children were tasked to lift toys out of the ‘pool’—a 
box without bottom (70 × 50 and 60 cm height). There were a variety of toys: a cellu-
loid fish, a frog, swan, a large and small roller (for electricity wiring), a small and 
large blue wooden cube (7 × 7 cm), a cylinder, a trihedral and tetrahedral pyramid, 
an iron top, three polished barrels, and others. The children’s task was to lift the toys 
out of the pool by using a spade which had a blade sized 9 × 11 cm attached at a 
right angle to its handle (40 cm). The spade had a specific and simple logic: for a 
successful action, it had to be lifted up and out of the pool vertically. 

The two-year-old children were first to engage in the experiment which demon-
strated that they used the spade only as a stick, and the spade blade was regarded 
as an inconvenient addition, not useful for the operations. The children attempted 
to lift the toys by pressing them against the pool’s wall with the spade handle and 
moving them upwards as if it was an extension of their arm. Galperin summarises 
the different ways the children (also seen in older groups) held the spade in their 
experiments: as a stick, as a reversed stick, as a wand, as a fork, as a teaspoon, and 
as a pinch. He also explains that lifting the toys out of the pool consisted of three 
relatively independent tasks: (i) sliding the spade under the toy, (ii) stabilising the 
toy on the spade blade, and (iii) lifting the toy. 

Galperin observed that when the two-year-old children engaged in manual oper-
ations, their movements did not correspond with the objective requirements of the 
tool and the spade functionally merged with their arms. These manual operations 
were particularly visible at the beginning of the experiment. The children bent their 
arms as if the spade was an extension of their arms and the blade was their hands, 
holding the toys. When the toy fell off the spade, this provided evidence that the 
logic of such an instinctive operation did not correspond with the logic of the tool. 
Such inconsistency was quickly noticed by the children and was eliminated. Further 
manual operations were visible when (i) the children slightly tilted the spade to their
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left hands, (ii) they lifted the spade with a quick movement, and (iii) they changed 
their grip on the spade handle. When performing these movements, the children did 
not realise that the toys were unstable and did not stay on the spade in the same way 
as if they were holding them. Sliding the spade under the toys was almost impossible 
for the two-year-old children, they operated with the spade as a stick, and the blade 
was perceived by them as negative and useless. 

In Chap. 3 Galperin poses two questions: (i) What are the differences between 
manual and tool-mediated operations? and (ii) How do tool-mediated operations 
develop with children? 

He starts by considering tool-mediated operations that comprise a system of arm 
movements with a tool aimed at achieving a desired purpose. Galperin specifies that 
it is not the arm’s movement itself, but the movement with the tool that constitutes 
a tool-mediated operation. For example, in the experiment described in Chap. 2, a  
spade was used in a tool-mediated operation to lift the toys out of the pool. How 
the children slid the spade under the toy and the toy’s leaning position on the spade 
handle were crucial for the success of the activity. On the other hand, the lifting 
operation and the children’s grip on the spade handle were insignificant. Based on 
such considerations, Galperin concludes that a tool-mediated operation is a system of 
movements with a tool, transferring target objects from initial to a desired position. 
Tool-mediated operations are determined by the target task: to perform an activity. 
Although some hand movements might be useful, it is the child’s ability to identify 
the productive tool movements that is crucial for a successful operation. 

Manual operations are defined as a system of hand movements aimed at 
performing the desired operation with the target object. When a hand acts as a tool, 
manual operations can be considered as individual cases of tool-mediated operations. 
Manual and tool-mediated operations, however, differ in the system of movements 
that comprise these operations. For example, Galperin uses empirical data to offer 
descriptions of how the tool (spade) was used by different aged children. He high-
lights that in manual operations, tools become an extension of the acting subjects’ 
arms. Tools do not affect the interactions of subjects with the surrounding reality. In 
tool-mediated operations, tools are included in a particular system of social relation-
ships, and the subjects’ interaction with the object is mediated by the tool. In doing 
so, the subjects discover new ways of interacting with the surrounding reality which 
exceeds natural opportunities. 

Galperin concludes that by comparing tool-mediated and manual operations, a 
tool’s characteristic features can be identified. These characteristic features, however, 
are not sufficient to create a clear distinction between a tool and a mean. Only the 
structure of the tool-mediated activities, the structure of the operations with the tool, 
can reveal the systemic characteristic features of the tool and uncover the true nature 
and difference between tools and means. 

Galperin suggests that earlier experiments of Köhler and Thorndike offered signif-
icant difficulties for researchers and theorists, such as Plekhanov, Vygotsky, and 
Vagner, to identify differences between human and animal tools since the empirical 
data collected were unsuitable. The differences between tools and means become 
visible when (i) the experiment involves participants’ operations with the tool that
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has its own logic of use and (ii) the employed tool can also be used in manual 
operations. Galperin argues that in Köhler’s experiments, the apes were using tools 
in manual operations which did not correspond to the publicly accepted operations 
encapsulated in these tools. In doing so, the apes demonstrated their instinctive 
consciousness. Galperin suggests that animals’ auxiliary means simply extend their 
natural organs, and therefore, they do not play an essential role in the development 
of their consciousness. These means do not add any new functional opportunities, 
and animals perform their functions with the means considerably worse. There-
fore, animals’ auxiliary means should not be considered as simple tools, but as their 
biological opportunities, not as a seed that will evolve into a tool, but as a necessary 
precondition for the development of tools. 

By employing natural opportunities, the process of social production emerges. 
A tool first appears, however, during such a process and more precisely in social 
and not individual production. An animal’s mean is separated from a human tool 
by a period of human historical development. Human social production accidentally 
discovered auxiliary means that were gradually transformed into tools. During this 
process, the employed natural means acquired their social logic of labour, and from 
this very moment, the true tools emerged. Therefore, from the very beginning, a tool 
carries the burden of its social nature that presents itself for humans as an objective 
reality, similar to other material things. 

Galperin concludes that material or psychological links do not exist between 
animals’ auxiliary means and human tools. Animals’ means and human tools are 
separated by the existence of human society, developed on the grounds of collective 
labour. Tools and means do not represent different phases in the development of the 
same objects; rather, they are objects that belong to two different and independent 
lines of development. Animals’ auxiliary means present only opportunities and do 
not reveal their essence as tools even in their simplified forms. They are considered as 
natural preconditions for the emergence of human tools; however, their appearance 
belongs to another historical reality. 

Chapter 4 starts by considering the operations used by the children in the empirical 
material. Galperin focuses on examining the psychological significance of the types 
of operations used and difference between tools and means. The empirical data 
demonstrate that there is a relationship between the children’s age and the types of 
operations used: older children perform more tool-mediated operations than younger 
ones. This correlation gives rise to two hypotheses. First, older children are more 
acquainted with the tool properties, and they consciously realise the opportunities for 
interaction with the tool (spade). The shift in the performed operations and the transfer 
from the mean to the tool, therefore, is caused by the development of children’s 
consciousness. Second, the development of children’s consciousness is not of primary 
importance, and the changes in their operations happen due to acquiring skills through 
interacting with objects. Therefore, the properties of tools and objects become signals 
for children’s purposeful operations. These changes in operations are caused by the 
accumulation of experience and the development of more sophisticated connections 
between elements within the environment and children’s reactions.
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Despite being different, these hypotheses are similar if it is considered that (i) in 
the development of children’s consciousness, the accumulation of experience is of 
primary significance for developing tool-mediated operations and (ii) the differences 
between psychological tools and auxiliary means are of less importance. Galperin 
argues that both perspectives contradict considerations of the importance of chil-
dren’s engagement in tool-mediated operations for developing consciousness. He 
emphasises that children’s engagement in tool-mediated operations should not be 
considered as a phase following manual operations. Social collective production 
cannot be considered as an advanced type of animals’ activity with or without means. 

Galperin emphasises that the characteristics of tool-mediated operations can be 
identified by asking the following questions: (i) How are manual and tool-mediated 
operations connected in child development? and (ii) How does a child master various 
tools? He believes that tool mastering and the transfer from manual to tool-mediated 
operations in children happen gradually, involving transformations, establishing rela-
tionships and connections. Galperin examines the empirical data presented in Chap. 2 
to identify how the transfer from manual to tool-mediated operations happens in 
children. 

The empirical data demonstrate that children of different age groups engage in 
four phases when mastering the tool (spade). 

In the first phase(the phase of trial and error), the children pursue an approach of 
‘trial and error’ by persistently repeating high tempo movements which are mostly 
unsuccessful. The children experience difficulty using the tool and attempt to adjust 
their actions to the affordances of the tool. Successful attempts are not recognised 
quickly, and once noticed, they are used occasionally with unsuccessful ones. The 
children’s actions are mostly manual operations which occur as a natural response to 
changes in the situations, and their actions are not consciously realised. Over time, 
children use successful operations more often, and general improvement in actions 
is achieved. 

In the second phase (the phase of monitoring the flow of activity), the children 
perform the same operations for considerably longer, through engaging in multiple 
attempts and eventually identifying a favourable position for the tool (spade) and 
the object of their interaction (the toys). Their actions are directed at repeating this 
favourable position, through slow and careful movements, and are aimed at main-
taining the benefits of a successful, albeit accidental opportunity. It appears that the 
children are waiting for such favourable situations; however, they do not possess 
skills to create these situations. When the children notice favourable positions which 
have occurred accidently, they analyse factors that constitute these situations, and 
this separates the whole activity to ‘before’ (accidental and unconscious) and ‘after’ 
(deliberate and conscious). 

The children’s actions in the third phase (the phase of persistent interference) can 
be defined as ‘good mistakes’ and are directed at creating favourable situations by 
using previously successful operations. Here, the children are not acting blindly (first 
phase) or waiting for a favourable situation to present itself (second phase) but are 
deliberately attempting to create favourable situations. Their attempts, however, may
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not always correspond to the circumstances of a new situation. Although the oper-
ations used in the previous phases prevail, the child’s consciousness determines the 
flow of the activity. These are experiences developed in previous phases transformed 
into ideas initiating further actions, which are different from ones used previously. 
Previous unsuccessful experiences are particularly visible in children’s persistent 
attempts to achieve the desired purpose, despite the unsuitability of the employed 
operations. The flow of the activity is accompanied, however, by the children’s 
thinking and conscious evaluations. 

The fourth phase (phase of objective regulation) is characterised by children 
mastering the performed operations. The flow of the activity is controlled by the 
child which is demonstrated in immediate corrections of occasional deviations from 
the intended flow. Such an approach highlights that the child’s consciousness regu-
lates the activity by considering the properties of the target objects. In doing so, the 
child considers the tool’s properties that are appropriate for the task’s conditions. In 
summary, this phase is characterised by the child (i) recognising the objective rela-
tionships between the features of the surrounding environment and (ii) mastering a 
skill when performing movements with the tool. 

Galperin suggests that although the fourth phase is the last phase visible in the 
empirical data, it is not the last one in the development of human intellectual activity. 
The children’s understanding of the relationships between the object and the tool 
does not reflect their understanding of the tool’s structure. For example, children 
tasked with creating a tool similar to the spade used in the experiments spent consid-
erable time studying the tool’s dynamic properties. In addition, only children above 
five years old were able to construct a tool, and this task was too difficult for younger 
children. This experiment highlighted that mastering the tool and understanding 
its mechanical properties is different for children in various age groups. In addi-
tion, mastering the operations in the fourth phase does not reflect children’s under-
standing of the relationships between the object and the tool as they would have been 
considered by an engineer. However, these relationships are realised by the child as 
the tools’ affordances and limitations when applied in the practical activities. The 
child’s consciousness determines behaviour and reflects the affordances and limi-
tations of the performed operations. Engagement with properties of objects creates 
links between these operations and the development of the child’s consciousness. To 
summarise, the four phases of the development of actions differ by the role of the 
child’s consciousness. 

The ‘trial and error’ approach used in the first phase demonstrates the challenge 
of acting with a tool for younger children. Even in this first phase, however, a tool-
mediated task is already presented for the child, and the suggested tool is included 
in the activity as a compulsory and essential link. However, the child is unable to 
use the spade and, instead, largely employs manual skills. In the second phase, the  
child identifies (i) favourable positions for the toys in relation to the spade and 
the (ii) operations needed to lift them out of the pool. These operations divide the 
whole process into several distinctive tasks; however, the links between them are still 
missing. The third phase is characterised by the presence of links between the tasks; 
however, these links are limited and not flexible. The natural position of the object
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(toy) determines how the child interacts with it. Mastering a particular operation 
determines the position the child attempts to place the object when lifting it out 
of the pool. In the fourth phase, the link between the operation and the object’s 
position becomes flexible, and the child’s choice of operation is determined by the 
situation. The four phases identified in the empirical data build upon each other: the 
child by accumulating experience acquired in the first phase through trial and error 
starts to manage his/her practical activity. From this perspective, the child’s mental 
activities are nothing but external activities that first occur by chance during changes 
in situations. Over time, the child begins to perform these activities intentionally, 
and such behaviour makes visible how the child’s consciousness develops out of the 
accumulated experience. The child’s consciousness is visible in the ability to select 
useful operations and adjust them to the conditions of the surrounding reality. 

Such an understanding reveals that there is a delay between the development of 
a child’s consciousness and the ability to engage in practical activity. To explain the 
link between the child’s engagement in the practical activity and the development of 
consciousness, the following aspects should be considered. 

First, the similarities between intellectual and practical activities demonstrate that 
they are inherently connected. They also, however, highlight that there is a delay in 
the development of the child’s consciousness and the ability to engage in practical 
activity. Children’s intellectual activities originate accidentally within activities and 
are identified and used deliberately in later phases. Gradually, relationships between 
the activity and child undergo transformations to become psychological activity. 

Second, the relationships between the operations and objects also transform. 
Initially, these operations are used accidentally; however, they become determined 
by the task requirements and the child’s thinking about interacting with the target 
object. In doing so, the child identifies the relationship between the object and the 
operations used which initiate changes in the object. The operations used in early 
practical activities become mental operations that determine the content of future 
practical activities. Therefore, psychologically, the child’s thinking moves ahead of 
the practical activity. 

Third, the transformation of practical to thinking activity reflects the growth 
of the child’s conscious understanding of the activity. Activities which have been 
consciously realised by the child are applied on multiple occasions which signifies 
the transfer from practical to thinking activity and, therefore, movement to the next 
phase of mastering the tool. By engaging in practical activities with objects through 
successful and unsuccessful attempts, the child starts to recognise object–tool rela-
tionships and, in doing so, transfers to the next phase. In summary, the process of the 
child’s development occurs as if continuously looking back while moving forward, 
with each phase that follows building upon the previous one. 

Galperin identifies the following transformational patterns between the practical 
activities and the development of the child’s consciousness. 

First, the four phases identified in the empirical data may overlap (in particular 
phases’ two and three); however, the subsequent phases do not replace previous 
ones. These phases reflect the child’s gradual understanding of the relationships
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between the tools and objects. They signify changes in employed operations and not 
a transformation from one type of operation to another. 

Second, the operations used by children in various age groups differ through the 
role of consciousness. Successful operations occur in younger children accidently, 
and the target task is solved by trial and error, which suggests that consciousness 
depends on age. Empirical data, however, show inconsistency in the development of 
a child’s consciousness with different levels demonstrated in various tasks. Galperin 
concludes that consciousness as an individual capacity does not exist; only indi-
vidual intellectual operations can be developed and applied. Inconsistency in the 
development of human consciousness signifies that it can be considered as a type 
of human psychological activity. Consciousness develops when a child engages in 
practical activity with material objects. In early phases, the child’s consciousness 
consists of individual operations which are a reflection of situations in which they 
are applied. Generalising individual situations and the ability to apply similar oper-
ations in various situations demonstrates a thorough understanding of the object and 
operations. In the absence of the ability to generalise situations of engagement with 
objects, the child’s consciousness consists of various groups of operations which 
differ in their structure, links, and connections. Such an understanding reflects the 
inconsistency in the development of the child’s consciousness. 

Finally, Galperin summarises the analysis of the empirical data by outlining the 
following aspects: 

1. Inconsistency in the development of the child’s practical activities causes 
inconsistency in the development of consciousness. 

2. In diverse operations, children of various age groups demonstrate different 
thinking and level of consciousness. 

3. In the early phases of mastering the tool, the child’s thinking and consciousness 
are delayed from the practical activity. Thinking, as a theoretical engagement, 
reflects the child’s previous engagement in practical activities. 

By considering these aspects, Galperin suggests that the role of skills and 
consciousness can be identified in the process of transformation from manual to 
tool-mediated operations. Contrary to the hypothesis that skills are crucial in the 
transformation from mean to tool, children do not use trial and error to solve tasks— 
the way how skills usually develop. Instead, when engaged in practical activities, 
children’s thinking is particularly visible. It is only in the first phase that children 
master the tool by developing skills through trial and error. In the second phase, 
the method of trial and error is accompanied by the child’s thinking which acquires 
the leading position in the third phase. Although skills are important, their role and 
significance change in different activities. In the trial and error phase, skill develop-
ment comprises identifying movements that are beneficial to the present situation. 
In the following phase of objective regulation, skills are integrated into the activity 
to ensure its smooth flow. If, however, the suggested task requires mastering an 
important skill, its importance is not equal in all phases of the performed activity. 

In a similar vein, Galperin argues against the primary role of consciousness in 
children of different age groups. In the initial phase of trial and error, thinking as a
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type of activity exists in its embryonic form. Even in the second phase—‘alertness’— 
practical activity plays the primary role and thinking is of secondary importance. In 
the third phase of ‘persistent interference’, thinking begins to dominate the external 
flow of the activity, and it is in the final phase that thinking completely manages the 
performed activity. 

The experiments of creating a tool (spade) highlight that the development of chil-
dren’s consciousness is delayed in comparison with their practical activity, including 
its individual operations. Children’s consciousness develops during their practical 
activity by mastering various operations and gradually realising their content, 
opportunities, and limitations. 

The main disadvantage of the decisive role of skill development and primary role 
of consciousness development concepts is that they are grounded in abstract rela-
tionships between the development of activities in children and their age. In addition, 
neither of these concepts consider the complexity and variety of these relationships. 
These concepts may offer explanations of the differences in the children activities 
by different levels of skill development and consciousness. Such generalising is not 
only empirically insolvent, but it does not correspond to the real structure of chil-
dren’s activities. In conclusion, both concepts offer limited opportunities for practical 
application and are theoretically inconsistent. 

In Chap. 5, Galperin discusses the role of skills in the development of new forms 
of behaviour. He starts by considering the concept that suggests that a skill is a 
decisive factor in the development of new forms of behaviour. Here, he defines skill 
as a way of developing new physiological movements which initiates a new type of 
behaviour. He argues that this skill definition can be understood as a combination of 
individually acquired and independent inborn activities. Therefore, depending on the 
conditions, a skill can enhance the development of individual forms of behaviour. 

Galperin adds that a skill consists of the development of individual movements, 
which, initially, have to be extracted from other complex movements. In order to 
create a skill by using mechanisms of unconditioned reflexes, individual movements 
have to be repeated and reinforced, and the sequential flow of these movements has 
to be maintained. Galperin argues that adopting this approach limits a skill’s role in 
developing new forms of behaviour. 

In order to develop individual movements, they have to be extracted from their 
natural flow and recombined in a new way. Galperin explains that such an approach 
should also be developed as a skill. The initial phase in developing a skill is adopting 
and maintaining natural situations that cause an unconditioned response. 

In summary, the first condition of skill development is that natural situations, in 
which individual actions occur, should be maintained. The second condition is that 
in a newly developed skill, the combination of individual actions should be changed 
and rearranged to create a new sequence of actions. Therefore, the appearance of new 
forms of behaviour is determined by changes in the surrounding environment. It is 
the sequence of the actions and the relationships between them that should undergo 
changes while individual actions that constitute a skill should remain unchanged. 
In nature, individual actions can be rearranged in a new way when the situations 
change; however, these changes undermine the first condition of skill development.
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When changes in the surrounding environment occur in nature, an animal adapts 
its behaviour by using the degrees of freedom present. In doing so, an animal adapts 
to the new conditions of the environment, and a new variation of the existing form of 
behaviour appears. Therefore, new external conditions initiate transformations in the 
existing forms of behaviour and lead to the appearance of new forms of behaviour. 
New forms of animal behaviour can also emerge as a response to bodily changes; 
however, only animals that manage to adapt to new environmental conditions survive. 
In both cases, the gradual development of new forms of behaviour does not happen 
through the addition of new elements, but through the development of one form 
and regression of other forms of behaviour. Both ways of developing new forms 
of behaviour aim to improve adaptation to the environment, thus enhancing further 
development. It is not individual skills, but variations in species and the process of 
natural selection that initiates new forms of behaviour. 

Humans can extract individual components from their natural connections to 
enhance new forms of behaviour, through changing the environment during the labour 
process. By adopting such an approach, first, a new form of behaviour remains on 
the external plane and is not consciously realised by a subject. Second, the new 
form of behaviour never develops through mastering skills and is only possible in 
individual subjects. For example, it might be possible to train young children to use 
the spade; however, mastering the use of the spade will never lead to a child teaching 
another child as the theoretical significance of such an activity will never be realised. 
Galperin concludes that explaining the appearance of new forms of behaviour through 
skills’ training leads to neglecting the main conditions of skill development and its 
characteristic features. 

This argument is supported by the second feature of training which is combining 
previously mastered individual actions to develop new skills. Such an approach to 
skill development aims not to create but only to master already existing activity. In 
other words, skill development is only possible in the context of an already created 
activity; a skill does not represent this activity but offers a way to perform it by the 
acting subject. 

Galperin proceeds to discussing the issue of intended and unintended training. He 
explains that new forms of behaviour can be developed by accident which he terms as 
unintended training. Such training is not realised and therefore remains unconscious 
to the acting subjects. On the contrary, intended training can only happen in human 
social environments which differ from animal environments. In addition, intended 
training always presupposes an ideal image which has to be (re)created in reality. 
Unintended training cannot happen in nature as new forms of behaviour are unknown 
to animals and therefore, they do not exist. 

Skills, as a way of mastering activity, develop on the foundations of old ones. 
Therefore, skills do not create new forms of behaviour, but are present in created 
forms of behaviour connecting individual parts. Hence, skills can be considered as 
physiological mechanisms consisting of a sequence of nervous impulses and respon-
sive muscle contractions. Skills do not create new forms of behaviour but stabilise 
forms of behaviour or activities within which they exist. Galperin argues that skill 
development is not creative, but rather a conservative way of developing new forms
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of behaviour. He adds if the theory of skill accumulation to develop new forms of 
behaviour was true, animals would have many opportunities to develop new forms 
of behaviour by utilising ready-made inborn and unconditioned skills. In an animal’s 
biological development, however, the opposite trend is observed and human evolution 
from apes was due to the absence of unconditioned instinctive forms of behaviour. 

As skills do not develop new forms of behaviour, it is not the accumulation 
of skills in a growing child that initiates the transfer from means to tools. On the 
contrary, the child’s transfer from manual to tool-mediated operations is initiated by 
the surrounding social environment. Therefore, the development of new forms of 
behaviour cannot be explained by skill development in children. 

It is visible in the experiments described in Chap. 2 that mastering a new form 
of behaviour did not happen through the accumulation of skills, but by mastering an 
already created form of behaviour. During the process of mastering a psychological 
tool and its transfer into a sign, the so-called ideological tool movements had to be 
mastered by the children: sliding the spade under the toy, stabilising, and lifting it. 
These ideological movements coincide with the naive or ‘magical’ phase, identified 
by Vygotsky, Leontiev, and Luria, and this phase is of a particular significance. 

A child engages in the offered task through the process of meaning-making during 
verbal interactions with an adult and not by training using old instinctive movements. 
It is the adult’s verbal instruction that reveals the position and meaning of cultural 
objects. The meaning may still be unclear for the child; however, it is included in 
the system of objective tool-mediated relationships that has to be mastered and is 
reflected in actions. It is concluded that tool-mediated operations do not emerge but 
are mastered and realised during the process of developing activities by the child. 
By engaging in this process, the child develops as a social and acting person. Human 
tool-mediated activities have to be developed in children and do not emerge by 
themselves. 

Besides the theory of skills, the theory of intellectual development offers an expla-
nation of children’s transfer from means to tools in the development of conscious-
ness. This theory emphasises the importance of mental development and is similar 
to the theory of skills in considering the subject’s practical activity as a secondary 
phenomenon, presenting itself as a new sequence of old actions. This new sequence of 
actions, however, appears through consciously realising new objective relationships 
and not by recombining the already developed skills. A new activity (which according 
to the theory of skills has to be developed in a specific environment) cannot be devel-
oped naturally; rather it is developed in human consciousness through considering 
the properties of objects and tools used. Therefore, the ability of human conscious-
ness to reveal ways of acting with objects and tools by considering their properties is 
important. It is not the development of practical activity that initiates human ability to 
think, on the contrary, it is the human consciousness that determines practical activity. 
Human practical activity is important for the development of human consciousness 
by offering ‘raw materials’: posing new problems and introducing new objects with 
various properties. It is human consciousness, however, that reveals new relationships 
between objects and identifies new ways of acting. Human consciousness identifies
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only the features of the surrounding world that an acting subject can directly engage 
with and influence. 

During such interactions, new relationships between objects can be established. 
Old connections are deconstructed, and new forms of activities are reconstructed, 
determining the amount, direction, and meaning of new relationships identified in 
the target objects. These new relationships cannot be identified by the acting subject 
through thinking only. For example, success in hunting first and foremost depends on 
whether the hunter is in possession of guns and does not only depend on the hunter’s 
intention to kill as many animals as possible and by recognising the animals’ habits 
and ways of life. Even by identifying the relationships between objects, ways of 
interacting with these objects can only be identified during practical engagement. 

Galperin argues that the limitation of the intellectual theory of behaviour devel-
opment is that it reduces thinking to simple perception and does not consider it 
as a type of activity. Thus, perception can be understood either as an observation 
of external objects and activities. In doing so, the intellectual theory of behaviour 
presents perception as a completely passive action, where human thinking loses its 
content and its independent proactive nature. The intellectual theory explains thinking 
as a process of reflection of reality. Therefore, such a theory rejects a theoretical 
approach and, in doing so, rejects itself as a theory. 

Galperin believes that the development of human thinking should be consid-
ered as a transformation from manual to tool-mediated operations. This approach is 
supported by his findings which he summarises as follows. 

Human thinking solves tasks that arise in the process of practical activity by 
employing means that were previously used. Therefore, human thinking is a particular 
type of activity that emerges during the development of practical activity. It also 
evolves out of this activity; thus, practical activity is a foundation for emerging 
human thinking. Gradually, human thinking is enriched with experience, content, 
methods, and directions of further development of the practical activity. In doing so, 
human thinking is nothing else but an ideal recreation of human practical activity. 

The purpose, opportunity, and further development of human thinking depend on 
the structure of the practical activity which initiates the whole trajectory of practical 
interactions. Thinking opens new opportunities for the practical activity which can 
lead to further development. Therefore, thinking does not only initiate development 
of present forms of behaviour, but also a person’s understanding of this behaviour. 
Human thinking develops and improves practical activities, and only when a tool-
mediated activity becomes a reality does the need to use tools arise, posing new 
thinking tasks. 

Based on the analysis of the empirical data in Chap. 2, Galperin highlights that 
a change in consciousness is initiated by a child’s transfer from manual operations 
to tool-mediated operations. Therefore, a child’s consciousness does not initiate 
a transfer from manual to tool-mediated operations. A child’s transfer to tool-
mediated operations happens during the mastering of publicly accepted ways of 
acting with these tools which initiates transformations in the child’s consciousness. 
These changes highlight the transfer of the child’s consciousness to its social, tool-,
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and language-mediated unlimited line of development and away from its biological 
line of development limited by its relationships with the natural environment. 

In adopting such an explanation, human consciousness loses its limitations and 
develops a capacity to reflect the connections between objects and processes. Through 
the process of developing an understanding of these interconnections within the 
surrounding world, human consciousness evolves as a homogeneous, unified, and 
well-organised structure. 

Galperin summarises that human consciousness realises and evolves in the process 
of historical development and does not exist at the beginning of development. Human 
consciousness develops in the process of generalising ways of interacting practically 
with objects, acquiring its structural and meaningful organisation. The boundaries of 
human consciousness are constantly expanding and are potentially unlimited. These 
boundaries, however, reflect the capacity of human consciousness to generalise the 
current understanding of the unlimited and never completely examined subject of 
science. 

Significance and Implications of P. Y. Galperin’s 
Dissertation—Further Insights 

The considerations presented in Galperin’s dissertation exemplified in detail the 
unity of external tool-mediated and internal human psychological activities. These 
findings were influential to provide explanation of human psychological tools, 
their differences from animals’ means, and significance for human psychological 
development. 

These considerations and other were accurately summarised and presented by 
Galperin in his speech delivered on 6 January 1935 in Moscow in the House of 
Science which was dedicated to Vygotsky, who died at the age of 37 years six 
months prior to this event (Luria, 2003). In the Luria archive, a so-called blue note-
book was discovered, which contained a list of conferences held in the period from 
1930 to 1935, including the theses presented at some conferences. In this notebook, 
Galperin’s speech was listed under the title On Our Psychological System, which 
might indicate that Galperin considered himself a proponent of Vygotsky’s system 
(Engeness & Zavershneva, 2021). 

In his speech, first, Galperin argues for the systemic organisation of human 
consciousness and a process of development it undergoes. Vygotsky identified three 
ways in which the process of the development of human consciousness may happen: 
(i) metamorphoses, (ii) consistency (cyclic), and (iii) inconsistency. However, meta-
morphoses and consistent (cyclic) development reflected the general process in 
humans. Therefore, the process of inconsistent development was of particular impor-
tance in understanding the development of a child’s consciousness. In Vygotsky’s 
work, inconsistency in the development of a child’s consciousness was characterised
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by the presence of one dominating psychological function in the child’s conscious-
ness. Other psychological functions were manifested through this dominating func-
tion. Inconsistency in the development of a child’s consciousness was reflected in the 
different psychological functions that were predominant at different periods in his or 
her development. The sequential order of these functions was the following: percep-
tion, memory, and thinking. It was argued that the appearance of one dominating 
function in the hierarchy of existing psychological functions reorganised the existing 
psychological functions—the establishment of a dominant psychological function 
caused the reorganising and restructuring of the existing psychological functions, 
establishing their dependency on the new dominant function. While partly agreeing 
with Vygotsky’s law of parallelogram, Galperin considered that mediation happened 
in the process of human communication, including the first scream of a child. He 
highlighted the need to examine the significance of the role of human speech from the 
moment of its appearance in the development of human consciousness. In summary, 
Galperin suggested to re-evaluate the significance of the law of the parallelogram 
and examine the role of mediated psychological processes in personal needs and the 
mediational significance of individual speech. Importantly, he suggested to consider 
the structure of the mediated action and its influence on the development of meanings 
and signs with humans. 

Second, Galperin argued that human consciousness as a hierarchical organisation 
of psychological functions could be developed only in humans and was inherently 
connected with the human use of cultural means. These cultural means were oper-
ations mediated by signs. Therefore, to trace and understand the process of the 
development of the systemic structure of human consciousness, one must develop 
an understanding of the (i) origin, (ii) development, and (iii) functional meanings of 
signs. 

Regarding the origin of signs, Galperin, in line with Vygotsky, argued that 
they first appeared in the process of communication among people; the established 
norms of communication eventually ‘grew inside’ to become psychological func-
tions of a person, which was described and reflected in the processes of mediation, 
sociogenesis, and the internalisation of higher psychological functions. 

According to Vygotsky, the development of mediated actions in children happened 
through the following phases: the natural phase, the naïve-psychological phase, the 
external phase, and the internal mediation phase. These four phases were important 
because they reflected the considerably late development of mediated psychological 
functions in older children. These phases were elaborated in the research presented in 
the dissertation. They also demonstrated the increasing role of consciousness and sign 
mediation in the activities of older children. Following Vygotskian line of thinking, 
Galperin summarised that the sign: 

• established new and changed old connections and relationships among the existing 
psychological functions, 

• became a structural and functional centre of newly developed psychological 
functions, and 

• established new and identified higher and lower psychological functions.
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Thus, a sign became a tool for creating the structural and systemic organisa-
tion of human consciousness. This understanding allowed to conclude that higher 
psychological functions were nothing else but internal operations that were medi-
ated by forms of communication. The development of higher psychological func-
tions occurred in the process of mediated social communication during the external 
activities of humans. 

The sequential appearance of the predominant psychological functions—percep-
tion, memory, and thinking—reflected not only different types of activities that a child 
could engage in but also the gradual transformation from actual external psychical 
interactions with material artefacts to internal mental activities. This transformation 
was characterised by distancing from observable situations, and it required quali-
tative changes in the existing psychological functions. Therefore, the development 
of new psychological functions and the sequential appearance of one predominant 
function occurred through social interactions. 

Galperin summarised that human consciousness was a hierarchical system of 
psychological functions. Higher psychological functions as activities of human 
consciousness comprised a historic phenomenon that could be developed specifically 
in humans. 

In considering meaningful the organisation of human consciousness, Galperin 
indicated the need to examine (i) the tools that were used in the process of the 
development of human psychological functions and (ii) the internal structure of the 
mediated action that employed these tools. 

Galperin suggested that the internal structure of the mediated action was deter-
mined by two aspects: a task to solve and the tools available to solve it. Previously, 
it was believed that the process of the mediation of the action was determined by the 
selected tools. However, Galperin urged to undertake a more thorough analysis of a 
mediated action as such. A task as a problem that needed to be solved encapsulated 
its motive—the reason to solve this task. A motive was subjective and internal, and 
the task was something that confronted humans and was therefore external and objec-
tive. The motive was an expression of a need, and the task was a mean to satisfy this 
need. Hence, a task could be seen as the objective expression of a motive. However, a 
motive could be expressed in several ways. For example, a motive could be a child’s 
willingness to play, and the task was the game that the child wanted to play. 

A mean was a sign with the help of which a person could ‘transmit a message’ 
to another person or a group of people. In doing so, first, a sign had the potential 
to reflect reality; second, it was a unit of reality. The activity, in turn, could have a 
double role: (i) as an activity of interaction and communication and (ii) as a part of a 
broader activity that had the unique function of transferring the meaning of the sign. 

In other words, a sign had a double meaning: (i) its original meaning and (ii) the 
acquired meaning, which depended on the reality in which it was used. The original 
meaning of the sign could be understood as a generalisation of the reality in the 
process of communication; therefore, it was a set of internal operations aimed at 
generalising a reality. The second meaning of the sign was acquired in the process 
of communication during human social and practical activity.
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The relationship between the sign and its meaning could be identified as a complex 
relationship between the speech (in its individual psychological meaning of ideal 
form) and the real objective meaning that was transferred. Similarly, the relationship 
between the task and the motive and the relationship between the sign and its meaning 
could vary, so in the process of mastering the ideal form, several transition (ideal) 
forms could appear. 

Galperin suggested an unstable relationship between the motive and the task and 
the changing relationships between the sign and its meaning. Finally, the relationship 
between the task and the mediated action that was aimed at solving the task could 
also change: the same task could be solved by using different approaches and by 
applying different mediational tools. Therefore, the characteristics of the signs used 
in the activity determined the characteristics of the mediated action in which they 
were employed. 

Galperin concluded that the four aspects were interrelated: sign, meaning, task, 
and motive. On the one hand, these aspects were relatively freely joined links in one 
chain. On the other hand, this freedom remained when these aspects were presented 
outside the context of a practical activity. When they were employed in the activity, 
the situation radically changed, and these aspects appeared to be integrated in the 
meaningful activity that was aimed to solve a particular task by the use of consciously 
selected mediational tools. 

Galperin suggested that a meaningful activity with mediational tools consisted 
of two sides: internal (with the motive and the meaning) and external (with the task 
and the tools). Moreover, this process happened in time and through several phases. 
It was important that each sequential phase encapsulated the previous phases in the 
process. These considerations were supported by the phases in the development of 
actions he examined in the dissertation: (1) the phase of trial and error; (2) the phase 
of monitoring of the flow of the activity, (3) the phase of persistent interference, and 
(4) the phase of objective regulation. 

Galperin argued that the unity of the motive, task, signs, and tools constituted the 
meaningful activity, and the enacted unity of these four aspects comprised sense. 
Separating one aspect from another might cause the activity to lose its sense. For 
example, when for various reasons, the child was not able to engage in the activity, 
the task lost its appeal, and the motive lost its driving force. Therefore, the presence 
of all four aspects was required for the activity to become meaningful and acquire 
sense. 

Galperin concluded that higher psychological functions were nothing else but the 
mediated and meaningful actions of a person. The ability of a person to engage in 
meaningful actions reflected the advanced organisation of human inner world and 
attitude to the external world. 

Galperin argued that human consciousness was not an advanced combination of 
mechanical2 functions, but a meaningful activity. The systemic organisation of human 
consciousness had implications for a person’s ability to engage in a meaningful 
activity and the predominant psychological function reflected the meaningful activity

2 That is, the psychological meaning of mechanical. 
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in which the person was able to engage. The external world, represented in the motive, 
sign, task, and tools, became an integral part of the person’s internal world. Therefore, 
a mediated action reflected the degree of awareness of the surrounding world and 
oneself in this world. 

Human consciousness differed from animal consciousness not in its individual 
elements and not in its composition but in its organisation, which presented itself in 
relation to the external world and to reality. 

Galperin argued that human consciousness, as a system of meaningful activities, 
was developed through engagement in meaningful actions. The meaningfulness of 
an action was expressed in the nature of the task this action was employed to solve, 
and the tools used in this action. The development of meaningfulness happened by 
altering the tasks and the tools. However, when the task was altered, the motive and the 
mediational tools were also altered, which affected the meaning of the action. There-
fore, the central aspects of the development of meaningfulness of the action were the 
changes in the motive and the sign. Meaningful actions were developed through the 
development of meanings. In doing so, humans developed their understanding of the 
surrounding world. The development of meanings in children happened through the 
interaction of the ideal form of speech3 with its actual psychological content. A child 
interacted with the environment through the accumulation of the meanings, which 
was crucial for the mechanisms and the speed of the child’s development. The ideal 
form of understanding reality should be achieved in the process of this development. 
Therefore, the meaning of a sign was simultaneously a generalised reality and a set of 
internal operations that constituted the meaningful activity. This approach reflected 
a pathway of making sense of the surrounding reality and how well the person could 
master the activities in which he or she is engaged. 

The development of meanings was nothing else but the process of the development 
of meaningful activities. This was the pathway of the development of freedom of 
human consciousness. 

Galperin suggested that understanding the functional meaning of a mediated 
action presents the pathway to studying the systemic organisation of human 
consciousness, and by examining the organisation of a mediated action, we develop 
our understanding of the meaningful organisation of human consciousness. 

The study of human consciousness could be considered as an approach to devel-
oping the study of human personality. The key to this approach was to further 
examine meaningful activities, particularly the process of the development of tasks 
and motives. Galperin emphasised the need to examine ‘the natural origin of signs’ 
by considering their social origin in practical activities in which humans and material 
objects interact to create a stable, viable, and necessary structure. Finally, Galperin 
urged for the need to make a transfer from the cross-sectional examination of the 
activities to study the causality of the activities in which humans engage. 

The arguments presented in the dissertation were further elaborated in Galperin’s 
study of the development of human mental activity at the beginning of the 1950s as an

3 Ideal form of speech in the meaning of inner speech with the self. 
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approach to improve students’ learning in mathematics and languages and, in partic-
ular, to develop their ability to solve mathematical and linguistic problems mentally. 
With Vygotsky’s perspective that any psychological function was external and social 
before it became internal and individual, the process of internalisation reflects the 
transfer and transformation of human thought from the external interpsychological 
to the internal, intrapsychological plane (Vygotsky, 1987). The principle of internal-
isation and externalisation was developed further by Galperin through considering 
the phases of the development of mental actions. He viewed such a process as the 
gradual transformation from external object-oriented activities (materialised action) 
into mental action (acting mentally) through social communication (communicated 
thinking) and individual speech (dialogical thinking) (Engeness & Lund, 2020). 
Galperin suggested that transformation of the action from the external to the internal 
mental plane of the learner happens through six consecutive phases or forms of 
activity: (a) motivation, (b) orientation, (c) materialised action, (d) communicated 
thinking, (e) dialogical thinking, and (f) acting mentally. In the motivational phase, 
a learner’s attitude and relation to the learning outcomes that have to be achieved 
are formed. This is followed by the phase of orientation, where the orienting basis 
of the action is achieved by the learner developing a generalised orienting scheme 
of action. By applying the scheme as a guiding tool, a person who has never been 
previously exposed to the task completes it one step at a time. Creating an orienting 
basis of the action can happen in three possible ways: 

• Incomplete, where learning happens through trial and error. In this case, learning 
takes place slowly with many mistakes, and it is extremely sensitive to the slightest 
changes in the conditions of the learning situation; 

• Complete and offered by the teacher, where learners are informed in detail about 
the characteristic features of the target concepts and about how they will engage 
in learning. This implies that the learners are equipped with all the necessary 
mediational resources and the plan of action (what to learn and how to engage in 
learning); 

• Complete and constructed by learners following an approach aimed at identifying 
the essential characteristics of the target concepts. Using this approach, learners 
construct a specific orientation suited to solve the problem at hand. Galperin 
argued that with this type of orientation, humans develop their understanding of 
how to go about learning, and their agency as independent and conscious learners 
may be enhanced. 

The transformation from materialised action to communicated thinking happens 
during learners’ interactions with material or materialised objects and in making 
sense of these objects in speech. In the phase of a materialised action, the action is 
directed outside, and it connects the learner with external objects and the outside 
world. The transformation from communicated to dialogical thinking happens by 
learners substituting the externally oriented speech with its image. In dialogical 
thinking, the action is directed inside the learner in establishing communication with 
himself or herself (as another person). The learner’s ability to perform an action in 
the form of dialogical thinking reflects the pathway the action has undergone from its
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materialised to its dialogical form. Finally, in the final phase, the action is performed 
in hidden speech, which Galperin refers to as acting mentally. In this phase, artificial 
fragmentation into individual units is suspended, and the action acquires its natural 
flow. In this phase, the maximum automation of the action can be achieved. 

Galperin successfully defended his candidate dissertation presented in this book in 
1938. Zinchenko (2013) considered Galperin’s dissertation of primary significance to 
the cultural-historical theory, as it demonstrated and scientifically proved the process 
of the development of human consciousness in practical tool-mediated activities 
(Zinchenko, 2013). 

To conclude, the contribution of Piotr Galperin’s dissertation to the cultural-
historical psychology can be summarised as follows: 

First, in addressing the differences between human tool and animal means, 
Galperin highlighted that animals’ means did not present opportunities for new activ-
ities, and on the contrary, their natural behaviour determined how the means were 
used. In humans, tools determined and affected the activities in which they were used. 
If the arm was included in the tool-mediated operations, it complied with the require-
ments and rejected its own operations. By offering new opportunities of interaction 
in the surrounding environment, the tool acquired its historical and psychological 
significance. If the tool was included in the system of the arm’s operations, it lost its  
own operations and acquired the functions of an arm by becoming its extension. In 
this instance, a tool did not present new opportunities for the human and offered only 
a slight variation of the already existing ones. Galperin concluded that through tool 
use, a new reality emerged for humans. Such a reality was comprised of the tools’ 
properties and the historically and socially developed ways of working or acting with 
these tools. The system of tool operations reflected the outcome of the development 
within social collective production. Human tools encapsulated operations and activ-
ities with these tools. Animals’ auxiliary means only resembled tools; however, they 
were employed in manual activities and could not be considered true tools even in 
their simplest modifications. 

Second, Galperin conceptualised the differences between manual and tool-
mediated operations in the system of movements that comprise these operations. 
He highlighted that in manual operations, tools became an extension of the acting 
subjects’ arms. In tool-mediated operations, tools were included in a particular system 
of social relationships and the subjects’ interaction with the object was mediated 
by the tool. In doing so, the subjects discovered new ways of interacting with the 
surrounding reality which exceeded natural opportunities. Galperin concluded that 
by comparing tool-mediated and manual operations, a tool’s characteristic features 
could be identified. These characteristic features, however, were not sufficient to 
create a clear distinction between a tool and a mean. Only the structure of the tool-
mediated activities, the structure of the operations with the tool, could reveal the 
systemic characteristic features of the tool and uncover the true nature and differ-
ence between tools and means. Galperin suggested that animals’ auxiliary means 
simply extended their natural organs, and therefore, they did not play an essential 
role in the development of their consciousness. A tool first appeared in social and not 
individual production. Therefore, an animal’s mean was separated from a human tool
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by a period of human historical development. Human social production accidentally 
discovered auxiliary means that were gradually transformed into tools. During this 
process, the employed natural means acquired their social logic of labour, and from 
this very moment, the true tools emerged. Therefore, a tool carries the burden of its 
social nature that presents itself for humans as an objective reality, similar to other 
material things. 

Third, Galperin summarised that when mastering the tool (spade), the children 
engaged in the four phases: trial and error, monitoring the flow of the activity, persis-
tent interference, and objective regulation. The  first phase of trial and error demon-
strated the challenge of acting with a tool for younger children. A tool-mediated task 
was presented for the child, and the suggested tool was included in the activity as a 
compulsory and essential link. However, the child was unable to use the spade and, 
instead, largely employed manual skills. In the second phase, the child identified (i) 
favourable positions for the toys in relation to the spade and the (ii) operations needed 
to lift them out of the pool. These operations divided the whole process into several 
distinctive tasks; however, the links between them were still missing. The third phase 
was characterised by the presence of links between the tasks; however, these links 
were limited and not flexible. In the fourth phase, the link between the operation 
and the object’s position became flexible, and the child’s choice of operation was 
determined by the situation. These four phases built upon each other: the child by 
accumulating experience acquired in the first phase through trial and error, started 
to manage his/her practical activity. From this perspective, the child’s mental activi-
ties were nothing but external activities that first occurred by chance during changes 
in situations. Over time, the child began to perform these activities intentionally, 
and such behaviour made visible how the child’s consciousness developed out of 
the accumulated experience. The child’s consciousness was visible in the ability to 
select useful operations and adjust them to the conditions of the surrounding reality. 
Galperin summarised that (i) the similarities between intellectual and practical activ-
ities demonstrated that they were inherently connected; (ii) the relationships between 
the operations and objects also transformed—the operations used in early practical 
activities became mental operations that determined the content of future practical 
activities; and (iii) the transformation of practical to thinking activity reflected the 
child’s growing conscious understanding of the activity. 

Fourth, inconsistency in the development of the child’s practical activities causes 
inconsistency in the development of consciousness. In diverse operations, children 
of various age groups demonstrated different thinking and level of consciousness. In 
the early phases of mastering the tool, the child’s thinking and consciousness were 
delayed from the practical activity. Thinking, as a theoretical engagement, reflected 
the child’s previous engagement in practical activities. By considering these aspects, 
Galperin suggested that the role of skills and consciousness could be identified in the 
process of transformation from manual to tool-mediated operations—the skills’ role 
and significance changed in different activities. Galperin argued against the primary 
role of skills and consciousness. He concluded that children’s consciousness devel-
oped during their practical activity by mastering various operations and gradually 
realising their content, opportunities, and limitations.
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Fifth, Galperin concluded that skills did not create new forms of behaviour but 
stabilised forms of behaviour or activities within which they existed. It was not the 
accumulation of skills that initiated the child’s transfer from means to tools. On the 
contrary, the child’s transfer from manual to tool-mediated operations was initiated 
by the surrounding social environment. A child engaged in the offered task through 
the process of meaning-making during verbal interactions with an adult and not by 
training using old instinctive movements. It was the adult’s verbal instruction that 
revealed the position and meaning of cultural objects. Tool-mediated operations did 
not emerge but were mastered and realised during the process of developing activities 
by the child. By engaging in this process, the child developed as a social and acting 
person. 

Finally, Galperin considered human thinking as a particular form of activity that 
emerged at a certain time during the development of practical activity. It also evolved 
out of the practical activity and, in doing so, identified practical activity as a founda-
tion for emerging of human thinking. Gradually, human thinking was enriched with 
experience, content, methods, and directions of further development of the practical 
activity. In doing so, human thinking was nothing else but an ideal recreation of 
human practical activity. 

Galperin summarised the discussion in his dissertation by offering an elegant 
conclusion: human consciousness develops a capacity to reflect the connections 
between objects and processes. Through the process of developing understanding 
about the interconnections in the surrounding world, human consciousness evolves as 
a homogeneous, unified, and a well-organised structure. Human consciousness does 
not exist at the beginning of human development; however, it realises and evolves 
in the process of historical development. It is in the process of generalising ways 
of interacting practically with objects, human consciousness develops, acquiring its 
structural and meaningful organisation. The boundaries of human consciousness are 
constantly expanding and are potentially unlimited. However, these boundaries exist, 
and they reflect the capacity of human consciousness to generalise the unlimited and 
never completely examined the subject of science. 
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Chapter 1 
Psychological Difference Between 
Human and Animal Tools 

Outline 

The chapter starts by considering the psychological difference between human and 
animal tools. Galperin refers to the Köhler’s experiments that demonstrated that apes 
were able to solve problems by identifying connections, establishing relationships 
between tools, objects and even creating tools. These experiments demonstrated that 
animals were able to create tools and engage in tool-mediated activities. Köhler 
concluded that animals’ thinking, and their practical intellectual activities were very 
similar to humans. 

While not denying Köhler’s conclusion, Galperin questions whether animals’ 
thinking activity can be considered a simplified version of a human’s. To answer this, 
Galperin suggests examining human and animal tool use to develop understanding 
of the tools’ characteristic features in general and animals’ tools in particular. 

As a starting point, Galperin adopts an approach suggested by Engels that human 
tools encapsulate intellect, labour and the process of ‘humanisation of apes’, while 
also reflecting a new line in the development of human social consciousness. He 
suggests that animals use tools accidently which reflects the nature of their activities. 
Animals’ tools or as Galperin defines them ‘auxiliary means’, cannot be preserved 
for future use and they do not have defined areas of application. Their functions are 
not expressed in their shape, are of natural origin and are not employed in the system 
of social production. He highlights that all features of animals’ tools emphasise 
what these tools are lacking, but they do not provide an explanation about why they 
are lacking these features. To offer an explanation, Galperin examines the nature 
of animals’ auxiliary means by considering them as intermediate links between 
animals and the surrounding environment. He argues that animals’ means do not 
present opportunities for new activities, and on the contrary, their natural behaviour 
determines how the means are used. In humans, tools determine and affect the activ-
ities in which they are used. To develop an understanding about how tools affect the
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2 1 Psychological Difference Between Human and Animal Tools

activities that employ them, the relationships between (i) a mean (tool) and a purpose 
of the activity and (ii) a mean (tool) and an acting subject should be considered. 

While considering the relationship between a mean and a purpose, Galperin 
suggests that such a relationship reflects the mean’s technical-rationalistic feature 
(e.g. how well the mean is suited to achieve the desired purpose). However, neither 
the relationship to the purpose, or the mean’s technical-rationalistic feature offer a 
foundation to reveal the mean’s mediating role. Therefore, a mean’s relationship to 
the desired purpose cannot be essential to examine its mediating function. 

To consider the relationship between a subject and a mean, Galperin suggests 
examining the mean’s convenience and how well the subject uses the mean to achieve 
the desired purpose. This examination is required to reveal how the subject masters 
the mean and its usefulness for the subject’s needs. By adopting such an approach 
however, examination of the mean appears to be downplayed. Therefore, to examine 
the relationship between the mean and tool, its functions and suitability to achieve 
the desired purpose should be considered. 

It is also important to consider the ways of working with the tool as a system 
of encapsulated operations. The opportunities of interaction with the tool depends 
if the surrounding environment is: (i) natural or biological and (ii) human social 
environment. In both the social and biological environments tools can encapsulate 
(i) a system of mediated operations developed during social tool-mediated practices, 
and (ii) a system of manual operations, developed in the process of using a hand as 
a natural tool. 

If the arm is included in the tool-mediated operations, it complies with the require-
ments and rejects its own operations. As the arm and hand hold the tool it is positioned 
between a human and the environment and a new reality appears. By offering new 
opportunities of interaction in the surrounding environment, the tool acquires its 
historical and psychological significance. 

If the tool is included in the system of the arm’s operations, it loses its own 
operations and acquires the functions of an arm by becoming its extension. In this 
instance, a tool does not present new opportunities for the human and offers only a 
slight variation of the already existing ones. Galperin concludes that through tool use, 
a new reality emerges for humans. Such a reality is comprised of the tools’ properties 
and the historically and socially developed ways of working with these tools. The 
system of tool operations reflects the outcome of the development within social 
collective production. Human tools are not only used as intermediate objects, but 
they are also encapsulate operations and activities with these tools. Therefore, such 
activities are tool mediated. Animals’ auxiliary means only resemble tools; however, 
they are employed in manual activities and cannot be considered true tools even in 
their simplest modifications. As an example, Galperin considers how small children 
learn to master a spoon by gradually transferring from manual to tool-mediated 
operations.
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Psychological Difference Between Human and Animal Tools 

The issue of the psychological difference between humans’ and so-called animals’ 
‘tools’1 was revived by Köhler’s remarkable experiments on the intelligence of higher 
apes. These experiments demonstrated that apes were able, to a certain extent, solve 
problems by identifying connections, establishing relationships between objects and 
tools and even creating tools to achieve the desired purposes. On the one hand, these 
experiments greatly enriched our understanding of the animals’ psyche, and they 
reestablished the discontinuity of the evolutionary process in the development of 
psyche from animals to humans. On the other hand, they made unclear the psycho-
logical difference between humans and animals. Previously it was considered that 
tools were used only by humans and that only humans were able to engage in tool-
mediated activities, however, Köhler’s experiments proved this to be incorrect. It was 
not only animals’ thinking, but their practical intellectual activity that turned out to 
be very similar to a human one. 

Such a similarity cannot be denied, but the question to be answered is how similar 
are these tool-mediated activities and what is the significance of this similarity? Is 
an animals’ practical thinking activity similar or can it be considered a simplified 
version of a human activity? Or, despite visible similarities, are humans’ and animals’ 
thinking essentially different? To perform such a comparison conscious use of mate-
rial tools by humans and animals should be examined and the outcome will largely 
depend on our understanding of tools in general and in particular animals’ ‘tools’. 

Without doubt human tools essentially not only encapsulate human intellect, 
labour and the process of “humanisation of apes” (Engels), but also, they reflect a 
new line in the development of human social consciousness. Animals, however, use 
‘tools’ accidentally and occasionally with their use reflecting the nature of animals’ 
activities with these tools. In many cases, the use of auxiliary means2 happens in the 
context of existence of those who employ these means and reflects the true nature of 
the mean or the tool. Therefore, the main aim of our investigation is to identify the 
characteristic features that may reflect the true nature of the material means: social 
or natural. 

In comparison with humans’ tools, animals’ auxiliary means cannot be preserved 
for later use and they don’t have strictly defined areas of application. The functions 
of animals’ auxiliary means are not expressed in their shapes and in most cases, these 
means are of natural origin. What is most important is that animals’ means are not 
connected with and are not employed in the system of social production. However, all 
these negative features provide evidence of what animals’ ‘tools’ are lacking, but they 
do not provide an explanation about why they are lacking these features. The visible 
features of humans’ tools are not sufficient to completely reveal the nature of animals’ 
‘tools’. Bourgeois evolutionist sociologists identify the common origin and explain 
significant differences between animals’ and humans’ tools by considering the areas

1 Animals’ ‘tools’—in original. 
2 Mean is a broader category which may include tools that have psychological significance for 
humans and auxiliary means used by animals that don’t have such psychological significance. 
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of application, the complexity and excellence of humans’ tools, and their place and 
role in human society and animals’ environment. However, by demonstrating the 
real essence of animals’ ‘tools’ such differences can be explained from another 
perspective. To provide a comprehensive explanation, the use of auxiliary means by 
animals is more of an exception than a rule and our task is to carefully examine the 
true nature of animals’ auxiliary means. 

What are animals’ auxiliary means? Externally they are intermediate material 
links used in a meaningful activity and such a feature makes animals’ ‘tools’ similar to 
humans’ tools. The differences, however, should be identified by examining how tools 
as intermediate material links are used by animals, in the structure of their activities. 
Tools as such do not determine animals’ activity, on the contrary, animals’ behaviour 
determines the nature of the used tools. Therefore, the characteristic features of the 
animals’ ‘tools’ should be identified by analysing their activities with the ‘tools’ 
which are different from human tool-mediated activities. 

In general, the use of a material mean affects the structure of human or animal 
activities which is determined by the relationships between (i) a mean and a purpose 
of the activity and (ii) a mean and an acting subject. These two relationships should 
be examined in detail. 

Relationship Between a Mean and a Purpose 

A mean’s primary feature is to achieve a desired purpose which can be 
expressed in two ways: (i) technically—as a relationship between two material 
things and (ii) psychologically as a relationship identified by a subject3 involved 
in the meaningful activity. The mean’s relationship to the purpose reflects its 
technical-psychological and more precisely a technical-rationalistic feature. 

However, in any intermediate object the technical-rationalistic mean’s feature is 
present and, therefore, it cannot be used to distinguish animals’ auxiliary means from 
humans’ tools. Several theories inaccurately apply the technical-rationalistic criteria 
to identify the differences between animals’ and humans’ tools by considering various 
stages of a common developmental trajectory (Köhler), psychological (Vygotsky), 
or social aspects (Plekhanov). 

Of course, a mean’s relationship to the purpose should be considered, however, this 
relationship does not provide a baseline to characterise this mean. The mean’s purpose 
encapsulates a wide circle of phenomena, including, for example, the biological 
purpose. The mean’s purpose considers the relationships between two objects and, 
in doing so, it largely downplays the mean’s mediating role. However, a mean may 
not have its purpose at all and therefore, the mean’s relationship to the purpose cannot 
be considered as determining or the most important.

3 Subject in the meaning of an acting subject (a person or an animal). 
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Relationship Between a Subject and a Mean 

If an object can be used as a mean to achieve a desired purpose, therefore it can be 
used by a subject.4 From the technical-rationalistic perspective, the mean is directly 
linked to the purpose that needs to be achieved and is determined by this purpose. 
However, psychologically, in each specific case, it is the subject who connects the 
applied mean with the desired purpose. The subject applies various means and, in 
doing so, the subject attributes the limitations of these means. An object is used 
as a mean by the subject, what type of mean it is and its characteristic features 
should be identified by examining the relationships between the acting subject and 
the employed mean. 

When examining the relationship between the subject and the mean, it may appear 
that no psychological relationship exists: a subject (person or animal) just takes the 
mean in his/her hand. However, it is the convenience5 and how well the subject uses 
this mean that should be examined to identify such a relationship. The psychological 
aspect of the relationship subject—mean, may be revealed (i) by considering the 
subject’s skills or how well the subject masters the mean or, (ii) by considering the 
usefulness of the mean for the needs of the subject. However, by adopting such an 
approach, examining the mean as such appears to be downplayed. What becomes 
clear is that the relationship between the mean and the subject is similar to the 
relationship between the mean and its purpose (i.e. the need to perform required 
operations). In such a technical-rationalistic approach, the subject presents himself 
as a specifically structured object and by considering the relationship between the 
subject and the mean, we consider the relationships between the two objects. 

To examine the relationship between the subject and the tool, the following ques-
tion comes to the fore: what function does this tool carry? Can this tool be considered 
a mean to achieve the subject’s desired purpose? If the tool does not encapsulate the 
way of working with it to achieve the desired purpose, the tool is therefore used 
according to the logic of the acting subject. However, if the tool has been created to 
achieve the desired purpose, then the subject when using this tool will comply with 
the objective requirements and the system of operations encapsulated in this tool. 

How the mean presents itself and which opportunities are recognised depends on 
the subject’s reality. An animal as a biological creature recognises only biological 
relationships and forms of existence. Therefore, in the most sophisticated tools an 
animal can recognise only opportunities for its instinctive behaviour, and they are 
used as natural objects free from any logic of other applications. However, in humans 
(who are social in nature) even natural objects are considered as potential tools. 
Humans perceive both natural and artificial objects by recognising publicly accepted 
meanings and operations encapsulated in these objects. 

To summarise, in different environments—social or biological, a mean can be 
perceived as a solid centre of two types of operations: (i) a system of mediated 
operations developed during social tool-mediated practices encapsulated in the tool,

4 Subject—same meaning as above. 
5 Underlined here and later in the original. 
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and (ii) a system of manual operations, developed in the process of using an arm as 
a natural tool. 

When a hand holds the tool, one of the above-mentioned systems comes to the 
fore: either the arm gets included in the system of tool-mediated operations or the 
tool gets included in the system of the arm’s operations. First, if the arm gets included 
in the tool-mediated operations, the arm complies with the requirements of the tool 
operations and rejects its own operations if it contradicts with the tool’s operations. 
The arm and the hand turn simply into a holder and a mover of the tool and a new 
reality of a tool positioned between a human and the environment appears. In doing 
so, the tool acquires its historical and psychological significance. 

Second, if the tool gets included in the system of the arm’s operations, the tool 
loses its own operations and it acquires the functions of an arm by becoming an 
extension of the arm: the tool is used as an arm and often a bad arm which can never 
be perfectly substituted by the tool. Such a tool does not present new opportunities 
for the human and offers only a slight variation of the already existing opportunities. 

Through tool use, a new objective reality presents itself for a human. Such a reality 
comprises the tools’ properties and the historically and socially developed ways of 
using these tools. The system of tool operations reflects an outcome of development 
within a society and collective production, which are absent in animals. Therefore, 
a distinguishing feature of humans that differs from animals is that tools are not 
only used as intermediate objects, but also as carriers of particular types of activities. 
Animals’ auxiliary means only resemble tools; however, they cannot be considered 
true tools even in their simplest modifications. 

To summarise, the same tools can be used in totally different actions, and the 
tools’ true significance is encapsulated in how these tools are used. Therefore, tools 
as intermediate objects can be applied into two systems of actions: as true tools 
that are used only by humans, and as auxiliary means that are applied in animals’ 
activities. 

When we are presented with an object which shape clearly informs us about its 
application, we can define such an object as a tool. The same tool can be used for 
different purposes: for example, a hammer can be used as a heavy object to hold 
down sheets of paper to stop them from being blown away by the wind. A natural 
object, however, can be used as a tool, for example when we use a stone as a hammer 
to strike a lose nail into the carriage. Whether we act with a specifically designed 
tool or accidentally find an auxiliary mean will decide how this object is used in the 
action. Such an understanding is crucial to consider the nature of the auxiliary means 
used by animals, that are used inconsistently and that are not properly shaped for 
their use. Our first task is to demonstrate that the tool has its own logic of use and 
the mean doesn’t have such a logic, so both are applied differently in two types of 
operations: human operations with tools and animal operations with auxiliary means. 

These two types of operations can be observed in everyday life. For example, a 
spoon is one of the first cultural tools that a child has to master. How does a child 
learn to use the spoon? Learning how to use a spoon is not easy and time-consuming. 
First, a child attempts to hold the spoon as close as possible to its head. He puts 
his fingers and even his whole fist on to the spoon’s head. The purpose of such an
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attempt becomes obvious. Only when the nanny makes the child hold the handle of 
the spoon and together, they scoop up the porridge, the child with a sharp movement 
raises the spoon to his mouth. The spoon is not level and most porridge pours out; 
however, the child is moving in the same way as if he was bringing his fist to his 
mouth. Functionally, the spoon is no more than an extension of the child’s hand and 
the closer the child’s hand is to the spoon’s head, the more likely it is to enter the 
child’s mouth. The simple logic of a spoon as a tool is visible when having scooped 
some porridge, the bottom of the spoon is scratched against the edge of the plate. 
After that the filled spoon is lifted up vertically to the mouth’s level, to establish its 
horizontal position. Only after such a position has been established, that the child 
directs the spoon straight to his mouth. This simple logic is not obvious for the child 
and instead of the movement presented in Photo 1.1, he performs the movement 
presented in Photo 1.2.6 

A spoon in the child’s hand is not a tool, but a mean, a required substitution for a 
hand and, as such, a bad substitution. Only after a period of training, a child develops 
skills for using a spoon: not to move it immediately to the mouth, but at first to lift 
it up horizontally. For a long time, a child attempts to hold the spoon in his fist at 
the lowest part of the spoon’s handle. It is only when reaching the pre-school age, he 
masters how to use the spoon while complaining about the inconvenience of holding 
the spoon’s handle in his palm positioned upwards (a usual way to hold a spoon for 
adults). 

Such an example demonstrates the main phases of mastering a tool and not only a 
spoon; these phases are visible when mastering any new tool. However, such obser-
vations seem to be too simplistic. In order to examine the differences between the 
two types of external mediated activities (manual and tool-mediated), an experiment 
will be described in the next chapter.

6 In order to take pictures of the experiment with the available camera, we had to perform our 
experiments outside in the daylight. In addition, the setting had to be changed: instead of pulling 
the toys out of the pool, we placed the pool sideways and used it as a table to make the movements 
of the child with the spoon available for observation. The attached photos are used exclusively to 
demonstrate the child’s operations with the spoon; however, these operations are not included in 
the empirical data analysed in this study. 
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Photo 1.1 A child using the 
spoon properly: the spoon is 
a tool in the child’s hand 

Photo 1.2 A child  who  
cannot use a spoon: a spoon 
in the child’s hand is not a 
tool, but a mean - an 
inconvenient substitution of 
a hand



Chapter 2 
The Empirical Research 

Outline 

In this chapter, Galperin provides a detailed description of the empirical research he 
conducted. Several groups of children, between two and seven years old, participated 
in the experiment. The children were tasked to lift toys out of the ‘pool’—a box 
without bottom (70 × 50 cm and 60 cm height). There were a variety of toys: a 
celluloid fish, a frog, swan, a large and small roller (for electricity wiring), a small 
and large blue wooden cube (7 × 7 cm), a cylinder, a trihedral and tetrahedral 
pyramid, an iron top, three polished barrels and others. The children’s task was to 
lift the toys out of the pool by using a spade which had a blade sized 9 × 11 cm 
attached at a right angle to its handle (40 cm). The spade had a specific and simple 
logic: for a successful action, it had to be lifted up and out of the pool vertically. 

The two-year-old children were first to engage in the experiment which demon-
strated that they used the spade only as a stick and the spade blade was regarded 
as an inconvenient addition, not useful for the operations. The children attempted 
to lift the toys by pressing them against the pool’s wall with the spade handle and 
moving them upwards as if it was an extension of their arm. Galperin summarises 
the different ways the children (also seen in older groups) held the spade in their 
experiments: as a stick, as a reversed stick, as a wand, as a fork, as a teaspoon and 
as a pinch. He also explains that lifting the toys out of the pool consisted of three 
relatively independent tasks: (i) sliding the spade under the toy, (ii) stabilising the 
toy on the spade blade and (iii) lifting the toy. 

Galperin observed, that when the two-year-old children engaged in manual oper-
ations, their movements did not correspond with the objective requirements of the 
tool and the spade functionally merged with their arms. These manual operations 
were particularly visible at the beginning of the experiment. The children bent their 
arms as if the spade was an extension of their arms and the blade was their hands, 
holding the toys. When the toy fell off the spade, this provided evidence that the 
logic of such an instinctive operation did not correspond with the logic of the tool.

© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022 
P. Y. Galperin et al., Psychological Significance and Difference Between Tools Use 
by Humans and Animals, Cultural Psychology of Education 16, 
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-031-14929-0_2 
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Such inconsistency was quickly noticed by the children and was eliminated. Further 
manual operations were visible when (i) the children slightly tilted the spade to their 
left hands, (ii) they lifted the spade with a quick movement and (iii) they changed 
their grip on the spade handle. When performing these movements, the children did 
not realise that the toys were unstable and did not stay on the spade in the same way 
as if they were holding them. Sliding the spade under the toys was almost impos-
sible for the two-year-old children, they operated with the spade as a stick and the 
blade was perceived by them as negative and useless. The children realised the need 
to stabilise the toys, however they did not perceive any attempts to do so. While 
lifting the children often reached out for the toys by bringing the spade close to their 
bodies. In summary, the two-year old children engaged in several manual operations 
which they used interchangeably—more successful operations were replaced by less 
successful ones. Occasionally, tool-mediated operations were used, however, they 
were unskilled and, in most cases, ineffective. 

The three-year-old children demonstrated good lifting skills: they managed to lift 
the toys up and out of the pool despite using so-called intermediate operations. For 
example, the operation of sliding the spade under the toys was not smooth, however 
the children were able to repeat this operation successfully on multiple occasions. The 
children repeated other successful operations with the toys (particularly the round 
ones), for example, dragging them along the pool wall. In summary, three-year-old 
children differed from two-year-olds in their ability to get the toys onto the spade by 
sliding it under. Such an ability largely depended on their initial grip complemented 
by other primitive operations performed in critical moments which happened mostly 
at the top of the pool. However, sliding the spade under the toys was not managed 
completely by the three-year-old children as there were large variations in the oper-
ations performed. The children were able to carefully slide the blade under the toys, 
however they often only hit them with the spade. The toys moved onto the blade by 
springing upwards (most of the toys were light and round) or as a result of the children 
hitting the bottom of the pool. In doing so, the children established a link between 
the performed operations and their outcomes rather than understanding the objective 
relationships between the tool and the target object. Stabilising the tool on the spade 
blade, did not arise as an independent and necessary task. If the toy’s favourable 
position accidently occurred, it was immediately picked up by the children. They 
observed, picked up and repeatedly attempted to use operations that appeared to be 
successful, which were used on various occasions even when they did not suit the 
situation. Such an approach showed that the successful operations were not realised 
and consciously understood by the children. The children’s understanding, however, 
was visible in operations they had mastered, for example, in lifting the spade out of 
the pool. In operations that were less mastered, such as, sliding the spade under the 
toys or stabilising them on the blade, the children’s attempts to repeat the successful 
operation were not observed. Galperin suggest that this might be because the children 
did not establish the link between the toy’s position and their previous operations. 
The children did not account for the objective relationships between the conditions 
of the performed operations in the ones mastered or performed accidently.
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The four-year-old children demonstrated mastery of three operations: lifting up— 
completely; sliding the spade under the toys—on multiple occasions; and stabilising 
the toys on the blade was visible in their attempts to lean the toys onto the spade 
handle. However, this operation was only used on occasions. On most occasions the 
children bent their bodies to maintain the vertical position of the spade, instead of 
changing their grip. Even when they needed to tilt the spade to stabilise the toy, they 
maintained this position when lifting the toy out of the pool. To summarise, four-
year-old children were able to master the target tool-mediated operations needed 
to solve the task. At this age, however, operations were mastered by the children 
differently: lifting up—completely; sliding the spade under the toys varied depending 
on the context. Some children were able to get the toys onto the blade by sliding it 
underneath, by putting far too much effort into this movement, and some held the 
spade tilted. Stabilising the toys on the spade was challenging for the children and 
this operation demonstrated large variations in performance. 

The five-year-old children demonstrated their mastering of the target operations: 
sliding the spade under the toy, stabilising it and lifting the toy up and out of the 
pool. The latter was particularly visible in the children’s persistent attempts to roll 
the toys onto the spade handle. Although the children demonstrated their mastery of 
the target operations, the whole task remained in their ‘challenging zone’, although 
at its lower end. 

With older children (eight-year-olds), these operations appeared to be too easy 
and they could not demonstrate the development of target operations. Their skilful 
movements adequately corresponded to the requirements of the tool and the proper-
ties of the toys. The performed operations did not depend on the children’s grip; the 
task to lift the toys out of the pool with the spade was not challenging and therefore 
not motivating for older children. 

The Empirical Research 

To examine manual- and tool mediated operations, the following experiment can be 
conducted. Participants from two different age groups should be exposed to a task 
which can be solved either manually or by using tools offered by the experimenter. 
Of course, by using manual- and tool-mediated operations, this task can be solved 
differently. The older participants quickly master the offered tool and use it with 
enthusiasm when engaged in the target task which they can solve easily. However, the 
same task is extremely difficult for the younger participants. The task is positioned 
at the limits of the participants’ capabilities: they are not able to use the tool and 
are attempting to act both with the tool and without the tool, by using ‘natural 
means’. However, both groups are expected to use the offered tool and by comparing 
manual and tool-mediated operations, the differences between these operations may 
be revealed. 

The experiment we conducted was set up in the following way: children aged two 
to seven years old were asked to lift toys out of a pool—a box without a bottom (70
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× 50 and 60 cm height). With older children, the experiment was conducted in a 
different room and a table placed on its side was used as a pool (the same size as the 
box). The toys, the children were expected to get out of the pool, were of various 
types: a celluloid fish, a frog, swan, a large and small roller (for electricity wiring), a 
small and large blue wooden cube (7 × 7 cm), a cylinder, a trihedral and tetrahedral 
pyramid, an iron top, three polished barrels (a small yellow, a middle green and large 
blue, all 12 cm in height) and a variety of small polished items (jugs, cast iron kettles, 
etc.) which are incredibly attractive to children. 

Some toys were round that could roll easily, others light and unstable, some 
relatively heavy and difficult to slide the spade underneath. Finally, the other toys 
combined several of the previously mentioned qualities. In order to get these toys 
out of the pool, the children were to engage in different tasks which could be solved 
by performing different operations with the offered tool (a spade). 

For the older children, the depth of the ‘pool’ was not really an obstacle and by 
leaning forward, the children could easily reach the bottom of the pool with their 
hands. However, they were not allowed to take the toys out of the pool with their 
hands, and such an attempt ‘did not count’. If a child was over enthusiastic and took 
a toy out of the pool with his/her hands it was immediately returned. The children 
could get the toys out of the pool only by using the spade, which had a blade sized 
9 × 11 cm and was attached at a right angle to its handle (40 cm). 

Although the spade was initially designed for other experiments, it turned out 
to be very useful for our purpose, which was to identify the types of operations 
performed by the children attempting to get the toys out of the pool. The spade (as 
a tool) had a specific and simple logic: it had to be lifted up and out of the pool 
vertically (Photo 2.1), otherwise the toy would fall off the spade and back into the 
pool. Such a simple operation could not be performed by some children and, in that 
case, the tool-mediated operations were substituted with manual operations (Photo 
2.2). In the following, I describe the experiment we performed in detail.1 

The experiments are conducted in a nursery using a pool, which is a rectangular 
box without a bottom placed on the floor. The youngest child participants are approx-
imately two years old, and before the start of the experiment, we played with the 
children, showing them different pictures until they were comfortable with the us 
(i.e., experimenters). 

Lulic D.,2 one year and two months old, (No 39)—a big, communicative and 
clever boy is looking into the pool with interest. When I offer him a spade with a 
long handle to get the toys out of the pool, he turns the spade upwards and attempts 
to get the toys with the spade handle. He takes his time in an attempt to bring the toys 
to the pool’s wall and lift them up by pressing them to the pool’s wall with the spade 
handle. He only manages, however, to scatter the toys in the pool and the spade’s 
blade is in the way of his operation. ‘No…’, he exclaims, and pulls the spade out of 
the pool, puts it aside (with its blade down) and attempts to reach the toys with his

1 The empirical data was collected with the assistance of the students of Kharkov Saksonov 
Pedagogical Institute. I thank the students for their help in data collection.
2 The name of the boy, probably anonymised. 
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Photo 2.1 A child lifting up 
the spade vertically - using 
the spade as a tool

hands. However, his attempt to reach the toys remains unsuccessful and, after a few 
minutes, he says, ‘I need a stick’, turns to the spade, takes it by the blade and lowers 
its handle back into the pool. 

Resume.3 It is visible, that Lulic uses the spade only as a stick, and the spade’s 
blade for him is a disturbing addition and not useful in this operation. He attempts 
to lift the toys by pressing them against the pool’s wall with the spade handle and 
moving them upwards, as if it was his extended arm without a hand. 

For several days, Lulic has observed the experiment with other children. On 
the day when he is involved in the experiment, he again attempts to lift the toys 
with the spade handle by holding the spade upside down. I take the spade from him, 
turn the blade down and say: ‘Here, try to use it this way’. Lulic takes the spade 
handle and drags the spade across the bottom of the pool. The spade blade is tilted, 
and it only scatters the toys. Lulic says: ‘No…’ and he puts the spade away. 

Having observed Lulic’s unsuccessful attempts to lift the toys out the pool, I put 
the toy on the spade for him. Lulic is lifting up the spade so fast, while performing 
a sharp movement backwards, that the toy is falling off the spade and back into 
the pool. He is dragging the spade (with its blade down) across the bottom of the

3 As in original. 
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Photo 2.2 A child lifting up 
a tilted spade - using the 
spade as a mean

pool, however, the spade is tilted, and his attempts to get the toys on the spade are 
unsuccessful. 

The upper edge of the box (the pool’s wall) reaches Lulic’s face and we place 
the boy on a stool and put a toy on the spade for him. Although he is pulling the 
spade slower than he did previously, the spade’s long handle makes him lift his arm 
upwards, to the side and backwards, making the spade blade tilt and the toy fall off 
the spade (Fig. 2.1). 

Lulic climbs off the stool and proceeds to study pictures. After three minutes, he 
takes the spade (with its blade down), soon however, he puts it away and attempts 
to reach the toys with his hands. After several minutes, he takes the spade again and 
drags the tilted blade across the bottom of the pool. To comfort him, I lift a toy with 
the spade out of the pool for him and Lulic happily puts the lifted toy in the nearby 
box and asks me: ‘Do it again’. He takes the spade by its handle as ‘a stick’ and

Fig. 2.1 Lulic lifts his arm 
upwards, to the side and 
backwards, making the spade 
blade tilt and the toy fall off 
the spade 
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holding the spade tilted, drags the spade across the bottom of the pool, scattering the 
toys. After a few minutes, he puts the spade away and climbs into the pool. 

The way the children held the spade handle essentially affected how the spade 
was used (successfully or unsuccessfully), particularly in younger children. Table 
2.1 summarises the different ways the children held the spade in our experiments. 

By holding the spade ‘as a wand’ Lulic attempts to get the toys on to the spade, 
however, similar to his earlier attempts, he does not succeed. I take the toys out of the 
pool for him, he takes the toys from me and throws them back into the pool, finding 
this process extremely entertaining. 

Lulic takes the spade again, grips it ‘as a wand’, then he changes his grip to ‘as a 
stick’, however his attempt is unsuccessful. He says: ‘No, I cannot do it, could you 
please do it for me?’. 

I place the toy on the spade blade for him, he pulls it upwards and backwards, 
the spade tilts (see Fig. 2.1), the toy falls off and Lulic tries to reach the toy with his 
hand. I place the toy on the spade again and by holding the spade ‘as a wand’, by the 
handle’s upper edge, Lulic pulls the spade backwards and upwards and the toy falls 
off the spade. Lulic passes me the spade and invites me to engage in the process.

Table 2.1 The different ways the children held the spade handle 

Photo 2.3 As a stick Photo 2.4  As  a reversed stick  

Photo 2.5 As a wand

(continued)
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Table 2.1 (continued)

Photo 2.6 As a fork 
Photo 2.7 As a teaspoon 

Photo 2.8 As a pinch

We both continue playing—I pull the toys out of the pool for him and he throws 
them back in. He makes several unsuccessful attempts to get the toys on to the tilted 
spade and lift them up by pulling the spade with a quick swing. 

I offer him the spade with the toy on it so that he can hold it in the middle of 
the spade handle. The toy is close, and he is trying to reach it with his hand. When 
informed he is not allowed to do so, he lifts the spade upwards and successfully 
reaches the toy, by holding the middle of the spade handle. We repeat this operation: 
I lift the spade with the toy for him, he reaches out to the toy and then by holding 
the spade handle in the middle, he lifts the spade out the pool. Finally, with a sigh of 
relief, he takes the toy off the spade. Then he asks: ‘Could you get the fish and the 
frog for me?’ Having received the desired toys, he throws them back into the pool 
laughing out loudly. 

Resume. It is obvious that the process of getting the toys out of the pool is more 
complicated than it has been anticipated. Such a process consists of three relatively 
independent tasks: (i) inserting the spade under the toy, (ii) stabilising the toy on the 
spade blade and (iii) lifting.4 Inserting the spade blade under the toy is impossible 
for Lulic. He does not realise to do so, that he has to keep the front edge of the spade 
blade close to the bottom of the pool. To achieve this, Lulic has to hold the spade

4 Italics in original. 
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Fig. 2.2 Zina holds the 
spade handle ‘as a stick’, 
lifts it up a bit, bends her 
arm, the spade tilts and the 
toy falls off 

blade almost parallel to the bottom, however he does quite the opposite, and holds the 
spade blade at an angle to the bottom as if the spade handle was just a stick without 
the blade. He realises the need to stabilise the toy on the spade blade after the first 
violent attempt to lift the spade upwards when the toy rolled off the blade. After that, 
Lulic’s made attempts to lift the spade slowly and carefully, however until I make 
him the offer of holding the spade handle in the middle, he pulls it to the side and 
backwards. During such an operation, the spade inevitably tilts, and the toy rolls off 
the blade. 

Zina D. one year and eight months old, (40)5 engages in the same experiment 
taking the spade, lowering and lifting it up empty several times. Then, she asks me 
to get the toys out of the pool for her. I place the toy on the spade blade for her (the 
spade remains in the pool). Zina holds the spade handle ‘as a stick’, lifts it up a bit, 
bends her arm, the spade tilts and the toy falls off (see Figs. 2.2 and 2.4). 

I show her how to lift the toys with the spade out of the pool. Zina lowers the spade, 
makes several scooping movements, without even touching the toys (this is recorded 
in the protocol as ideological movements). She drags the empty spade against the 
wall of the pool, pulls it out and repeats the whole sequence. I take the initiative and 
place a frog on the spade for her. Zina lifts the spade up, however halfway through, 
she reaches out for the frog with her left hand. She bends her right arm; the spade 
tilts and the frog falls off the spade. I place the frog and the swan on the spade 
again. Zina lifts the spade very slowly, I encourage her: ‘You are doing well, you 
can get the toys’. She grips the spade handle with another hand, lifts it up and takes 
the swan and the frog off the spade. I place another toy on the spade—Zina lifts it 
up, then the spade catches the wall of the pool and the toy rolls off the spade. We 
repeat the operation. Now Zina lifts the spade straight up and by moving her hands 
interchangeably up the spade handle, she reaches the toy. 

After a few days we repeat the experiment in the following way: I place the toy 
on the spade, Zina takes the spade with her right hand and lifts it up by bending 
her arm. She helps herself with her left hand, the spade tilts and the toy falls off the 
spade. Zina repeats the operation and comments: ‘The toy has fallen off the spade’ 
(Fig. 2.3).

Zina approaches the pool from another side and after several unsuccessful attempts 
to use the spade, she climbs into the pool. When she is out of the pool, I place the 
toy on the spade and Zina, by holding the spade ‘as a wand’, lifts it up by moving

5 The meaning of the number is unknown. 
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Fig. 2.3 Zina helps herself 
with her left hand, the spade 
tilts and the toy falls off the 
spade 

Fig. 2.4 Marusya grips the 
spade ‘as a wand’ and pulls it 
slowly out of the pool. 
However, because she moves 
the spade to the side, it tilts, 
and the toy falls off the spade

her hands interchangeably up the spade handle. Eventually, she takes the toy off the 
spade. She carefully examines the toy and in one movement she throws the toy and 
the spade back into the pool. 

The wall of the pool is relatively high, we place Zina on a small stool, and she 
attempts to reach the bottom of the pool with her hand. I offer her the spade and 
say: ‘You can get the toys with the spade now’. Zina grips the spade ‘as a stick’ first, 
then changes her grip to ‘as a wand’ and lifts the spade up by moving her hands 
interchangeably up the spade handle. Zina is in a hurry; the spade eventually tilts, 
and the toy falls off the spade. Zina lifts the spade out the pool and inspects the 
blade. I place another toy on the spade, Zina grips the spade ‘as a wand’ and lifts it 
up carefully by moving her hands interchangeably up the spade handle. She reaches 
for the toy and takes it off the spade. Then she climbs on to the stool, pulls the spade 
out of the pool and the toy falls off the spade. She climbs off the stool and plays with 
the toys resting on the table. 

After a while Zina returns to the pool, grips the spade ‘as a stick’, immediately 
changes her grip to ‘as a wand’ and by moving her hands up the spade handle, success-
fully lifts up the toy out of the pool. I place another toy on the spade, Zina grips the 
spade handle ‘as a wand’ and although the toy falls off the spade almost immediately, 
she continues to pull the spade out of the pool. I repeat the operation, Zina lifts the 
spade slowly, however, the spade tilts and the toy rolls off. Zina summarises: ‘There 
is no toy on the spade’ and lowers the spade back into the pool. Next, Zina’s attempt 
to get the toy out of the pool is successful (she uses the same approach), however, 
her last attempt is unsuccessful, when she pulls the spade upwards and backwards, 
and the toy rolls off the spade. Zina comments: ‘There is no toy on the spade’. 

Resume. The experiments with Zina offer interesting considerations. First, Zina 
performs manual operations with the mean at the beginning of both experimental 
days. She lifts the spade with the toy by bending her arm as if she was lifting it
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with her hand. When holding something in a hand, we don’t lift our hand with a 
stretched-out arm, but we bend our arm at the elbow, bringing the lifted object to the 
middle of our bodies. In Zina’s movement, the spade as a tool functionally merges 
with her arm. 

Second, Zina quickly transfers form these random and unsuccessful operations to 
more successful operations, such as holding the spade ‘as a wand’ and pulling the 
spade out of the pool by moving her hands interchangeably up the handle. It is visible 
that these operations are more convenient for Zina, however, they do not correspond 
to the objective requirements of the tool use. Therefore, Zina’s operations remain 
underdeveloped and are used interchangeably with unsuccessful operations. 

Such observations in Zina’s experiment are also visible in an experiment with 
another girl, Marusya V. who is 2 years old (No 51). When she comes into the room, 
she believes I am a doctor and bursts out crying. However, she soon settles down and 
having placed her on the stool, I demonstrate what she is expected to do, using the 
spade to get the toys out of the pool several times. 

I then offer Marusya the spade and ask her to get the toys out of the pool. She 
finds inserting the spade under a toy extremely difficult, so I place the toy on the 
spade for her. She grips the spade ‘as a wand’, however, she pulls the spade upwards 
and to the side so fast that the spade tilts and the toy rolls off. She brings the spade 
close to her face and inspects the blade. 

Marusya grips the spade ‘as a wand’ again and pulls the spade out of the pool 
slowly. However, because she moves the spade to the side, it tilts, and the toy falls 
off the spade (see Fig. 2.4). 

In the several attempts that follow Marusya lifts the spade with her right hand, 
holds the spade ‘as a wand’, and reaches out to the toy with her left hand. To do so, 
she bends her body forward and, simultaneously, her right hand holding the spade 
moves down. She attempts to reach the toy with her left hand; however, the spade 
moves away from her. Marusya bends her right elbow and brings the spade with the 
toy to her left hand, however, it tilts, and the toy falls off. She repeats this operation 
six times (see Fig. 2.5). 

After six unsuccessful attempts to reach the toy with her left hand, Marusya 
suddenly changes the pattern of her movements. She grips the spade handle in the 
middle and lowering her right hand, she lifts it upwards, bringing it closer to her body 
by moving it to the left. The spade tilts and the toy falls off the spade (see Fig. 2.6).

Fig. 2.5 Marusya bends her 
right elbow and brings the 
spade with the toy to her left 
hand, however, it tilts, and 
the toy falls off 
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Fig. 2.6 Marusya grips the 
spade handle in the middle 
and lowering her right hand, 
she lifts it upwards, bringing 
it closer to her body by 
moving it to the left. The 
spade tilts and the toy falls 
off the spade 

Fig. 2.7 Yura grips the spade handle at its edge, then in order to lift the toy out of the pool, he has 
to lift his right hand high up and move it backwards. During such a movement, the spade tilts and 
the toy rolls off the spade 

In order to encourage her, I place a toy on the spade for Marusya. She lifts the 
spade upwards with her right arm by holding it ‘as a wand’. While moving her hand 
upwards, she tilts the spade and the toy rolls off. She repeats this operation three 
times. 

During her fourth attempt, she lifts the spade with her right arm, then shifts her 
grip from her right to her left hand and then back to her right hand. Her movements 
are unstable, and the spade makes a wave-shaped line—‘a wiggling lift’—and most 
toys roll off the spade, however, she manages to catch some with her left hand. In 
further attempts, she repeats her catching movements, however, the spade swings 
from side to side and all toys fall down while she is lifting the spade up. After several 
attempts, she lifts the spade up and out of the pool, turns it upside down and inspects 
the bottom of the blade as if trying to understand the reason for her unsuccessful 
attempts. 

Twice, she lifts up the spade loaded with toys by holding it ‘as a wand’ at the top 
end of the handle. She is holding the toys previously pulled out of the pool in her left 
hand and therefore, she cannot use her left hand in the following attempts (although 
she is making a movement with her left hand towards the spade). Similar to her 
previous attempts, when reaching the upper edge of the pool’s walls, she stretches 
her right hand out, the spade tilts, and the toys fall off. 

I take the toys out of her left hand and she engages in lifting up the spade by 
gripping the handle interchangeably with her right and left hands. However, her 
movements are rough, and she only manages to pull several toys out of the pool in 
one out of three attempts.
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In the following two attempts, she lifts the spade without changing her grip and in 
one attempt by changing her grip. In these three attempts Marusya manages to pull 
several toys out of the pool. When she does not change her grip, her attempts are 
successful when she holds the spade ‘as a wand’ at a distance from the top end of 
the spade handle. Marusya changes her grip only when she realises that she cannot 
raise her right arm high enough. 

In summary, in the experiments with the two-year-old children, manual operations 
are observed. These manual operations are particularly visible at the beginning of 
the experiment. A child bends his/her arm that is holding the spade at the elbow as if 
the spade was an extension of his/her arm and the spade blade was the child’s hand, 
holding the toys. When the toy falls off the spade, this provides evidence that the 
logic of such an instinctive operation does not correspond to the logic of the tool. 
Such an inconsistency is quickly noticed by the children and is eliminated. Further 
manual operations are visible when (i) the children slightly tilt the spade to their left 
hand, (ii) they lift the spade with a quick movement and (iii) they change their grip 
on the spade handle. When performing these movements, the children do not realise 
that the toys are unstable, and they do not stay on the spade in the same way as if 
they were clenched in a child’s hand. 

Sliding the spade under the toys is almost impossible for the two-year-old children, 
moreover, it seems that the need to insert the spade blade under the toy is not obvious 
for them. The children operate with the spade as a stick and the blade is perceived as 
a negative element rather than useful to perform an operation. Their intention to slide 
the spade under the toys is visible in positioning the blade parallel to the bottom of 
the pool. However, in relation to the toys, the spade is moved randomly and is often 
dragged across the bottom without even touching the toys. 

The children quickly realise the need to stabilise the toy after several unsuccessful 
attempts to lift the toy on the spade. However, the children do not go any further than 
starting to move the spade slower. They start lifting the spade with care; however, the 
children do not make any attempts to stabilise the toys on the blade. On the contrary, 
the relationship between the position of the spade blade and the toy falling off is not 
obvious for the children. When the toy falls off the spade, they inspect the empty 
blade with surprise. 

The operations pursued by children of this age group involve (i) lifting up the spade 
by (ii) bringing the spade close to their bodies. Although inserting the spade under 
the toy and stabilising it on the blade is very difficult for children, such operations 
are truly appreciated, and they are engaged in lifting the spade up and out of the pool. 

An attempt to reach out for the toy is often observed in two-year-old children, 
however such an attempt is quickly replaced by a more sophisticated mediated 
movement—bringing the spade closer to their bodies. We should acknowledge that 
two-year-old children progress quickly in lifting up toys with the spade during the 
first experiment; however, they mostly select successful manual operations rather 
than tool-mediated operations (spade). These tool-mediated operations are unskilled, 
rough and most often are ineffective. In addition, children use different manual oper-
ations interchangeably, and sometimes more successful operations are replaced by 
less successful ones. Such interchangeable use of manual operations can be explained
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by different circumstances, for example, by the children’s initial grip of the spade 
handle. This last aspect is particularly visible in the following experiment, where my 
description is in relation to the above. 

Yura S., two years and four months old (No 37) is standing on a small stool in 
front of the pool. He attempts to slide the spade under the toys unsuccessfully. He 
is randomly moving the spade among the toys, holding it in the most inconvenient 
way. I insert the spade under the toy for him for several attempts. 

Yura lifts up the toys in different ways depending on (i) how he grips the spade 
handle and (ii) what kind of toy he is lifting. In the majority of cases, he grips the 
spade handle ‘as a wand’ and when lifting up the spade, his fist, holding the edge 
of the spade handle, makes a tilted curve which eventually moves backwards. The 
success of the performed operation depends on the point on the curve in which his 
arm stops. However, this point, in turn, depends on the position of Yura’s grip of 
the spade handle. If he does not grip the spade handle at the very top but at a lower 
point, the toy is stabilised on the spade blade (for example, a large cube, a prism and 
a smaller cube) and Yura is able to lift the toy up and out of the pool successfully. 
However, if the toy is small and light (for example, a celluloid fish or a frog) and Yura 
grips the spade handle at its edge, then in order to lift the toy out of the pool, he has 
to lift his right hand high up and move it backwards. During such a movement, the 
spade tilts and the toy rolls off the spade. Yura does not manage to catch the falling 
toy with his left hand (see Fig. 2.7). 

Yura grips the spade handle ‘as a stick’—sometimes I deliberately direct the spade 
handle to him to be able to grip it in such a way and sometimes I just place his hand 
on the spade handle to grip it ‘as a stick’. However, by applying such a grip, Yura 
does not succeed in lifting the toy out of the pool. He lifts the spade up by moving his 
elbow to shoulder level and inevitably moves it backwards and to the side. In doing 
so, the spade tilts and the toy falls off. 

When we offer a similar task to three-year-old children, considerable ‘progress’ 
is observed between their operations with the spade in comparison with two-year-
olds. Tanya T, three years old (No 30) requires a long time to engage in the task. To 
encourage her and simplify the task, I place the toy on the spade blade for her after 
her several unsuccessful attempts to get the prism and the ‘roof’ with a large base 
onto the blade. In her next attempt, she manages to slide the spade blade under the 
barrel and successfully pulls it out of the pool. The barrel is leaning against the spade 
handle and it is moved straight upwards. When reaching the edge of the pool wall, 
Tanya grasps the toy with her left hand. I place several toys on the spade blade for 
her. She lifts the tilted spade and soon all toys fall off. I place the toys on the spade 
blade again. Tanya is holding the spade handle ‘as a stick’ and grips the handle with 
her palm directed downwards. She manages to lift the spade straight up; the toys 
remain on the spade and she takes them off the spade with her left hand. By holding 
the spade ‘as a stick’, she attempts to get the toys on the spade from the bottom of 
the pool, however, with no luck. 

I place a frog on the spade blade and when lifting the spade upwards, Tanya tilts 
the spade and the frog falls down (see Fig. 2.8).
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Fig. 2.8 I place a frog on 
the spade blade and when 
lifting the spade upwards, 
Tanya tilts the spade and the 
frog falls down 

Tanya slides the spade under the frog and lifts it up, however since the spade blade 
is slightly tilted, the frog is unstable, and it rolls off. Tanya inserts the spade blade 
under the frog again and, by holding the handle upwards, she lifts the frog out of the 
pool. She makes several attempts to get the fish from the bottom the pool. She hits 
the fish with the spade, and it springs over the blade. At long last, Tanya manages to 
get the fish onto the blade, and she pulls it carefully out of the pool. 

Tanya slides the spade under a little toy jug several times, however, every time 
when lifted, it rolls off the spade even at a slightest swing (the jug cannot be stabilised 
by leaning against the spade handle). Tanya turns her attention to the fish again. First, 
she attempts to reach it with her hand, however she takes the spade immediately and 
by holding it as ‘a reversed stick’, she inserts it under the fish and pulls it out of the 
pool. 

I ask Tanya to get the swan out of the pool. She easily slides the spade under the 
swan and by holding the spade ‘as a fork’ lifts it up quickly. However, her movements 
are fast, and the swan falls off the spade. Tanya turns the spade with the blade directed 
away from her, it takes a long time to get the swan on the spade, however, after a 
while she manages to do so and successfully pulls the swan out of the pool. 

Tanya asks me to move the barrel, resting at the opposite wall of the pool, closer to 
her. She slides the spade under the barrel and halfway through the process of lifting 
it up, the barrel falls off the spade. She repeats the same operation several times, 
however, the barrel is not stabilised, and it falls off the spade every time when lifted. 
She leaves the barrel and turns her attention to the toy jug. She slides the spade under 
the jug and stabilises it by leaning it against the spade handle. Tanya lifts the jug up 
and out of the pool easily. 

Resume. Tanya demonstrates good lifting skills—in most cases she manages to 
lift the toys up and out of the pool. However, sometimes primitive operations become 
visible, such as tilting the lifted-up spade. This does not count the cases when she 
lifts the toys by holding the spade slightly tilted. Tanya manages to slide the spade 
under the toys—an important operation which was unavailable for two-year-olds. 
However, when sliding the spade under the toys, Tanya’s movements are still rough 
and are successful with light and round toys in comparison with others. Tanya is 
unable to stabilise the toys on the spade blade and if the toy accidently appears to 
lean against the spade handle, she attempts to maintain such a favourable position 
as a precondition for her successful operation. However, Tanya does not attempt to 
create such a position deliberately, she makes use of accidental cases and she does 
not make any attempts to stabilise the toy on the spade blade.
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Fig. 2.9 Slava D., three 
years and ten months old, 
holding the spade ‘as a fork’ 
slides it under a big barrel 
and rolls it up along the wall 
of the pool 

Fig. 2.10 When reaching 
the top of the pool wall, 
Slava moves the spade 
handle closer to him, the 
blade moves away from the  
wall and the toy barrel falls 
down 

Slava D., three years and ten months old (No 32), holding the spade ‘as a fork’ 
slides it under a big barrel and rolls it up along the wall of the pool (see Fig. 2.9). 

When reaching the top of the pool wall, Slava moves the spade handle closer to 
him, the blade moves away from the wall and the toy barrel falls down (see Fig. 2.10). 

Slava drags the empty spade up along the wall and reaches to the toy barrel lying 
in the pool with his empty left hand. Then he puts the spade away and proceeds 
playing with the cards. 

I offer Slava to engage in the experiment again. In attempting to get a big blue 
barrel toy out of the pool he is awkwardly hitting it with the spade blade. After some 
unsuccessful attempts, he manages to get the barrel on to the spade, rolls it up along 
the wall and halfway through, reaches out grabbing the toy with his left hand. When 
making a movement with his left hand, Slava leans the spade handle against the wall 
of the pool, pushes it, the blade moves away from the wall and the barrel falls down 
(see Fig. 2.11).

Slava is disappointed and he asks me: “Can you please get the barrel for me?” I 
slide the spade under the barrel and by slightly leaning it onto the handle, I easily lift 
the barrel up to the top of the pool. I then return the barrel back to the pool and pass
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Fig. 2.11 When making a 
movement with his left hand, 
Slava leans the spade handle 
against the wall of the pool, 
pushes it, the blade moves 
away from the wall and the 
barrel falls down

Fig. 2.12 Slava attempts to 
get the fish from the opposite 
wall of the pool by holding 
the spade as a hoe 

Slava the empty spade. This time, the boy attempts to get the fish from the opposite 
wall of the pool by holding the spade as a hoe (see Fig. 2.12). 

Slava makes several unsuccessful attempts to get the fish out of the pool and I 
move it away from the pool’s wall for him. By holding the spade ‘as a wand’, he 
slides the blade under the fish, lifts it up and grabs the fish. Without changing his 
grip, he makes another successful attempt to get the frog out of the pool. 

Slava changes his grip to ‘as a stick’, however, he is unable either to slide the spade 
under the toys, or to lift them up. He proceeds to playing with the cards, however, 
after a short while he returns to the pool. He slides the spade under a large cone and 
rolls it up the pool’s wall. At the top of the wall, he grabs the cone with his hand. 
Encouraged by his success, Slava turns to the triangular pyramid in an attempt to get 
it onto the spade at the bottom of the pool. First, he scratches the sides of the pyramid 
with the blade, then he gets it onto the spade and although it is sitting well, he lifts 
the spade by dragging it up along the pool’s wall. However, during this operation, 
the pyramid gets caught in some uneven wooden boards; turning the spade towards 
him and the pyramid falls off. 

Slava slides the spade under the swan and drags it by pressing it against the pool 
wall (although there is no obvious need to do so). At the top the pool wall, he moves 
the spade in such a way that the blade moves away from the pool wall and the swan 
falls off (see Fig. 2.13).

Resume. The so-called intermediate nature of operations is visible in the actions 
of the three-year-old children. The children use primitive and rough movements to 
get the toys out of the pool. For example, the operation of sliding the spade under the 
toys is not smooth, however the children are able to repeat this operation successfully 
on multiple occasions. The children repeat other successful operations with the toys
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Fig. 2.13 At the top the pool 
wall, Slava moves the spade 
in such a way that the blade 
moves away from the pool 
wall and the swan falls off

(particularly the round ones), for example, dragging them along the pool wall. Such 
an operation is useless with toys of other shapes. 

Lionya D. is three years and four months old (No 38). He is a happy, blue-eyed 
boy with red cheeks. First, we engage with the cards, and he asks questions about 
every card: ‘What is this?’ He memorises the names of the objects on the cards fast. 

Lionya grips the spade quite unusually ‘as a reversed stick’, however, he slides 
the blade under the toy jug quickly and by leaning it onto the handle, he successfully 
pulls it out of the pool. 

I ask him: ‘Can you do it again?’ This time, Lionya is holding the spade ‘as a 
stick’ and he attempts to roll the jug up along the pool wall (see Fig. 2.14). 

However, the spade catches uneven sections on the wooden boards and the jug 
falls down. Lionya repeats his attempt by pressing the jug against the pool wall using 
the spade. He changes his grip to holding the spade ‘as a fork’ and attempts to roll 
the jug along the pool wall, however, after a few unsuccessful attempts, he carefully, 
without moving the spade close to the pool’s wall, lifts up the spade and gets the jug. 

By holding the spade ‘as a reversed stick’, Lionya attempts to get the toy jug 
by sliding the spade under it from different sides positioning the blade at different 
angles. He grips the spade ‘as a stick’ and attempts to scoop the jug from the opposite 
pool wall (see Fig. 2.15). 

By holding the spade ‘as a fork’, Lionya directs his efforts to the large cube. First, 
he performs scratching movements, then manages to slide the spade under the cube.

Fig. 2.14 Lionya holding 
the spade ‘as a stick’, 
attempts to roll the jug up 
along the pool wall 

Fig. 2.15 Lionya grips the 
spade ‘as a stick’ and 
attempts to scoop the jug 
from the opposite pool wall 
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Fig. 2.16 By holding the 
spade ‘as a stick’, Lionya 
attempts to get the frog from 
the opposite pool wall 

Fig. 2.17 At the top of the 
pool wall, Lionya moves the 
spade away from the wall 
and the frog rolls off 

However, instead of lifting it up, he attempts to drag the cube up along the wall. The 
cube catches the uneven places in the wooden boards, and it falls down. Lionya says: 
‘I cannot get it’. He slides the spade under a smaller cube and by pulling the spade 
away from the wall, he lifts it out of the pool. 

By holding the spade ‘as a stick’, he attempts to get the frog from the opposite 
pool wall (see Fig. 2.16). 

After several attempts, Lionya manages to reach the frog with the spade. He drags 
it closer to him and then, by changing his grip to ‘as a reversed stick’, he performs 
several scratching movements on the pool’s wall. At last, he manages to slide the 
spade under the frog, and drags it up along the pool wall. At the top of the pool wall, 
he moves the spade away from the wall and the frog rolls off (see Fig. 2.17). Lionya 
repeats this operation six times. 

He rolls the green barrel up along the wall and halfway through, he reaches it with 
his left hand. I say: ‘Sorry, you can’t do it this way’ and throw the barrel back to the 
pool. The barrel rolls to the pool’s opposite wall and stops there. The boy attempts 
to reach it with the spade. 

After a short while Lionya leaves the spade and engages with the cards. I name 
the objects on the cards and he repeats them after me. Soon he remembers the names 
of the objects and is able to recall them. We take a break in the experiment. 

After the break, we resume our experiment. Lionya is scratching the large cube 
by attempting to press it against the pool’s wall with the spade blade. After a few 
minutes, he leaves the cube and turns his attention to the green barrel at the opposite 
wall, brings it closer to him, however, his attention is suddenly caught by a large 
roller. 

At first, Lionya reaches it with the spade, then he slides it under the roller and 
lifts it up almost to the top of the pool wall by holding it slightly tilted. However, at 
this point the spade tilts towards the boy and the roller falls off. After several similar 
attempts, Lionya leaves the spade and proceeds to play with the cards.
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Fig. 2.18 Lionya makes several attempts to turn the large roller sideways, however they are 
unsuccessful, and he tries to get the roller onto the spade 

After a while Lionya comes back to the pool and by gripping the spade ‘as a 
fork’, he rolls the large barrel along the pool’s wall. He brings the barrel to the top 
of the wall and grabs it with his empty hand. He repeats the same operation with the 
middle-sized green barrel. 

In an attempt to get the large cube onto the spade, Lionya performs some unsuc-
cessful scratching movements. He says: ‘I can’t get the cube’ (he memorises the 
names of the figures fast). Then he makes several attempts to turn the large roller 
sideways, however they are unsuccessful, and he tries to get the roller onto the spade 
(see Fig. 2.18). 

After several unsuccessful attempts, Lionya leaves the large roller and turns his 
attention to the small one. Lionya is moving the small roller up along the wall by 
moving his hands interchangeably up along the spade handle. 

Lionya is eager to get the prism out of the pool. By holding the spade ‘as a fork’, he 
scratches the prism. He tries to get the prism onto the spade, but he is not successful 
and puts it away. I say: ‘Will you try again?’ He replies: ‘No. I don’t really want to’ 
and engages in playing with the toys he had previously pulled out of the pool. ‘Here 
is the fish with a mouth’—he says and runs away to the toilet. 

Upon his return, Lionya takes the spade and by holding it ‘as a fork’, he slides it 
under the prism and drags it along the wall. Eventually he gets the prism out of the 
pool. Then he quickly slides the spade under the cone and leans it onto the spade 
handle. By leaning onto the spade handle, the cone is stabilised on the blade. However, 
Lionya lifts the spade up by dragging it along the pool’s wall which complicates the 
task (see Fig. 2.19). 

However, Lionya’s attempt is successful: he carefully moves the spade away from 
the wall and, by maintaining the cone’s leaning position, he gets it out of the pool. He 
makes several attempts to get the rabbit out, however, it rolls off the blade. The boy 
directs his efforts to sliding the spade under a little barrel from the pool’s opposite

Fig. 2.19 Lionya lifts the 
spade up by dragging it 
along the pool’s wall which 
complicates the task 
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wall. When the spade gets stuck between the pool’s wooden boards, he pulls the 
spade violently in all directions and the handle detaches from the blade. Lionya is 
unable to release the blade which is stuck between the wooden boards. 

Resume: Lionya persistently repeats his unsuccessful ways of operating with the 
spade. The large roller is standing in the upright position and this is the most beneficial 
position to slide the spade under it. However, Lionya tries to put it sideways—the 
position that makes sliding the spade under the roller more complicated. He rolls it 
up the pool’s wall while the spade is tilted away. Such a position is inconvenient and 
Lionya attempts to combine it with the successful trick he’s discovered—leaning the 
roller onto the handle. 

To conclude, Lionya performs rough, but successful attempts to slide the spade 
under the toys. He masters this movement; however, more primitive unskilled 
movements are also employed. 

In summary, three-year-old children differ from two-year-old children in their 
ability to get the toys onto the spade by sliding it under the toys. Such an ability 
largely depends on their initial grip of the handle complemented by other primitive 
operations performed in critical moments happening mostly at the top of the pool. 

However, sliding the spade under the toys is not managed completely by the three-
year-old children which is evidenced by the large variations and roughness of the 
operations performed by the children. The children are able to carefully slide the 
blade under the toys, however they often only hit them with the spade. The toys 
move onto the blade by springing upwards (most of the toys are light and round) or 
as a result of the children hitting the bottom of the pool. In doing so, the children 
establish a link between the performed operations and their outcomes rather than 
accounting for the objective relationships between the tool and the target object. 

Stabilising the tool on the spade blade, does not arise as an independent and 
necessary task for the children. If the toy’s favourable position accidently occurs 
(such as rolling onto the handle), it is immediately picked up by the children. The 
following approach is pursued by the children of this age group—they observe, 
pick up and repeatedly attempt to use the operations that appear to be successful. 
However, these operations may be used by children on various occasions even when 
these operations do not suit the situations that arise. Such an approach shows that the 
successful operations are not realised and consciously understood by the children. 

However, understanding the pursued successful attempts presents itself as a new 
task that influences children’s actions. What is interesting is that children’s under-
standing is visible in the operations they have mastered, for example, in the oper-
ation of lifting the spade out of the pool. In the operations that are less mastered, 
for example, in sliding the spade under the toys or stabilising them on the blade, 
we do not observe the children’s attempts to repeat the successful operation. This 
might be because the children do not establish the link between the toy’s position and 
their previous operations. The children do not account for the objective relationships 
between the conditions of the performed operations neither in the ones they master, 
nor in the ones they perform accidently. 

The four-year-old children who participated in our experiment demonstrated better 
skills in the three target operations. Vladik X., three years and ten months old (No
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22) asks me: ‘Shall I dig with this spade in this way?’ and makes some sliding 
movements away from him. I suggest: ‘Can you try to get the toys out of the pool 
with this spade?’ With careful movements, Vladik slides the spade under the toys at 
the pool’s wall. However, the spade gets stuck in the opening between the bottom 
and the wooden board and he struggles for a long time to release the spade. I help 
him to release the spade and he slides it under the barrel. Vladik lifts the spade up at 
a right angle, however since the barrel is not stabilised, it rolls off the spade halfway 
through the lift. Vladik attempts to slide the spade under the barrel again. It takes 
a long time since the spade gets stuck between the bottom and the pool’s wall. He 
manages to get the barrel on the spade in such a way that it leans onto the handle and 
by maintaining this position, he gets the barrel out of the pool. 

Vladik slides the spade under the fish and drags it up the pool wall. The spade 
gets caught in the opening in the pool’s wall; he moves the spade unevenly, and the 
fish falls off. He slides the spade under the fish again, moves the spade to the middle 
of the pool and lifts it up properly. 

Vladik rolls the mushroom successfully up the wall and, finally, out of the pool. 
He attempts to reach out to the frog lying in the corner of the pool and he places 
the spade as a hoe across this area. Sometimes the spade gets stuck in the opening 
between the wall and the bottom of the pool and he makes some quick movements 
to release it. I recommend pulling the spade out carefully and finally following my 
advice, he gets the frog onto the spade. By holding the spade in an upright position 
and by moving his hands interchangeably up the spade handle very slowly, he rolls 
the frog up along the wall and out of the pool. 

Vladik slides the spade under the large roller very carefully and by monitoring 
the position of the spade, he slowly lifts it up by moving his hands interchangeably 
up the spade handle. Then, he carefully slides the spade under a little wide-bottomed 
toy iron in the pool’s corner and moves it to the middle of the pool and lifts it up. 

Vladik throws all the toys back into the pool despite me asking him not to do so and 
starts lifting the toys out of the pool again. The boy is moving fast, and I struggle to 
write my field notes. This time, he rolls all the toys along the pool’s wall—the barrel, 
roller and fish. When rolling the fish, the spade gets caught between the wooden 
boards of the wall and it falls off. He says: ‘I can’t get it’ and passes the spade to 
the children standing nearby. The children are eager to engage with the spade, they 
struggle to get the spade as well as the toys that have been retrieved from the pool 
while I am taking notes. I pass the spade back to Vladik. 

Vladik carefully slides the spade under the frog and pulls it out by holding the 
spade at a right angle. He rolls the barrel along the pool’s wall, the spade gets stuck 
in the opening between the boards, he pulls it out and the barrel falls off. Vladik rolls 
the mushroom up along the wall with care. At the top of the wall, he rolls it onto the 
spade handle, moves it away from the wall and lifts the mushroom out. He rolls the 
fish and the large barrel up along the wall. When the spade gets stuck in the opening 
in the wall, he moves the spade away and lifts the fish up. However, the barrel rolls 
off the spade and falls back into the pool. 

Resume: Vladik has mastered all three operations: lifting up—completely; sliding 
the spade under the toys is successful on multiple occasions, however, sometimes
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he slides the blade with such force that it gets stuck between the wooden boards of 
the pool. Finally, the operation of stabilising the toys on the blade is visible in his 
attempts to lean the toys onto the spade handle. However, this operation is only used 
occasionally. 

Tamara K., four years old (No 23) grips the spade ‘as a stick’ and immediately 
starts lifting the toys out of the pool saying: ‘I am lifting up the swan’. With a fast 
movement and by leaning the swan onto the spade handle, she lifts it out of the pool. 

Tamara attempts to slide the spade under the frog, however she holds the spade 
tilted and her attempt is unsuccessful. With rough movements, she attempts to get the 
fish onto the spade, however, it bounces up when hit and finally lands on the blade. 
Tamara lifts the fish up. By holding the spade ‘as a fork’, Tamara carefully slides the 
spade under a small barrel, however, it rolls over the blade several times and Tamara 
says: ‘I don’t want to get it out’. Again, holding the spade ‘as a stick’, she carefully 
slides the spade under different toys on multiple occasions, however, she holds the 
spade tilted and the toys roll off. I suggest: ‘Can you get the frog for me?’ Tamara 
manages to get the frog onto the spade, however, at the top of the pool wall, her arm 
moves away, and it falls down. This happens twice (see Fig. 2.20). 

Tamara attempts to get the roller out of the pool with rough movements by holding 
the spade as a tilted hoe (see Fig. 2.21), however, her attempt is unsuccessful. When 
the spade gets stuck in the opening between the wall and the bottom of the pool, she 
releases it by pulling it out slowly. 

Getting the toys form the corners and the opposite side of the pool is challenging 
for Tamara as she attempts to reach them with the spade in the most inconvenient 
way. In addition, Tamara makes only occasional attempts to roll the toys out of the 
pool’s corners (see Fig. 2.22).

At the end of the experiment, her movements become more careful and purposeful. 
She holds the spade mainly ‘as a teaspoon’ and rolls the small barrel up along the 
wall and out of the pool by leaning it onto the spade handle. She also lifts a very

Fig. 2.20 Tamara manages 
to get the frog onto the 
spade, however, at the top of 
the pool wall, her arm moves 
away, and the frog falls down 

Fig. 2.21 Tamara attempts 
to get the roller out of the 
pool with rough movements 
by holding the spade as a 
tilted hoe, however, her 
attempt is unsuccessful 
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Fig. 2.22 Getting the toys form the corners and the opposite side of the pool is challenging for 
Tamara as she attempts to reach them with the spade in the most inconvenient way. In addition, 
Tamara makes only occasional attempts to roll the toys out of the pool’s corners

unstable toy jug out of the pool by holding the spade ‘as a teaspoon’ and rolling the 
jug up along the pool wall. 

Resume: Similar to the experiment with Vladik, Tamara performs the three target 
operations well. Occasionally she employs some primitive manual operations. 

Nina Z. is four years and nine months old (No 42). By holding the spade ‘as a 
fork’, she slides it under the frog and the fish and turning her arm with her elbow 
upwards, she lifts the spade up by holding it vertically. She takes a long time to slide 
the spade under the large barrel as it keeps rolling over in her attempts to get it onto 
the blade. Instead, Nina focuses on the middle-sized barrel. After several attempts, 
she manages to get the barrel onto the spade and lifts it up to the middle of the pool, 
however, it rolls back and off the spade. Nina slides the spade under the barrel again. 
This time she directs her efforts to stabilising the barrel by (i) rolling it onto the spade 
handle and (ii) by slightly tilting the handle. In doing so, she carefully lifts the barrel 
up and out of the pool. 

Nina gets engaged with the big roller for a long period of time by sliding the 
spade under it and directing her attempts to stabilising the roller. She lifts it up with 
care since the roller is lying right at the very edge of the blade. With persistent and 
careful movements over a long time, Nina rolls the mushroom onto the spade handle 
and pulls it out of the pool. In a similar way, she gets the large barrel on the spade 
and lifts it up. 

Resume: All target operations are visible in Nina’s actions. Lifting up the spade is 
successful even when Nina holds it in the most inconvenient way. However, she does 
not change her grip. Instead, she bends her body, but maintains a vertical upwards 
movement of the spade. If she needs to tilt the spade in order to stabilise the toy, she 
maintains this angle when lifting the spade up and out of the pool. 

Nina slides the spade under the toys without effort or any hasty movements. Her 
spade never gets stuck between the wall and the bottom of the pool. However, the 
main disadvantage of Nina’s sliding operation is that it is disconnected with the 
follow-up operation of stabilising the toys. This might be because the stabilising 
operation presents itself as an independent task, which she is able to perform but has 
not mastered completely. 

To summarise, four-year-old children are able to master the target tool-mediated 
operations needed to solve the task. However, at this age the operations are mastered
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by the children differently: lifting up—completely; sliding the spade under the toys 
varies depending on the context: some children are able to get the toys onto the 
blade by sliding it under them, some put far too much effort in this movement, and 
some children hold the spade tilted. Stabilising the toys on the spade is challenging 
for the children and this operation demonstrates large variations in the children’s 
performance. 

As expected, the target operations are well developed with five-year-old children. 
Vova D. five years and one month old (No 49) is holding the spade ‘as a stick’. He 
slides the spade under the mushroom, rolls it onto the handle and by moving his 
hands interchangeably up the handle, lifts it up. However, at the very edge of the 
pool wall, the mushroom accidently falls down. 

He slides the spade under the roller. By moving the spade as a hoe, he rolls it 
onto the handle and lifts it up. During this operation, the roller moves away from the 
handle twice and both times Vova directs it back onto the handle. At the very edge 
of the pool wall following a sudden push, the roller falls down. 

Vova slides the spade under the barrel, rolls it onto the handle and lifts it up. By 
holding the spade ‘as a fork’ and moving his hands up the handle, he lifts the frog and 
the fish out of the pool. When swapping hands, the spade sometimes tilts, however, 
Vova monitors the position of the blade to prevent the toys from falling out. 

In a similar way, Vova lifts up the middle barrel. During this operation, the barrel 
rolls away from the handle, however, Vova moves it back onto the handle and success-
fully lifts it up. He slides the spade under the roller carefully and after several attempts, 
he rolls it onto the handle. By maintaining the spade in a tilted position, he lifts it up. 

Resume: Vova’s mastering of the target operations: sliding the spade under the 
toy, stabilising it and lifting the toy up and out of the pool is particularly visible when 
the toy rolls away from the handle and Vova persistently rolls it back onto the handle. 

In summary, five-year-old children master the sequence of operations required 
to solve the target task. However, lifting the toys out of the pool is still challenging 
for them. This task is in their ‘challenging zone’, although at its lower end. With 
older children, lifting the toys out of the pool appears to be far too easy and it cannot 
demonstrate the development of the target operations. 

I will now offer some brief notes from the report on the experiment with the 
eight-year-old boy. He, in fact, disguises the task to get the toys out of the pool and 
his well-developed tool-mediated operations are particularly visible. 

Shura Y. is 8 years and four months old (No 13). By holding the spade ‘as a stick’ 
when lifting it up, he first twists his arm with his elbow upwards and outwards. Then 
he moves his whole body to the right and backwards and leans his left shoulder 
towards the pool. By performing these movements, he pulls all toys out of the pool 
fast. The unusual movements of his body contrast with his skilful operations with the 
spade. By using the spade, he places the large cone and the roller upright first. Then 
he slides the spade under the toys and lifts them up. He first attempts to bring large 
and heavy toys in the upright position (by operating with the spade) and then he slides 
the spade under them and lifts them up. Shura performs all operations (particularly 
lifting up) so fast that the toys fall off despite his movements being correct.
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It is visible that the task does not present any difficulties for Shura. Sometimes 
he does not succeed, however his skilful movements adequately correspond to the 
requirements of the tool and the properties of the toys. His operations with the spade 
(tool) do not depend on his grip and the accidental fall of the toys happens due to his 
inattentiveness. The task to lift the toys out of the pool with the spade is easy, not 
motivating for the boy and is obviously below ‘his ambitions’. With that, I finish the 
description of the experiments we conducted and will proceed to the analysis of the 
empirical data.



Chapter 3 
Manual and Tool Mediated Operations 

Outline 

At the beginning of the chapter, Galperin poses two questions: (i) what are the 
differences between manual and tool-mediated operations? and (ii) how do tool-
mediated operations develop with children? 

He starts by considering tool-mediated operations that comprise a system of arm 
movements with a tool aimed at achieving a desired purpose. Galperin specifies that 
it is not the arm’s movement itself, but the movement with the tool that constitutes 
a tool-mediated operation. For example, in the experiment described in Chap. 2, a  
spade was used in a tool-mediated operation to lift the toys out of the pool. How 
the children slid the spade under the toy and the toy’s leaning position on the spade 
handle were crucial for the success of the activity. On the other hand, the lifting 
operation and the children’s grip on the spade handle were insignificant. Based on 
such considerations, Galperin concludes that a tool-mediated operation is a system of 
movements with a tool, transferring target objects from initial to a desired position. 
Tool-mediated operations are determined by the target task: to perform an activity. 
Although some hand movements might be useful, it is the child’s ability to identify 
the productive tool movements that is crucial for a successful operation. 

Manual operations are defined as a system of hand movements aimed at 
performing the desired operation with the target object. When a hand acts as a tool, 
manual operations can be considered as individual cases of tool-mediated operations. 
Manual and tool-mediated operations, however, differ in the system of movements 
that comprise these operations. For example, Galperin uses empirical data to offer 
descriptions of how the tool (spade) was used by different aged children. He high-
lights that in manual operations, tools become an extension of the acting subjects’ 
arms. Tools do not affect the interactions of subjects with the surrounding reality. In 
tool-mediated operations, tools are included in a particular system of social relation-
ships and the subjects’ interaction with the object is mediated by the tool. In doing
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so, the subjects discover new ways of interacting with the surrounding reality which 
exceeds natural opportunities. 

Galperin concludes that by comparing tool-mediated and manual operations, a 
tool’s characteristic features can be identified. These characteristic features, however, 
are not sufficient to create a clear distinction between a tool and a mean. Only the 
structure of the tool-mediated activities, the structure of the operations with the tool, 
can reveal the systemic characteristic features of the tool and uncover the true nature 
and difference between tools and means. 

Galperin suggests that earlier experiments of Köhler and Thorndike offered signif-
icant difficulties for researchers and theorists, such as Plekhanov, Vygotsky and 
Vagner, to identify differences between human and animal tools since the empirical 
data collected were unsuitable. The differences between tools and means become 
visible when (i) the experiment involves participants’ operations with the tool that has 
its own logic of use and (ii) the employed tool can also be used in manual operations. 
Galperin argues that in Köhler’s experiments, the apes were using tools in manual 
operations which did not correspond to the publicly accepted operations incapsulated 
in these tools. In doing so, the apes demonstrated their instinctive consciousness. 
Galperin suggests that animals’ auxiliary means simply extend their natural organs 
and, therefore, they do not play an essential role in the development of their conscious-
ness. These means do not add any new functional opportunities and animals perform 
their functions with the means considerably worse. Therefore, animals’ auxiliary 
means should not be considered as simple tools, but as their biological opportunities; 
not as a seed that will evolve into a tool, but as a necessary precondition for the 
development of tools. 

By employing natural opportunities, the process of social production emerges. 
A tool first appears, however, during such a process and more precisely in social 
and not individual production. An animal’s mean is separated from a human tool 
by a period of human historical development. Human social production accidentally 
discovered auxiliary means that were gradually transformed into tools. During this 
process, the employed natural means acquired their social logic of labour and from 
this very moment the true tools emerged. Therefore, from the very beginning, a tool 
carries the burden of its social nature that presents itself for humans as an objective 
reality, similar to other material things. 

Galperin concludes that material or psychological links do not exist between 
animals’ auxiliary means and human tools. Animals’ means and human tools are 
separated by the existence of human society, developed on the grounds of collective 
labour. Tools and means do not represent different phases in the development of the 
same objects; rather, they are objects that belong to two different and independent 
lines of development. Animals’ auxiliary means present only opportunities and do 
not reveal their essence as tools even in their simplified forms. They are considered as 
natural preconditions for the emergence of human tools; however, their appearance 
belongs to another historical reality.
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Manual and Tool Mediated Operations 

Two main questions arise from the empirical material described in Chap. 2. First, 
what are the differences between manual and tool-mediated operations? Second, how 
do tool-mediated operations develop with children? 

First, I would like to explain our understanding of tool-mediated operations. These 
are operations that comprise a system of movements with tools aimed at achieving 
a desired purpose. Of course, these tools are moved by a person’s arm, however, it’s 
not the arm’s movement itself, but the movement with the tool that constitutes a tool-
mediated operation. In the experiment described in Chap. 2, such a tool-mediated 
operation was using a spade to lift toys out of a pool. The successful lifting of the 
toys did not depend significantly on whether the children were holding the spade 
handle in the upright position or slightly tilted. What was crucial for the successful 
outcome of the lifting operation was how the children slid the spade under the toys at 
the pool’s bottom. The interchangeable movement of children’s hands up the spade 
handle or the amount of effort put into these movements were not significant. When 
lifting, it was essential that the target toy was leaning onto the spade handle, however, 
the children’s movements directed to achieve such a leaning position varied and were 
not essential. To summarise, a tool-mediated operation1 is a system of movements 
with a tool, transferring target objects from initial to desired position. 

A tool operation can be perceived as an objective category in relation to the acting 
subject, which has to be mastered over time. Naturally, the movements of the acting 
subject when mastering the target operation undergo transformations. The same tool 
operation can be performed by different or with both hands, and these movements can 
vary considerably during the lifting operation. However, the combination of these 
operations is determined by the target task (motive)2 : to perform the tool-mediated 
activity. During such an activity, some hand movements are more useful than others. 
For example, the child’s grip ‘as a wand’ or ‘as a teaspoon’ is more useful than the 
grip ‘as a stick’. Moving the spade as a hoe is beneficial as it may entail that less 
effort is needed to complete other operations. However, it is not the child’s hand 
movements (for example, by gripping the spade handle or moving the spade as a 
hoe), but the ability to identify the productive tool movements that is crucial for 
the successful operation. Until the productive movements with the tool have been 
identified by the acting subject, his or her hands’ movements seem to be essential 
for the successful operation. 

The grip and the hand movements with the tool do not constitute manual opera-
tions. Similar to tool-mediated operations and, in contrast to them, manual operations 
are the system of hand movements as an independent tool aimed at performing the 
desired operation with the target object. Manual operations can be considered as 
individual cases of tool-mediated operations, when a hand acts as a tool. Naturally, 
the operations performed by the hand acting as a tool and tool-mediated operations 
differ in the system of movements that comprise these operations.

1 Underlined in the original. 
2 Inserted by the editors. 
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These differences are visible in the empirical data presented in Chap. 2. The  
children are tasked with lifting the toys out of the pool using a spade. The essential 
parts of this task are (i) to slide the blade under the toy and (ii) lift the toy by resting 
it on the spade blade. Manual operations are clearly visible in younger children and 
tool-mediated operations are observed in older children. Vladik, a two-year old boy, 
lifts the spade as high as he can by stretching out his body. While holding the spade, 
he bends down into the pool, bends his elbow as if the spade blade with the toy on it 
was his hand holding the toy. The child is acting as if he was using his hand and the 
spade follows the movements of his body and his limb. These movements contradict 
the operations incapsulated in the spade. In doing so, the spade gets included in the 
system of manual operations and becomes a simple extension of Vladik’s arm. 

Shura is an eight-year-old boy. His hand and whole body are included in the 
system of tool-mediated operations with the spade. In fact, the boy is making every 
attempt to maintain the system of tool-mediated operations. Shura grips the spade 
in an uncomfortable way—‘as a stick’ and he performs truly acrobatic movements 
with his whole body to ensure an adequate tool (spade) use. He turns his body to the 
right and twists his right hand with his elbow upwards, he literary swings around the 
spade which acts as an axis to his overcomplicated movements. 

Even the most detailed description cannot convey such visible differences between 
the tool use of different aged children. The same tool (spade) is included in different 
systems of operations and in doing so, it changes its properties, significance and 
the nature of the situation as a whole. In manual operations, the tool is associated 
with the acting subject and it becomes an extension of his or her arm. However, in 
doing so, the tool connected with the arm opposes the acting subject. The tool as a 
link between the acting subject and the object does not really affect this interaction. 
However, in another case (with Shura), tool as an intermediate object, becomes 
included in a particular system of social relationships with the acting subject. The 
person’s interaction with the object is mediated by the employed tool and the person 
discovers ‘new extraordinary opportunities that exceed humans’ natural limitations 
described in the bible’ (Marx). 

The operation of sliding the spade under the toys makes it visible that the same 
object may either acquire or lose the characteristics of a tool.3 At first this is visible 
in children’s unskilled attempts to press the toy with the blade or handle to the pool’s 
wall and in doing so, to lift the toy up. The children act as if their arms were free 
from their hands and fingers and they were perceived as a stick that could be bent 
in the middle. An ability to engage in tool-mediated operations is visible in older 
children. Such an ability first appears in its ‘pure state’ free from any understanding 
of the technical affordances of the tool (spade). It is visible in children’s unskilled 
attempts to slide the spade under the toys, by either hitting the toys with the spade or 
by performing a so-called ‘intentional sliding’ by moving the spade above the toys. 
Such an operation looks like an imitation of the adults’ sliding operation rather than

3 When it comes to stabilising the toy, this operation cannot achieve its manual equivalent when 
using the spade (a spade cannot clench a toy similar to a hand). Such an aspect affects negatively 
children’s operations with the spade which we described in detail above. 
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children’s conscious tool-mediated operation. However, examining the children’s 
naive operations with tools, makes it visible that children do not demonstrate their 
understanding of the relationship between the target purpose and the tool used to 
achieve it (such an understanding happens in older children). The tool’s potential is 
revealed through children’s growing understanding of the publicly accepted practices 
incapsulated in the tool that are visible in adult operations with this tool. 

To conclude, by comparing tool-mediated and manual operations, we can identify 
a tool’s characteristic features that make it different from a mean. However, the 
presence of an intermediate object and the operations with this object (revealing 
its morphological and functional characteristics) are not sufficient to create a clear 
distinction between a tool and a mean. Even creating a tool, which without doubt 
happens with animals, cannot create such a distinction. Only the structure of the 
tool-mediated activity, the structure of the operations with the tool can reveal the 
systemic characteristic features of the tool. Only tool-mediated activities can really 
uncover the true nature and the difference between tools and means. 

Why hasn’t research addressed the difference between tools and means previ-
ously? The reason is that such a task might have not been posed previously. Under-
standing a tool as an intermediate auxiliary object is not sufficient. Some researchers, 
including Köhler, attempted to demonstrate that animals utilise simple tools, however, 
they could not recognise the tools’ characteristic features. Others, for example 
Thorndike, postulated that animals did not utilise any tools. In his experiments he 
selected the tasks and the tools used to solve them excluded any manual opera-
tions. The results of these experiments offered significant difficulties for researchers 
and theorists, such as Plekhanov, Vygotsky and Vagner to identify the differences 
between human and animal tools. The empirical data collected in the experiments of 
Köhler and Thorndike could not be used to reveal such differences. This is because 
the differences between tools and means only become visible if (i) the experiment 
involves participants’ operations with the tool that has its own logic of use and (ii) 
the employed tool can also be used in manual operations. These two simple aspects 
were not accounted for in Köhler and Thorndike’s experiments. On the one hand in 
Köhler’s experiments, a stick and a rope utilised by chimpanzees were undoubtedly 
useful to solve the target tasks, however, they could not reveal the characteristic 
features of manual or tool-mediated operations. Both the stick and the rope could be 
used in different operations and they did not encapsulate the whole system of opera-
tions that had to be managed. On the other hand, when the chimpanzee used a blanket 
or a shoe (instead of a stick) to reach out to an object, such use was different from 
the true purpose of these objects. The chimpanzee’s operations with these means 
appeared to be outside of the context of the activities encapsulated in these means 
and the shoe and the blanket were, in fact, ‘neutral’ or multifunctional objects. 

However, if the nature of different operations is not completely clear for the 
researcher, this does not imply that the operations performed in the experiments are 
neutral too. Once the difference between manual and tool-mediated operations has
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been identified and described in detail, it becomes obvious that in Köhler’s experi-
ments the chimpanzees engaged in typical manual operations4 with the sticks. Such 
an engagement was also visible in the chimpanzee’s use of a blanket, hat brim, straw 
and shoes which were tools ‘unsuitable for the purpose’. The chimpanzees’ employ-
ment of these objects certainly demonstrates their mental abilities and consciousness. 
However, this is the consciousness of manual operations and it does not correspond 
to the publicly accepted operations encapsulated in these objects. The chimpanzees 
demonstrated their instinctive consciousness, and I agree with other researchers, that 
it is limited by seeing the opportunities as a simple extension of an arm. This, of 
course, should be not be understood as a chimpanzee intended to extend its arm 
when choosing a long stick. Most probably, it was looking for something long that 
will allow it to reach out to the target object. However, it is essential that the stick 
used by the chimpanzee was not only visible but was also an extension of its paw. 

Plekhanov agrees with Darwin that the branch (stick) used by the elephant to 
protect him from flies, can be considered a simple tool (On the Development of 
Monistic Insight on History, 1906, p. 108). However, even without a detailed descrip-
tion of the operation performed by the elephant, the branch is used as a simple exten-
sion of the elephant’s trunk. The elephant uses the branch similarly to how he uses 
his trunk in more accessible parts of his body. 

Animals’ auxiliary means simply extend their natural organs and, therefore, they 
do not play an essential role in the development of their consciousness. These means 
do not add any new functions and the animals perform their functions with the means 
considerably worse. Even the most multifunctional mean cannot be compared with 
the multifunctionality of a hand. For example, can a stick be compared with the 
multifunctionality of a monkey’s paw or with an elephant’s trunk? However, an arm 
holding the stick is limited by the opportunities incapsulated in the stick: the arm is 
getting longer, but it is losing the advantages offered by a hand with fingers. Although 
it is beneficial to have a longer arm, it loses its other advantageous aspects (i.e. a 
hand with fingers). Therefore, animals use auxiliary means only in limited cases and, 
as indicated by Köhler, animals employ auxiliary means only in ‘unimportant cases’ 
when there is no need to mobilise all their efforts. 

Clearly, we have to consider animals’ auxiliary means not as simple tools, but 
as their biological opportunities; not as a seed that will evolve into a tool, but as a 
necessary precondition for the development of tools. For example, human larynx can 
be considered a necessary precondition for human loud speech, however it is not the 
cause of it. Similarly, the shape of physical bodies of our ancestors—apes was the 
precondition for the development of ‘sine qua non’5 human development. However, 
human social culture has been developed out of quite different premises. Engels 
ingeniously demonstrated that tools appeared in the process of social labour and 
they developed during this process. By employing natural opportunities, the process 
of social production achieves a certain level in its development. However, a tool 
first appears during such a process and more precisely in social and not individual

4 Manual—by considering the monkey’s paw as an arm used as a natural tool. 
5 An essential condition: a thing that is absolutely necessary. 
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production. An animal’s mean is separated from a human tool by a period of human 
historical development. ‘When human labour was not liberated from its instinctive 
forms’ (Marx), the first signs of primitive social production could be identified. 
Human social production accidentally discovered auxiliary means that were trans-
formed into tools. During this process, the employed natural means acquired their 
social logic of labour and from this very moment the true tools emerged. Therefore, 
from the very beginning, a tool carries the burden of its social nature that presents 
itself for humans as an objective reality, similar to other material things. Of course, 
the psychological grounds of human tools are completely different from those of 
animals’ auxiliary means. 

To conclude, there exist neither material or psychological links between animals’ 
auxiliary means and human tools. Animals’ means and human tools are separated 
by the existence of human society, developed on the grounds of collective labour. 
Tools and means are similar, but not homologous. They do not represent different 
phases in the development of the same objects; rather, they are objects that possess 
some similarities, but belong to two different and independent lines of development. 
Animals’ auxiliary means present only opportunities and do not reveal their essence 
as tools even in simplified forms. These means can be considered as natural precon-
ditions for the emergence of human tools and their appearance belongs to another 
historical reality.



Chapter 4 
Tool Mediated Operations 
and the Development of Human 
Consciousness 

Outline 

Galperin starts this chapter by considering the operations used by the children in his 
empirical material. He focuses on examining the psychological significance of the 
types of operations used and difference between tools and means. The empirical data 
demonstrates that there is a relationship between the children’s age and the types of 
operations used: older children perform more tool-mediated operations than younger 
ones. This correlation gives rise to two hypotheses. First, older children are more 
acquainted with the tool properties and they consciously realise the opportunities for 
interaction with the tool (spade). The shift in the performed operations and the transfer 
from the mean to the tool, therefore, is caused by the development of children’s 
consciousness. Second, the development of children’s consciousness is not of primary 
importance and the changes in their operations happen due to acquiring skills through 
interacting with objects. Therefore, the properties of tools and objects become signals 
for children’s purposeful operations. These changes in operations are caused by the 
accumulation of experience and the development of more sophisticated connections 
between elements within the environment and children’s reactions. 

Despite being different, these hypotheses are similar if it is considered that (i) in 
the development of children’s consciousness the accumulation of experience is of 
primary significance for developing tool-mediated operations and (ii) the differences 
between psychological tools and auxiliary means are of less importance. Galperin 
argues that both perspectives contradict considerations of the importance of chil-
dren’s engagement in tool-mediated operations for developing consciousness. He 
emphasises that children’s engagement in tool-mediated operations should not be 
considered as a phase following manual operations. Social collective production 
cannot be considered as an advanced type of animals’ activity with or without means. 

Galperin emphasises that the characteristics of tool-mediated operations, can be 
identified by asking the following questions: (i) how are manual and tool-mediated 
operations connected in child development and (ii) how does a child master various
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tools? He believes that tool mastering and the transfer from manual to tool-mediated 
operations in children happens gradually, involving transformations, establishing 
relationships and connections. Galperin examines the empirical data presented in 
Chap. 2 to identify how the transfer from manual to tool-mediated operations happens 
in children. 

The empirical data demonstrates that children of different age groups engage in 
four phases when mastering the tool (spade). 

In the first phase (the phase of trial and error) the children pursue an approach of 
‘trial and error’ by persistently repeating high tempo movements which are mostly 
unsuccessful. The children experience difficulty using the tool and attempt to adjust 
their actions to the affordances of the tool. Successful attempts are not recognised 
quickly and once noticed, they are used occasionally with unsuccessful ones. The 
children’s actions are mostly manual operations which occur as a natural response 
to changes in the situations and their actions are not consciously realised. Over time, 
children use successful operations more often, and general improvement in actions 
is achieved. 

In the second phase (the phase of monitoring the flow of activity), the children 
perform the same operations for considerably longer, through engaging in multiple 
attempts, and eventually identifying a favourable position for the tool (spade) and 
the object of their interaction (the toys). Their actions are directed at repeating this 
favourable position, through slow and careful movements, and are aimed at main-
taining the benefits of a successful, albeit accidental opportunity. It appears that the 
children are waiting for such favourable situations, however, they do not possess 
skills to create these situations. When the children notice favourable positions which 
have occurred accidently, they analyse factors that constitute these situations, and 
this separates the whole activity to ‘before’ (accidental and unconscious) and ‘after’ 
(deliberate and conscious). 

The children’s actions in the third phase (the phase of persistent interference) can 
be defined as ‘good mistakes’ and are directed at creating favourable situations by 
using previously successful operations. Here, the children are not acting blindly (first 
phase); or waiting for a favourable situation to present itself (second phase) but are 
deliberately attempting to create favourable situations. Their attempts, however, may 
not always correspond to the circumstances of a new situation. Although the oper-
ations used in the previous phases prevail, the child’s consciousness determines the 
flow of the activity. These are experiences developed in previous phases transformed 
into ideas initiating further actions, which are different from ones used previously. 
Previous unsuccessful experiences are particularly visible in children’s persistent 
attempts to achieve the desired purpose, despite the unsuitability of the employed 
operations. The flow of the activity is accompanied, however, by the children’s 
thinking and conscious evaluations. 

The fourth phase (phase of objective regulation) is characterised by children 
mastering the performed operations. The flow of the activity is controlled by the 
child which is demonstrated in immediate corrections of occasional deviations from 
the intended flow. Such an approach highlights that the child’s consciousness regu-
lates the activity by considering the properties of the target objects. In doing so, the
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child considers the tool’s properties that are appropriate for the task’s conditions. In 
summary, this phase is characterised by the child (i) recognising the objective rela-
tionships between the features of the surrounding environment and (ii) mastering a 
skill when performing movements with the tool. 

Galperin suggests that although the fourth phase is the last phase visible in the 
empirical data it is not the last one in the development of human intellectual activity. 
The children’s understanding of the relationships between the object and the tool do 
not reflect their understanding of the tool’s structure. For example, children tasked 
with creating a tool similar to the spade used in the experiments, spent consider-
able time studying the tool’s dynamic properties. In addition, only children above 
five years old were able to construct a tool, this task was too difficult for younger 
children. This experiment highlighted that mastering the tool and understanding 
its mechanical properties is different for children in various age groups. In addi-
tion, mastering the operations in the fourth phase does not reflect children’s under-
standing of the relationships between the object and the tool as they would have been 
considered by an engineer. However, these relationships are realised by the child as 
the tools’ affordances and limitations when applied in the practical activities. The 
child’s consciousness determines behaviour and reflects the affordances and limi-
tations of the performed operations. Engagement with properties of objects creates 
links between these operations and the development of the child’s consciousness. To 
summarise, the four phases of the development of actions differ by the role of the 
child’s consciousness. 

The ‘trial and error’ approach used in the first phase demonstrates the challenge 
of acting with a tool for younger children. Even in this first phase, however, a tool-
mediated task is already presented for the child and the suggested tool is included 
in the activity as a compulsory and essential link. However, the child is unable to 
use the spade and, instead, largely employs manual skills. In the second phase, the  
child identifies (i) favourable positions for the toys in relation to the spade and 
the (ii) operations needed to lift them out of the pool. These operations divide the 
whole process into several distinctive tasks, however, the links between them are still 
missing. The third phase is characterised by the presence of links between the tasks; 
however, these links are limited and not flexible. The natural position of the object 
(toy) determines how the child interacts with it. Mastering a particular operation 
determines the position the child attempts to place the object when lifting it out 
of the pool. In the fourth phase, the link between the operation and the object’s 
position becomes flexible and the child’s choice of operation is determined by the 
situation. The four phases identified in the empirical data build upon each other: the 
child by accumulating experience acquired in the first phase through trial and error, 
starts to manage his/her practical activity. From this perspective, the child’s mental 
activities are nothing but external activities that first occur by chance during changes 
in situations. Over time, the child begins to perform these activities intentionally 
and such behaviour makes visible how the child’s consciousness develops out of the 
accumulated experience. The child’s consciousness is visible in the ability to select 
useful operations and adjust them to the conditions of the surrounding reality.
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Such an understanding reveals that there is a delay between the development of 
a child’s consciousness and the ability to engage in practical activity. To explain the 
link between the child’s engagement in the practical activity and the development of 
consciousness the following aspects should be considered. 

First, the similarities between intellectual and practical activities demonstrate that 
they are inherently connected. They also, however, highlight that there is a delay in 
the development of the child’s consciousness and the ability to engage in practical 
activity. Children’s intellectual activities originate accidentally within activities and 
are identified and used deliberately in later phases. Gradually, relationships between 
the activity and child undergo transformations to become psychological activity. 

Second, the relationships between the operations and objects also transform. 
Initially, these operations are used accidentally, however, they become determined 
by the task requirements and the child’s thinking about interacting with the target 
object. In doing so, the child identifies the relationship between the object and the 
operations used which initiate changes in the object. The operations used in early 
practical activities become mental operations that determine the content of future 
practical activities. Therefore, psychologically, the child’s thinking moves ahead of 
the practical activity. 

Third, the transformation of practical to thinking activity reflects the growth 
of the child’s conscious understanding of the activity. Activities which have been 
consciously realised by the child are applied on multiple occasions which signifies 
the transfer from practical to thinking activity and therefore, movement to the next 
phase of mastering the tool. By engaging in practical activities with objects through 
successful and unsuccessful attempts, the child starts to recognise object-tool rela-
tionships and, in doing so, transfers to the next phase. In summary, the process of the 
child’s development occurs as if continuously looking back while moving forward, 
with each phase that follows building upon the previous one. 

Galperin identifies the following transformational patterns between the practical 
activities and the development of the child’s consciousness. 

First, the four phases identified in the empirical data, may overlap (in particular 
phases’ two and three), however, the subsequent phases do not replace previous 
ones. These phases reflect the child’s gradual understanding of the relationships 
between the tools and objects. They signify changes in employed operations and not 
a transformation from one type of operation to another. 

Second, the operations used by children in various age groups differ through the 
role of consciousness. Successful operations occur in younger children accidently 
and the target task is solved by trial and error, which suggests that consciousness 
depends on age. Empirical data, however, shows inconsistency in the development of 
a child’s consciousness with different levels demonstrated in various tasks. Galperin 
concludes that consciousness as an individual capacity does not exist; only indi-
vidual intellectual operations can be developed and applied. Inconsistency in the 
development of human consciousness signifies that it can be considered as a type 
of human psychological activity. Consciousness develops when a child engages in 
practical activity with material objects. In early phases, the child’s consciousness 
consists of individual operations which are a reflection of situations in which they
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are applied. Generalising individual situations and the ability to apply similar oper-
ations in various situations demonstrates a thorough understanding of the object and 
operations. In the absence of the ability to generalise situations of engagement with 
objects, the child’s consciousness consists of various groups of operations which 
differ in their structure, links, and connections. Such an understanding reflects the 
inconsistency in the development of the child’s consciousness. 

Finally, Galperin summarises the analysis of the empirical data by outlining the 
following aspects: 

1. Inconsistency in the development of the child’s practical activities causes 
inconsistency in the development of consciousness. 

2. In diverse operations children of various age groups demonstrate different 
thinking and level of consciousness. 

3. In the early phases of mastering the tool, the child’s thinking and consciousness 
are delayed from the practical activity. Thinking, as a theoretical engagement 
reflects the child’s previous engagement in practical activities. 

By considering these aspects Galperin suggests that the role of skills and 
consciousness can be identified in the process of transformation from manual to 
tool-mediated operations. Contrary to the hypothesis that skills are crucial in the 
transformation from mean to tool, children do not use trial and error to solve tasks— 
the way how skills usually develop. Instead, when engaged in practical activities, 
children’s thinking is particularly visible. It is only in the first phase that children 
master the tool by developing skills through trial and error. In the second phase the 
method of trial and error is accompanied by the child’s thinking which acquires 
the leading position in the third phase. Although skills are important, their role and 
significance changes in different activities. In the trial-and-error phase, skill devel-
opment comprises identifying movements that are beneficial to the present situation. 
In the following phase of objective regulation, skills are integrated into the activity 
to ensure its smooth flow. If, however, the suggested task requires mastering an 
important skill; its importance is not equal in all phases of the performed activity. 

In a similar vein, Galperin argues against the primary role of consciousness in 
children of different age groups. In the initial phase of trial and error, thinking as a 
type of activity exists in its embryonic form. Even in the second phase—‘alertness’, 
practical activity plays the primary role and thinking is of secondary importance. In 
the third phase of ‘persistent interference’, thinking begins to dominate the external 
flow of the activity and it is in the final phase, that thinking completely manages the 
performed activity. 

The experiments of creating a tool (spade) highlight that the development of chil-
dren’s consciousness is delayed in comparison with their practical activity, including 
its individual operations. Children’s consciousness develops during their practical 
activity by mastering various operations and gradually realising their content, 
opportunities and limitations. 

The main disadvantage of the decisive role of skill development and primary role 
of consciousness development concepts is that they are grounded in abstract rela-
tionships between the development of activities in children and their age. In addition,
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neither of these concepts consider the complexity and variety of these relationships. 
These concepts may offer explanations of the differences in the children activities 
by different levels of skill development and consciousness. Such generalising is not 
only empirically insolvent, but it does not correspond to the real structure of chil-
dren’s activities. In conclusion, both concepts offer limited opportunities for practical 
application and are theoretically inconsistent. 

Tool Mediated Operations and the Development of Human 
Consciousness 

The second question that emerges from our empirical data considers the sequence and 
reason for the operations used by the children. This question is closely connected to 
the psychological significance of (i) the types of used operations and (ii) differences 
between tools and means. Our empirical data show that there is an interdependency 
between the level of children’s maturation and the types of used operations. Older 
children perform more tool-mediated operations, than younger children. Such a direct 
correlation gives rise to the two hypotheses about the reasons of using different 
operations by children of various age groups. 

One hypothesis (Büller, Ensh) claims that when children become older, they 
become more acquainted with tool properties and therefore, the opportunities of 
interactions with these tools are realised by children. When children begin to realise 
the objective relationships between tools and objects that can be manipulated with 
tools, their practical activities advance. The shift in the child’s operations and, corre-
spondingly the transfer from the mean to the tool is caused by the development of 
the child’s consciousness. Another hypothesis (belonging to the behaviourists) does 
not account for the development of the child’s consciousness, but it explains these 
changes as the child’s growing acquisition of various skills that involve interac-
tions with objects. Different characteristic features of the spade and the toys become 
signals for the child’s purposeful operations. Therefore, the qualitative change of the 
operations is caused by the accumulation of experience and the development of more 
sophisticated connections between the elements of the environment and the child’s 
reactions. 

These two hypotheses are totally different; however, they are similar in considering 
that (i) the accumulation of experience in the development of children’s conscious-
ness is of primary significance to the development of tool-mediated operations and 
(ii) the differences between psychological tools and auxiliary means are of less impor-
tance. According to these two hypotheses, when children develop skills, their manual 
operations become more advanced and they gradually transfer to tool-mediated oper-
ations. However, such a perspective totally contradicts our considerations and we 
insist that children’s engagement in tool-mediated operations is of primary signifi-
cance for the development of children’s consciousness. We have already mentioned 
that children engage in tool-mediated operations during social collective activities.
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Such an engagement cannot be considered as a phase following children’s manual 
operations. In a similar vein, we cannot consider social collective production as an 
advanced type of animals’ activities with or without means. 

Identifying the characteristic features of tool-mediated operations is helpful to 
develop our understanding of tools and auxiliary means. However, the following 
questions arise: (i) how are manual and tool-mediated operations connected in the 
child’s development1 and (ii) how does a child master various tools? Without doubt 
tool mastering and the child’s transfer from manual to tool-mediated operations 
happens gradually and such a process involves transformations, establishing rela-
tionships and connections. These transformations may be explained by both the 
development of the child’s consciousness and their reflections on the previous expe-
rience. However, this study would be incomplete if it did not examine the significance 
of the child’s engagement in the tool-mediated operations for mastering these tools. 
To do so, we need to examine the empirical data described in Chap. 2 to identify (i) 
how the transfer from manual to tool-mediated operations happens in children and 
(ii) whether our empirical material is suitable for such investigation. 

Careful investigation of the process of mastering the tool (spade) by children of 
different age groups makes it visible that the children engaged in four phases. The 
children transferred through these phases when solving the suggested tasks (sliding 
the spade under the toy, stabilising it and lifting the toy up).2 

In the first phase, the children pursue an approach of ‘trial and error’. The children 
persistently repeat similar (sometimes with small variations) high tempo movements 
with the spade and most of them are unsuccessful. The children often shift their grip on 
the spade handle. It seems that the children experience inconvenience when using the 
tool and they attempt to adjust their actions to the affordances of the tool. It also seems 
that by increasing the movement of their hands they attempt to compensate for the 
immobility of the spade in the operations with the toys. They do not realise quickly the 
successful attempts and once they are noticed, these attempts are occasionally used 
together with the unsuccessful ones. With time, the children’s successful operations 
are used more often, and gradual improvements of the children’s actions can be 
represented by a typical zigzag flat and moving downwards curve. 

For example, in our youngest children, the operation of lifting up the toy is devel-
oped by moving their hands up the spade handle. Before Zina D. masters this oper-
ation, she acts in the following way: with her right hand she grips the handle of the

1 Emphasis in original. 
2 In relation to these phases in the development of the children’s practical intellectual activity and I 
would like to point out the two main aspects that reflect the interconnections between these phases. 
In this study, these phases are presented as generalising of the empirical data—the process of 
tools’ mastering with children of different age groups. These phases have not been proved in any 
other investigations and this is beyond the scope of the present study. Therefore, the considerations 
presented in Chapter 4 draw on the empirical material which illustrates the offered deliberations. 
This implies that the critical reflections on the development of children’s consciousness are based 
only the collected empirical data and they may be related to understanding how to master operations 
with tools. Therefore, the offered critical reflections, have to be supplemented by the analysis of 
the epistemological and ontological grounds of the offered theory. These reflections are presented 
in Chap. 5 in this study. 
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spade ‘as a stick’ and when lifting up the spade, she bends her arm at the elbow. 
Then, she grips the spade with her left hand and by moving it horizontally, she brings 
it closer to her, however, the toys fall off the spade. Such an attempt is repeated and 
finally, she throws away the spade and climbs into the pool. When she returns to the 
tool (spade), first her movements are similar to her previous attempts. However, Zina 
accidently grips the spade ‘as a wand’, moving her right hand straight upwards and 
the spade covers quite a long vertical distance upwards. As previously, Zina grips the 
spade handle with her left hand, however, by gripping the spade ‘as a wand’. With 
small movements, she lifts the spade up vertically and eventually out of the pool. 
Zina takes the toys off the spade with her left hand. In such a way, by accidently 
gripping the spade ‘as a wand’ and performing further movements, the successful 
operation develops. However, when such an operation occurs, it may be replaced by 
another less successful operation. In addition, the operation is performed with such 
rough movements that its objective benefits are not realised by the child. In contrast, 
the child is realising only the operation’s convenience (for example, the convenience 
of the applied grip). This is visible in the movements of another child in the same 
age group -Marusya B. who in detail repeats the process described above. Due to her 
lively nature, Marusya is only able to lift the spade as a ‘wiggling’ lift. 

By terming such child’s actions as ‘trial and error’, I would like to offer some 
reflections on this matter. The child’s actions are directed to achieve the desired 
outcome by persistently attempting to lift some toys out of the pool and moving away 
other toys. The child changes the grip on the spade handle in an attempt to adjust 
movements to the requirements of the task. Of course, the child’s activity cannot 
be described as unsuccessful, however, the child is unaware of the properties of the 
tool and acts ‘blindly’. Such behaviour is visible in children of other age groups too. 
A positive aspect is that the children’s actions mostly consist of manual operations 
which happen as their natural response to the changes in the situations: such as the 
relations between (i) a hand and a spade, (ii) a spade (as an extension of the hand) and 
a toy, etc. In summary, the absence of thinking prior to the external activity and the 
direct interactions with the objects (toys which are presented to the children through 
their observable properties) characterises the first phase of children’s mastering new 
tool-mediated operations. 

In the second phase, by engaging in multiple attempts, the children perform the 
same operations for a considerably long time, and therefore, engage in the tool-
mediated activity. The children identify a favourable position of the spade or toy 
which occur accidently, and they further direct their efforts towards using this posi-
tion. Identifying such a favourable position divides the whole process into two parts: 
‘before’ and ‘after’ which offer significant differences. In the ‘before’ part, the chil-
dren movements are unskilled, fast and involve different ways of acting with the 
tool. However, once the favourable position of the tool is achieved, the movements 
of the child become extremely careful and slow. The children consequently use only 
a few ways of acting with the tool. In summary, children direct their attention at 
maintaining and using the benefits of a successful, albeit accidental opportunity. 

An episode with Tanya T. (the second group of three-year-old children) may serve 
as an example of such a situation. Tanya is unsuccessfully attempting to reach the red
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celluloid fish. She hits the fish with the spade, it bounces back and springs over the 
blade on several occasions. However, accidently, the fish lands on the spade blade. 
Tanya stops all her rough movements and by monitoring the position of the fish, very 
carefully pulls the spade out of the pool. 

Of course, the children do not notice all the favourable positions that accidentally 
occur. However, they notice the advantageous situations, the benefits of which are 
already familiar to the children from their previous experience. It seems that the chil-
dren are waiting for the special situations, although they do not possess the required 
skills to create such situations. The children’s skills are simplistic, and their activity 
is divided into phases which correspond to the gradual development of understanding 
of tool-mediated operations. In creating such an understanding, the development of 
the child’s consciousness is visible. On the one hand, the child’s consciousness is 
separated from the performed activity and, on the other hand, it is included in the 
performed activity and considerably influences its flow. Such interference of the 
child’s consciousness is insignificant: the children cannot create favourable situa-
tions, rather they carefully observe the flow of the action to identify the accidently 
occurring favourable situations. 

In this phase, the children’s development has a double nature. On the one hand, 
the simplistic ‘natural’ activity prevails which is reflected in their multiple attempts 
to perform the action. However, in such circumstances the pursued attempts do not 
determine the flow and the outcome of the activity. On the contrary, such naturalistic 
behaviour only supplies favourable situations which are consciously analysed by chil-
dren and when recognised, they become turning points in the flow of the performed 
activity. It may seem that the child’s consciousness does not play an important part in 
the flow of the performed multiple unsuccessful attempts. However, when children 
recognise the favourable situations, the flow of the activity changes and they direct 
efforts at taking advantage of these positions. Based on these considerations, the first 
phase in the development of an activity can be termed as the phase of trial and error 
and the second phase (in which the child’s consciousness plays a significant role) 
can be termed as the phase of monitoring of the flow of the activity. 

In the third phase, children’s interactions with the object is characterised by their 
active attempts to create favourable situations by using previously successful oper-
ations. The children are not acting blindly as in the first phase; they are not waiting 
until the favourable situation presents itself, as it happens in the second phase, but the 
children attempt to deliberately create a favourable situation. However, their attempts 
do not always correspond to the circumstances of the present situation. The children 
attempt to reconstruct the operations that were used previously, which are not always 
the best operations in a new situation and in many cases are useless. 

The third phase is characterised by the actions that can be described as ‘good 
mistakes’, which exemplifies how children do not account for the situation’s envi-
ronmental conditions. Slava D. (a three year old boy) by the end of the experiment 
is lifting the toys in the following way: once he has succeeded by rolling the cone 
up the pool wall, he starts using this approach with other toys: (i) to get the pyramid 
which can be easily stabilised on the spade blade, however, when pulled up the along 
wall, it catches the wooden boards and (ii) the celluloid swan which slides back and
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forth on the spade blade when lifted up. Similar operations are particularly visible 
in the actions of Lionya D. from the same age group. For example, a large roller 
is stabilised on its round base and this is the best position to slide the spade under 
it. However, Lionya turns the roller sideways, rolls it onto the spade blade until it 
rolls over. Several times the roller appears in the upright position by standing on its 
base, however Lionya persistently turns it sideways and after considerable efforts, he 
manages to lift the roller by leaning it onto the spade handle. Lionya attempts to roll 
all toys up the pool wall even those that do not need such an operation, such as a fish, a 
swan, a small cube—which sit well on the spade blade. He even unsuccessfully rolls 
up toys along the wall that are totally unsuitable for this operation: a large cube and 
a prism catch the wooden boards with their corners. Finally, Lionya starts dragging 
the front part of the spade blade up along the wall while the spade is leaning towards 
the middle of the pool. The large red cone is resting on the blade, leaning onto the 
spade handle and such an operation reflects the boy’s thinking. 

Although the operations used in the previous phases still prevail, in this phase, 
the child’s consciousness determines the flow of the external activity. However, the 
experience developed in previous phases transformed into ideas, initiates the child’s 
further actions which are different from ones used previously. At the same time, 
the child’s previous experience of imperfect operations imposes certain limitations 
on the performed activity. This is particularly visible in the children’s persistent 
attempts to achieve the desired purpose, despite the obvious unsuitability of the 
employed operations. Even when one operation does not work, the children may focus 
on another, which similar to the previous one, may have very limited application. 
The external flow of the action is accompanied by the children’s thinking and such 
a characteristic feature may be used to define this phase: the phase of persistent 
interference. 

The fourth phase differs from the previous phases by the child’s mastering of the 
performed operations. The flow of the activity and, in particular, the child’s swift 
corrections of occasional deviations from the intended flow evidence that children’s 
consciousness regulates the activity by considering the properties of the object they 
interact with. The child does not lift the spade until the rolling toy has been stabilised 
on the blade by leaning it onto the handle. When lifting up the spade, the child 
maintains a slight tilt that ensures the toy’s leaning position. The child does not 
attempt to get the toy from the pool’s opposite wall, by using the spade as a hoe. 
When the toys roll to the corner, the child slides the spade under the toy by positioning 
the blade parallel to the bottom of the pool (see Fig. 4.1).

In doing so, the child accounts for the main rule: the tool’s properties have to 
be appropriate for the task’s conditions. The connection between the child’s arm 
and the spade becomes flexible as the arm and the whole body attempts to adjust 
to the required movements of the tool. At this stage, how the child grips the spade 
handle is not decisive. The child adjusts his movements with the spade in relation to 
the position of the toys in the pool. The child attempts to adjust the tool’s position 
and such a movement in most cases is required to solve the target task. In general, 
this phase is characterised by (i) the child accounting for the objective relationships 
between the features of the surrounding environment and (ii) mastering the skills
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Fig. 4.1 The blade of the 
spade is positioned parallel 
to the pool’s floor

when performing the movements with the tool. Therefore, this phase can be termed 
as the phase of objective regulation. 

The fourth phase is the last one visible in our empirical material. However, there 
are reasons to believe that this is not the last phase in the development of human intel-
lectual practical activity. In addition, the children’s understanding of the objective 
relationships needed to perform the target task,3 does not reflect their understanding 
of the mechanistic relationships present. This is evident in the following observations. 

After the initial lifting of the toys out of the pool, we conducted another experiment 
in which the children were to create a tool similar to the spade they used. Only five to 
ten-year-old children participated in these experiments, since the task (to construct a 
spade) was far too difficult for younger children. The children were first asked to lift 
the toys out of the pool two or three times, which was easy for the children as they 
quickly learned to master the spade (as with the example of the eight-year-old boy). 
Then, we offered the children various materials: thick aluminium wire, blades with 
drilled holes, sticks and ropes. The children were to use these materials to create a 
similar spade to lift the toys out of the pool. These experiments revealed interesting 
observations demonstrating how children developed their understanding of the struc-
ture of the tool they had mastered. It was visible that there was a time gap between 
the children’s ability to master operations with the tool and their ability to create a 
tool by considering the its dynamic properties. This was similar to the time needed 
for two and five-year old children to develop their ability to manage tool-mediated 
operations. This time gap also provides evidence that children’s understanding of 
the spade’s mechanical properties (which is crucial for their ability to use it) and its 
mastering happens differently in various age groups. 

However, the relationship between the properties of the spade and the properties 
of the toys to be lifted out of the pool are not similar to the relationship between 
the properties of the spade’s individual parts. These two groups of properties are 
interrelated and understanding the tool’s properties is impossible without under-
standing the properties of its parts. The development of the child’s understanding 
of the properties of the tool as a whole and the properties of its parts does not 
happen simultaneously. This suggests that the objective relationships that the child 
starts to consider in the fourth phase are not completely realised by the child. These

3 Our task in the original, referring to the task of lifting the toys out of the pool. 
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objective relationships are not considered by the child as mechanical relationships 
as they would have been considered by an engineer. However, these relationships are 
realised by the child as the tools’ affordances and limitations in the practical activities. 
Clearly the fourth phase is not the last phase in the development of the child’s activ-
ities. The child’s consciousness determines behaviour and reflects the affordances 
and limitations of the performed operations. The properties of the objects the child 
engages with creates links between these operations. By engaging in these operations, 
the child’s consciousness undergoes developmental changes. 

To summarise, from the child’s first unsuccessful attempts until the complete 
mastering of the tool, the four phases in the development of actions can be identified, 
which differ with the role of consciousness. 

In the first phase, we observe the approach of ‘trial and error’ which demonstrates 
that acting with a tool is too difficult for younger children. However, such a difficulty 
is not the child’s psychological resistance but a particular attitude to the action. In this 
first phase a tool-mediated task is already presented to the child and the tool (forced 
to use, imposed and technically inconvenient) is included in the child’s activity as 
a compulsory and essential link. In the suggested task, the child does not only need 
to reach the toy, but to do this with the spade. However, the child is unable to use 
the spade and, instead, the skills that he masters well—manual skills are largely 
employed. 

In the second phase, the child identifies the position of the toy in relation to 
the spade. In doing so, the child identifies the stages to go through in order to lift 
the toy out of the pool. These stages divide the whole process into four distinctive 
tasks, however, the links between each one and the operations to solve them are still 
missing. 

The third phase is characterised by the presence of such links between tasks; 
however, these links are limited and therefore not flexible. Here, the natural position 
of the object (toy) determines how the child interacts with it. Alongside this, mastering 
a particular operation determines the position the child attempts to place the object 
when lifting it out of the pool. 

It is only in the fourth phase, that the link between the operation and the objects’ 
position becomes flexible and the child’s choice of operation is determined by the 
structure of the present situation. 

When developing the child’s intellectual practical activity, each phase builds upon 
the previous one. In the first phase, useful operations identified by trial and error form 
the child’s conscious regulation within the next phase. In doing so, by accumulating 
experience, the child consciously starts to determine and manage practical activity. 
From this perspective, mental activities are nothing else but external activities, that 
first occur unexpectedly during sudden changes in real situations. Over time, the 
child begins to perform these activities intentionally as if using a mental plan. The 
sequence of the activities performed by the children of different age groups when 
mastering a tool, makes visible how the child’s consciousness develops out of the 
accumulated experience. The child’s consciousness becomes visible in the ability to 
select useful operations and adjust them to the conditions of the surrounding reality.
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However, such an understanding reveals that there is a delay between the devel-
opment of consciousness and the child’s ability to engage in a practical activity. This 
is an extremely important aspect, however when taken in isolation and out of the 
context, it may be over generalised and cause confusion. To identify the significance 
of the link between the child’s consciousness and the ability to engage in a practical 
activity, we have to consider three aspects. 

First, the similarities between the intellectual and practical activities are evidence 
that these activities were not only connected in the past, but this connection remains 
and exists in the present. However, these similarities are also evidence of the delay 
in the development of the child’s psychological consciousness from the ability to 
engage in the practical activity. Analysis of the practical and intellectual activi-
ties demonstrate that intellectual activities (ways of thinking) do not resemble the 
elements of practical activities where they originate. These intellectual activities 
originate within accidental activities and changes in the surrounding reality, they 
are identified and used deliberately by the children. Initially, these activities occur 
accidently, however, later they are performed deliberately. Externally, these activi-
ties remain similar, however internally the relationships between the activity and the 
person change to become the person’s psychological activity. 

Second, the relationships between the operations and the objects used change 
as well. Initially, these operations are caused by accidental changes in the objects, 
however, they become determined by the requirements of the task and the child’s 
thinking about the interactions with the objects. In doing so, the operations are 
independent from the objects they are directed towards. Dependency between the 
objects and the operations performed with them is now established: the operations 
initiate changes in the object. By remembering operations used in early practical 
activities, mental operations now determine the content of future practical activities. 
If externally, the child’s thinking is lagging behind practical activity, psychologically, 
thinking goes ahead of the practical activity. 

Third, the transformation of the practical to thinking activity reflects the child’s 
growing conscious understanding of the activity. Only activities which have been 
consciously realised by the child are applied on multiple occasions. Therefore, 
the opportunities for conscious understanding is an important condition for the 
child’s transfer from practical to thinking activity and the transfer to the next phase 
of mastering the tool. In the world of complex relationships between objects, by 
engaging in practical activities with them and by experiencing successful and unsuc-
cessful attempts, the child starts to recognise these relationships and, in doing so, 
overcomes any limitations and transfers to the next phase. Therefore, the process of 
the child’s development occurs as if continuously looking back and each following 
phase in the development builds upon the previous one (Piaget, Vygotsky, Shtern). 

However, in order not to develop false understanding of the origin and continu-
ously increasing role of child’s consciousness, we have to focus on two transformation 
patterns of the practical activities the children engaged in our experiments. 

First, our empirical data demonstrates that the phases mentioned above may some-
times overlap (in particular phases two and three), however, we did not observe that 
subsequent phases replaced previous ones. For example, we did not observe the third
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Fig. 4.2 The boy is pulling 
up the spade by dragging it 
along the pool’s wall. The 
large red cone is leaning 
against the spade’s handle 

phase replaced by the fourth, despite the proximity of these phases. They seem only 
to differ through the development of children’s gradual understanding of relation-
ships between the tools and objects they interact with. These changes are reflected 
by the transformation of operations used; however, these relate only to one operation 
type and do not cause transformations from one to another. 

Lionya’s persistent use of one operation can exemplify his understanding of the 
relationship between the objects and the tool (spade). He pulls objects up the pool 
wall that are unsuitable for this operation: a large cube, a prism and a pyramid which 
get caught in the gaps between the boards (the pool’s walls). His attempts are often 
unsuccessful and because of his failures, he modifies his operation, dragging only 
the front side of the spade up along the wall while the large red cone leaning on the 
handle (Fig. 4.2). 

Lionya transformed his initial operation by adopting such an approach, however 
the new operation cannot be described as rationalistic as the toy on the spade is 
round and rolling it up the pool wall would be much more convenient. However, 
Lionya continues dragging the spade along the wall and, in doing so, the spade 
inevitably gets stuck in the gaps between the boards. Lionya’s logic is transparent 
and unsophisticated: the toys are getting caught in the gaps between the boards, so 
he moves them away from the wall. However, he continues dragging the spade up 
along the wall and it gets caught in the gaps between the boards. Lionya does not 
really understand why this happens and does not realise the disadvantages of this 
operation. Numerous unsuccessful attempts do not enhance Lionya’s understanding 
of the relationships between the tool (spade), the objects (the toys and the pool’s wall) 
and the changes needed to improve the operation. Finally, Lionya simply moves the 
spade away from the pool’s wall and proceeds to another operation. 

At each phase our observations demonstrate, however, that operations may be 
mastered by the children, if not completely, but to a high degree of proficiency. Such 
proficiency may be achieved by mastering the types of behaviour specific to each 
operation. 

Our two-year-old children quickly master lifting the spade; however, this occurs 
by trial and error and the action reflects the limitations of this approach. The child 
achieves the desired outcome by using different operations interchangeably. These 
operations or types of activities do not transform from one to another but appear
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subsequently in children of different age and level of development. For operation 
transformation to happen, children’s consciousness should undergo transformation. 

Second, I would like to emphasise the point which was already highlighted in 
Chap. 2. When describing the children’s practical activities in the second group, the 
role of consciousness was different in the various operations used. In the two youngest 
groups lifting happened by persistently applying previously successful operations. 
For the younger children sliding the spade effectively under the toy occurred by 
accident and the need to stabilise the toy on the blade did not arise. Therefore, the 
task was solved by trial and error. 

Inconsistency in the involvement of children’s consciousness in different tasks is 
paradoxical. It may be suggested that children’s consciousness in different age groups 
manifests differently when solving tasks and does not undergo any changes. However, 
our empirical data shows the opposite: the same child demonstrates different levels 
of thinking which reflects the different levels of development. 

I would like to offer some explanations for the described above. We presented 
three different tasks and the choice of tasks could not be influenced by the chil-
dren. It seemed that the child’s consciousness did not change during the experi-
ment. However, we observed quite the opposite and the development of the child’s 
consciousness can be explained by its inconsistency. When the task is changed, the 
child’s consciousness changes too. Therefore, the outcome of the task and the child’s 
thinking depends on the content and it changes when engaged in different tasks. 

If we analyse the children’s thinking, which changes in different tasks, the incon-
sistency in the development of consciousness becomes even more visible. When the 
tasks difficulty was increased, the children’s thinking became less sophisticated. We 
considered why children who demonstrated advanced thinking when solving one 
type of task, applied less sophisticated thinking when solving another? Why didn’t 
the children use the intellectual capacities that they already had? 

To answer this, we put forward three possible suggestions: 

1. The child’s consciousness is unstable, and it changes depending on the type of 
task. 

2. Children do not think in one way (universal consciousness) and it varies in 
different tasks. 

3. Consciousness does not exist. In various tasks, only individual intellectual 
operations can be developed and applied. 

However, only the third suggestion seems viable and such a suggestion rejects the 
existence of consciousness as an individual capacity.4 The inconsistency of human 
consciousness signifies that it can be considered as a type of human psychological 
activity. 

Therefore, we will consider the inconsistency of human consciousness in the 
following way: when engaging in different tasks, the child’s theoretical thinking 
varies. The development of the child’s consciousness and practical activity is char-
acterised by its inconsistency. Consciousness develops when the child engages in the

4 Underlined in original. 
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practical activity with material objects and it cannot be separated from this activity. 
In its early phases, the child’s consciousness consists of individual operations that 
reflect the conditions of situations in which they are applied. Normally, these opera-
tions have few areas of application. Generalising individual situations and the child’s 
ability to transfer actions between situations demonstrates a thorough understanding 
of the object and operations, which generally happens much later in children. In 
the absence of an ability to generalise the situations of engagement with objects, 
the child’s consciousness consists of various groups of operations which differ in 
their structure, links, and connections. Such an understanding reflects the inconsis-
tency in the development of the child’s consciousness, and it offers an approach to 
understanding the child’s thinking. 

In the following, I will summarise the analysis of our empirical data by outlining 
the significant aspects in the process of a child mastering a tool. 

1. Inconsistency in the development of a child’s activities. In different aged chil-
dren practical activities vary; even within different operations performed in the 
same age group. The child’s thinking and consciousness, termed as ‘intellectual 
practical activity’, reveals similar differences. 

2. There are no connections between the ways of thinking children develop. The 
ways of thinking that children demonstrate in different operations are not linked 
together and do not transform into each other. Children of different age groups can 
perform different operations and this ability gradually develops in older children. 

3. In the early phases of mastering the tool, children’s thinking is delayed from 
the practical activity. Thinking, as a theoretical engagement reflects previous 
practical activity.5 

These aspects are crucial for understanding the examined phenomenon. By consid-
ering these aspects, we can identify the role of skills and thinking in the process of 
transformation from manual to tool-mediated operations which are visible in children 
of different age groups. 

Contrary to the hypothesis that skills are crucial in the transformation from mean 
to tool, our findings demonstrate that the children did not use trial and error to solve 
the task, the way how skills usually develop. On the contrary, in three of the four 
types of activities performed by the children of various age groups, their thinking was 
particularly visible. It was only in the first phase that children mastered the tool by 
developing skills through trial and error. In the second phase the method of trial and 
error was accompanied by thinking which, by the third phase, acquired the leading 
position. 

Of course, skills are important in older children too. The five to ten-year old 
children who participated in the creating spades experiments, were asked several 
times to lift the toys from the pool. Although such an operation did not present any

5 However, the practical activity, by transforming into thinking, makes the next step in mastering 
the situation. The child’s practical activity is not only managed by its thinking, but such an activity 
precisely reflects the child’s thinking and creates a unity of the two. By reflecting the previously 
happened practical activity, the child’s thinking influences and is integrated in the child’s present 
activity. 
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difficulties for the children in this age group, the time required was reduced with 
every new attempt while the ability to perform improved. Without doubt, such an 
improvement occurred because children’s skills developed and improved with every 
new attempt to lift the toys out of the pool. 

However, the role and the significance of skills changes in the different type of 
activities which employ these skills. In the trial and error phase, skill development 
comprises identifying movements that are beneficial in the present situation. In the 
following phase of objective regulation, the skills are integrated into the activity to 
ensure a smooth flow of its units. If, however, the suggested task requires mastering 
an important skill; its importance is not equal in all phases of the performed activity. 

Similar arguments can be put forward against the hypothesis concerning a crucial 
role of thinking or consciousness. This is because thinking and consciousness differ 
in children of various age groups. In the phase of a trial and error, thinking as a type 
of activity exists in its embryotic form, which is different from the practical activity. 
Even in the second phase, ‘alertness’, thinking is only secondary in relation to the 
practical activity, which plays the primary role. It is only in the phase of ‘persistent 
interference’, that thinking begins to dominate the external flow of the activity and 
it is in the fourth phase, that thinking completely manages the performed activity. 

The experiments of creating a spade show how late (in comparison with the period 
of practically mastering the tool), children develop their true understanding of the 
tool’s properties. These experiments highlight that the development of children’s 
consciousness is delayed in comparison with their practical activity, including its 
individual operations. Children’s consciousness develops in their practical activity 
by mastering its operations and gradually realising its content, opportunities and limi-
tations. Therefore, it would be wrong to consider children’s thinking or conscious-
ness of primary importance. In particular, there are no reasons to believe that the 
children’s consciousness is of primary importance in the early phases of their devel-
opment, when the transformation from means to tools occurs. On the contrary, the 
children’s thinking and their consciousness develops in later phases. 

The main disadvantage of both concepts (the decisive role of skill development or 
transformation of thinking) is that they are grounded in abstract relationships between 
the development of activities in children and their age. In addition, neither of these 
concepts consider the complexity and variety of these relationships. These concepts 
may offer explanations that all forms of children behaviour have one beginning and 
the differences in the forms of children activities can be explained by different levels 
of skill development and thinking (consciousness). Such generalising is not only 
empirically insolvent, but it does not correspond to the real structure of children’s 
activities. It is also impossible to employ such an approach in practice. By empha-
sising the theoretical inconsistency of the above-mentioned concepts, I finish my 
considerations in this Chapter.



Chapter 5 
Human Consciousness as a Reflection 
of Human Practical Activity 

Outline 

In this chapter Galperin discusses the role of skills in the development of new forms 
of behaviour. He starts by considering the concept that suggests that a skill is a 
decisive factor in the development of new forms of behaviour. Here, he defines skill 
as a way of developing new physiological movements which initiates a new type of 
behaviour. He argues that this skill definition can be understood as a combination of 
individually acquired and independent inborn activities. Therefore, depending on the 
conditions, a skill can enhance the development of individual forms of behaviour. 

Galperin adds that a skill consists of the development of individual movements, 
which initially, have to be extracted from other complex movements. In order to create 
a skill by using mechanisms of unconditioned reflexes, individual movements have 
to be repeated and reinforced a specific and the sequential flow of these movements 
has to be maintained. Galperin argues that adopting this approach limits a skill’s role 
in developing new forms of behaviour. 

In order to develop individual movements, they have to be extracted from their 
natural flow and recombined in a new way. Galperin explains that such an approach 
should also be developed as a skill. The initial phase in developing a skill is adopting 
and maintaining natural situations that cause an unconditioned response. 

In summary, the first condition of skill development is that natural situations, in 
which individual actions occur, should be maintained. The second condition is that 
in a newly developed skill the combination of individual actions should be changed 
and rearranged to create a new sequence of actions. Therefore, the appearance of new 
forms of behaviour is determined by changes in the surrounding environment. It is 
the sequence of the actions and the relationships between them that should undergo 
changes while individual actions that constitute a skill should remain unchanged. 
In nature, individual actions can be rearranged in a new way when the situations 
change, however, these changes undermine the first condition of skill development.
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When changes in the surrounding environment occur in nature, an animal adapts 
its behaviour by using the degrees of freedom present. In doing so, an animal adapts 
to the new conditions of the environment and a new variation of the existing form of 
behaviour appears. Therefore, new external conditions initiate transformations in the 
existing forms of behaviour and lead to the appearance of new forms of behaviour. 
New forms of animal behaviour can also emerge as a response to bodily changes, 
however, only animals that manage to adapt to new environmental conditions survive. 
In both cases, the gradual development of new forms of behaviour does not happen 
through the addition of new elements, but through the development of one form 
and regression of other forms of behaviour. Both ways of developing new forms 
of behaviour aim to improve adaptation to the environment, thus enhancing further 
development. It is not individual skills, but variations in species and the process of 
natural selection that initiates new forms of behaviour. 

Humans can extract individual components from their natural connections to 
enhance new forms of behaviour, through changing the environment during the labour 
process. By adopting such an approach, first, a new form of behaviour remains on 
the external plane and is not consciously realised by a subject. Second, the new 
form of behaviour never develops through mastering skills and is only possible in 
individual subjects. For example, it might be possible to train young children to use 
the spade, however, mastering the use of the spade will never lead to a child teaching 
another child as the theoretical significance of such an activity will never be realised. 
Galperin concludes that explaining the appearance of new forms of behaviour through 
skills’ training leads to neglecting the main conditions of skill development and its 
characteristic features. 

This argument is supported by the second feature of training which is combining 
previously mastered individual actions to develop new skills. Such an approach to 
skill development aims not to create but only to master already existing activity. In 
other words, skill development is only possible in the context of an already created 
activity; a skill does not represent this activity but offers a way to perform it by the 
acting subject. 

Galperin proceeds to discussing the issue of intended and unintended training. He 
explains that new forms of behaviour can be developed by accident which he terms as 
unintended training. Such training is not realised and therefore remains unconscious 
to the acting subjects. On the contrary, intended training can only happen in human 
social environments which differ from animal environments. In addition, intended 
training always presupposes an ideal image which has to be (re)created in reality. 
Unintended training cannot happen in nature as new forms of behaviour are unknown 
to animals and therefore, they do not exist. 

Skills, as a way of mastering activity, develop on the foundations of old ones. 
Therefore, skills do not create new forms of behaviour, but are present in created 
forms of behaviour connecting individual parts. Hence, skills can be considered as 
physiological mechanisms consisting of a sequence of nervous impulses and respon-
sive muscle contractions. Skills do not create new forms of behaviour but stabilise 
forms of behaviour or activities within which they exist. Galperin argues that skill 
development is not creative, but rather a conservative way of developing new forms
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of behaviour. He adds if the theory of skill accumulation to develop new forms of 
behaviour was true, animals would have many opportunities to develop new forms 
of behaviour by utilising ready-made inborn and unconditioned skills. In an animal’s 
biological development, however, the opposite trend is observed and human evolution 
from apes was due to the absence of unconditioned instinctive forms of behaviour. 

As skills do not develop new forms of behaviour, it is not the accumulation 
of skills in a growing child that initiates the transfer from means to tools. On the 
contrary, the child’s transfer from manual to tool-mediated operations is initiated by 
the surrounding social environment. Therefore, the development of new forms of 
behaviour cannot be explained by skill development in children. 

It is visible in the experiments described in Chap. 2 that mastering a new form 
of behaviour did not happen through the accumulation of skills, but by mastering an 
already created form of behaviour. During the process of mastering a psychological 
tool and its transfer into a sign, the so-called ideological tool movements had to be 
mastered by the children: sliding the spade under the toy, stabilising and lifting it. 
These ideological movements coincide with the naive or ‘magical’ phase, identified 
by Vygotsky, Leontiev and Luria and this phase is of a particular significance. 

A child engages in the offered task through the process of meaning-making during 
verbal interactions with an adult and not by training using old instinctive movements. 
It is the adult’s verbal instruction that reveals the position and meaning of cultural 
objects. The meaning may still be unclear for the child; however, it is included in 
the system of objective tool-mediated relationships that has to be mastered and is 
reflected in actions. It is concluded that tool-mediated operations do not emerge but 
are mastered and realised during the process of developing activities by the child. 
By engaging in this process, the child develops as a social and acting person. Human 
tool-mediated activities have to be developed in children and do not emerge by 
themselves. 

Besides the theory of skills, the theory of intellectual development offers an expla-
nation of children’s transfer from means to tools in the development of conscious-
ness. This theory emphasises the importance of mental development and is similar 
to the theory of skills in considering the subject’s practical activity as a secondary 
phenomenon, presenting itself as a new sequence of old actions. This new sequence of 
actions, however, appears through consciously realising new objective relationships 
and not by recombining the already developed skills. A new activity (which according 
to the theory of skills has to be developed in a specific environment) cannot be devel-
oped naturally; rather it is developed in human consciousness through considering 
the properties of objects and tools used. Therefore, the ability of human conscious-
ness to reveal ways of acting with objects and tools by considering their properties is 
important. It is not the development of practical activity that initiates human ability to 
think, on the contrary, it is the human consciousness that determines practical activity. 
Human practical activity is important for the development of human consciousness 
by offering ‘raw materials’: posing new problems and introducing new objects with 
various properties. It is human consciousness, however, that reveals new relationships 
between objects and identifies new ways of acting. Human consciousness identifies
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only the features of the surrounding world that an acting subject can directly engage 
with and influence. 

During such interactions, new relationships between objects can be established. 
Old connections are deconstructed, and new forms of activities are reconstructed, 
determining the amount, direction and meaning of new relationships identified in 
the target objects. These new relationships cannot be identified by the acting subject 
through thinking only. For example, success in hunting first and foremost depends on 
whether the hunter is in possession of guns and does not only depend on the hunter’s 
intention to kill as many animals as possible and by recognising the animals’ habits 
and ways of life. Even by identifying the relationships between objects, ways of 
interacting with these objects can only be identified during practical engagement. 

Galperin argues that the limitation of the intellectual theory of behaviour devel-
opment is that it reduces thinking to simple perception and does not consider it 
as a type of activity. Thus, perception can be understood either as an observation 
of external objects and activities. In doing so, the intellectual theory of behaviour 
presents perception as a completely passive action, where human thinking loses its 
content and its independent proactive nature. The intellectual theory explains thinking 
as a process of reflection of reality. Therefore, such a theory rejects a theoretical 
approach and, in doing so, rejects itself as a theory. 

Galperin believes that the development of human thinking should be consid-
ered as a transformation from manual to tool-mediated operations. This approach is 
supported by his findings which he summarises as follows. 

Human thinking solves tasks that arise in the process of practical activity by 
employing means that were previously used. Therefore, human thinking is a particular 
type of activity that emerges during the development of practical activity. It also 
evolves out of this activity; thus, practical activity is a foundation for emerging 
human thinking. Gradually, human thinking is enriched with experience, content, 
methods and directions of further development of the practical activity. In doing so, 
human thinking, is nothing else but an ideal recreation of human practical activity. 

The purpose, opportunity and further development of human thinking depends on 
the structure of the practical activity which initiates the whole trajectory of practical 
interactions. Thinking opens new opportunities for the practical activity which can 
lead to further development. Therefore, thinking does not only initiate development 
of present forms of behaviour, but also a person’s understanding of this behaviour. 
Human thinking develops and improves practical activities, and only when a tool-
mediated activity becomes a reality does the need to use tools arise, posing new 
thinking tasks. 

Based on the analysis of the empirical data in Chap. 2, Galperin highlights that 
a change in consciousness is initiated by a child’s transfer from manual operations 
to tool-mediated operations. Therefore, a child’s consciousness does not initiate 
a transfer from manual to tool-mediated operations. A child’s transfer to tool-
mediated operations happens during the mastering of publicly accepted ways of 
acting with these tools which initiates transformations in the child’s consciousness. 
These changes highlight the transfer of the child’s consciousness to its social, tool-
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and language-mediated unlimited line of development and away from its biological 
line of development limited by its relationships with the natural environment. 

In adopting such an explanation, human consciousness loses its limitations and 
develops a capacity to reflect the connections between objects and processes. Through 
the process of developing an understanding of these interconnections within the 
surrounding world, human consciousness evolves as a homogeneous, unified and 
well-organised structure. 

Galperin summarises that human consciousness realises and evolves in the process 
of historical development and does not exist at the beginning of development. Human 
consciousness develops in the process of generalising ways of interacting practically 
with objects, acquiring its structural and meaningful organisation. The boundaries of 
human consciousness are constantly expanding and are potentially unlimited. These 
boundaries, however, reflect the capacity of human consciousness to generalise the 
current understanding of the unlimited and never completely examined subject of 
science. 

Human Consciousness as a Reflection of Human Practical 
Activity 

First, I will consider the concept that suggests that a skill is a decisive factor in the 
development of new forms of behaviour. To begin, a skill is (i) a way of developing 
new movements (physiological in nature) and (ii) a new type of behaviour initiated 
by these developed movements. These two skill definitions are interconnected in 
the following way. The physiological grounds of skill development concerns estab-
lishing connections between the processes in our central nervous system. By adopting 
such an understanding, a skill can be considered as a type of activity that originates 
in individual experience and consists of individual and previously mastered forms 
of activities. Therefore, the skill system is rooted in inborn activities that consti-
tute animals’ ‘capital1 ’. Correspondingly, a skill, as a new form of behaviour is a 
combination of individual acquired and independent inborn activities. 

Whether a skill can enhance the development of new forms of behaviour, depends 
on the conditions of the situation which are crucial and should be discussed in detail. 

In a mastered skill, individual sequential movements can be identified. There-
fore, to develop a skill, the flow of these individual movements should be developed. 
Initially, these movements are not interconnected and can also be parts of other 
complex movements from which these individual movements have to be extracted. 
Let us consider a simple case of developing a skill by combining individual acquired 
and independent inborn movements. In order to combine these movements to create 
a skill by using the mechanisms of unconditioned reflexes, we need to (i) contin-
uously repeat the individual movements and reinforce each one in a specific way 
and (ii) maintain the sequential flow of these movements to create a skill. A close

1 In the meaning animals’ features. 
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analysis highlights that these two conditions impose limitations on skill development 
that downplay the skill’s role in the development of new forms of behaviour. 

The first requirement in skill development is that the movements that constitute 
the skill are caused and reinforced in a specific way. In addition, the causes and how 
these movements are reinforced belong to the animals’ natural environment. A person 
can extract individual movements from their natural flow and recombine them in a 
new skill. However, such a human way of acting should also be developed as a skill 
(such an approach may offer an explanation of human transfer from a mean to tool) 
and before a skill is developed, so-called natural ways of acting can be employed. In 
such natural conditions, a stimulus that causes an unconditioned reaction develops 
the whole situation in which the response is reinforced. To summarise, maintaining 
the stimuli and reinforcing the desired responses ensures recreation of such situations 
in the future and enhances skill development. 

The first condition of skill development is that natural situations, in which indi-
vidual actions occur, should be maintained. The second condition is that the combina-
tion of individual actions should be considerably changed and rearranged to create a 
new sequence of actions in a newly developed skill. The fact that the individual actions 
are connected to each other indicate that the parts of the environment that act as stimuli 
are also connected to each other. Since specific sequence of unconditioned activities 
is required to cause animal’s behaviour in a particular environment, a new sequence 
of these unconditioned activities is required to develop a skill. An animal is naturally 
connected with its environment and its activities (which are unconditioned) reflect the 
structure of the surrounding environment. Therefore, the appearance of new forms 
of behaviour is determined by the changes in the surrounding environment.2 

To develop a skill, individual actions that constitute this skill should remain 
unchanged, however the sequence of the actions and the relationships between them 
should undergo changes. These individual actions, as with mosaic stones, should be 
pulled apart from their natural connections and rearranged in a new way, different 
from their original natural connections. However, how can these actions be rear-
ranged in nature? Clearly, the changes in the relationships between the individual 
actions applied in naturalistic situations are possible when changes occur in these 
situations. However, the changes in the naturalistic situations undermine the first 
condition of skill development. 

In summary, a situation initiating new skill development cannot occur if individual 
situations of actions remain the same; however, changes in the individual situations 
of actions may cause the development of a new skill. Clearly, in natural conditions 
the two necessary conditions for skill development could not be realised and a new 
form of behaviour (skill) cannot appear by itself. 

An animal which has adapted to its environment, does not change its behaviour 
until the environment changes. When changes in the surrounding environment occur, 
the animal’s behaviour alters in two ways. One possible way of adapting to new 
environmental conditions is by using degrees of freedom that can be found in any 
form of behaviour. By using degrees of freedom, an animal can adapt to the new

2 Underlined in the original. 
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conditions of the environment and a new variation of the existing form of behaviour 
appears. However, such a variation originating in the degrees of freedom is different 
from its initial form of behaviour, similar to where two overlapping circles have a 
common and individual areas. New external conditions initiate gradual changes in 
existing forms of behaviour which undergo several transformations and lead to a new 
form of behaviour. 

Another way to develop new forms of behaviour is connected to physical changes 
in animals’ and the new behaviour reflects these new bodily changes. However, only 
the animals which adapt to the new environmental conditions survive. 

In both cases, the gradual development of new forms of behaviour does not happen 
through the addition of new elements (although they are visible in the new forms of 
behaviour), but through further development of one form and regression of the other 
forms of behaviour. These two ways of developing new forms of behaviour aim to 
improve adaptation to the environment which serves as a measure of natural selection, 
enhancing further development. Natural selection is possible because variations in 
the forms of behaviour are determined by the anatomic-physiological structure of an 
animal. It is variations in species and natural selection which initiate new forms of 
behaviour and not an individual skill. 

Through deliberately changing the environment during the labour process, it is 
only humans that can extract individual components from their natural connections, 
allowing for the development of new forms of behaviour. Such mechanistic ways of 
developing new forms of behaviour is possible only when it is consciously organised 
by humans engaged in social labour. However, during training, two characteristics 
of a skill become particularly visible. First, a new form of behaviour, which can be 
achieved through training remains on the external plane and is never consciously 
realised by a subject. Second, such a new form of behaviour never develops through 
mastering skills and is only possible in individual subjects. 

If a person creates such artificial conditions, in which individual actions can be 
performed in a different order to develop a new activity, this sequence will not be 
consciously realised by a subject. What is realised by the subject is only the individual 
components of the activity; its start (as a stimulus) and the end (as a reinforced reflex). 
In doing so, the new form of behaviour developed as a skill, remains unrealised by 
the person. For example, in the circus when trained sea lions engage in playing with 
a ball, the true biological significance of such an activity for them remains in getting 
a fish, which is accomplished in an unusual way. Playing with the ball never becomes 
the sea lions’ true activity that is consciously realised by them. This activity remains 
external with accompanying results and as a ball game it exists only for humans—a 
trainer or the audience. However, such a primitive animal activity provides a baseline 
for the skill development. The developed skill is limited by its ‘blindness’ in relation 
to everything that naturally follows such activity. A sea lion that has mastered the ball 
game can exemplify such a behaviour for another sea lion, although the first sea lion 
will never engage in teaching the ball game to another sea lion. Despite the sea lion’s 
ability to engage in playing with the ball, it remains an animal positioned outside 
of the system of human relationships involving motivation and opportunities for 
training. The sea lion is an object and never a subject of training; the relationships
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between the teacher and the student are not interrelated in training and cannot be 
reversed. 

It might be possible to train our youngest children to use the spade. A child who 
has mastered the process of lifting the toys out of the pool, however, will never 
create the situation of teaching another child and above all, consider the theoretical 
significance of such an activity. Similar to an animal, the child’s operations with the 
spade might be developed during training, however, the child will never become a 
trainer himself. Through developing skills, it might be possible to develop human-
like actions, but an animal cannot become a human. However, a transfer from a mean 
to a tool signifies the transfer from animal to human activities. Therefore, to explain 
the appearance of new forms of behaviour through skills’ training means to neglect 
the main conditions of skill development and its characteristic features. 

Such an argument is supported by the second feature of training. This feature 
concerns the following: the main aim of training is to develop in the subject (human 
or animal) a form of behaviour which has been previously identified in the trainer’s 
imagination and realised during the process of training. In this case, a new skill is 
developed by combining individual actions. However, by following such an approach 
to skill training aims to develop already existing activity, which has to be mastered. 
Therefore, the process of skill development aims not to create, but only to master the 
already created activity. Similar to creating a mosaic: a plan does not represent the 
final picture, but only a way to create it. A skill is only possible in the context of an 
already created activity and strictly speaking, it does not represent this activity, but 
offers a way to perform it by the acting subject. 

However, if a new activity has to be developed by creating a particular envi-
ronment, can such an activity be developed by accident? Of course, it can. Unin-
tended and natural training often happens, which confuses researchers concerning 
the mental abilities of animals. However, the conditions of such unintended training 
remain similar to the conditions of intended training. As with intended training, unin-
tended training is limited by the combination of the two conditions presented above. 
In addition, the intended training can happen only in human social environments, 
which differ from animal environments. The intended training always has an image, 
which may not be realised by the trainer, but it is presented for the trained subject as 
a combination of external conditions to be (re)created. Unintended training cannot 
appear in nature because training is a method to develop new forms of behaviour and 
new forms of behaviour are unknown for animals and therefore, they do not exist. 

We have defined a skill as mastering a new activity which develops on the founda-
tions of an old one. However, now we observe that the skill does not create new forms 
of behaviour, but only manifests itself in the person’s behaviour. Therefore, skills 
are always present in the created forms of behaviour as mechanisms that connect 
their individual parts. Correspondingly, skills can be considered as physiological 
mechanisms that create the sequence of nervous impulses and responsive muscle 
contractions. 

Similar forms of behaviour can be performed by using different activities and visa 
verse, the same activities with small deviations can be employed in different forms of
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behaviour. There are complex relationships between human behaviour and its phys-
iological mechanisms. Such an understanding contradicts the conclusion of Watson 
who believes that human behaviour should be considered as a complex response to 
the external environment. Therefore, in persons with similar physiology, the speed 
and stability of skill development, its flexibility and capacity to be transferred to new 
activities and situations are determined not by the skill itself, but the properties of 
the new form of behaviour in which the skill is used. 

A skill does not create new forms of behaviour, it only stabilises such forms of 
behaviour within which it exists. In nature, a skill develops within instinctive forms 
of behaviour and by ensuring the excellence of individual movements, it establishes 
these unconditioned forms of behaviour. 

Therefore, skill development is not creative, but rather a conservative way to 
develop new forms of behaviour. This is evidenced by a simple fact that less variety is 
observed in animal’s behaviour, with more unconditioned inborn forms of behaviour 
present. If the theory of skill accumulation to develop new forms of behaviour was 
true, then we could expect just the opposite: the animal would have many oppor-
tunities to develop new forms of behaviour by utilising its ready-made inborn and 
unconditioned skills. However, in an animal’s biological development we observe 
quite the opposite trend. Without doubt, human evolution from apes happened due 
to the redundancy of unconditioned instinctive forms of behaviour. 

A skill does not develop new forms of behaviour and it does not ensure their 
transfer from inborn, unconditioned to qualitatively new behaviour. Therefore, it is 
not the accumulation of skills in a growing child that initiates the transfer from means 
to tools. On the contrary, the child’s transfer from manual to tool-mediated operations 
is initiated by the surrounding social environment. Therefore, the development of new 
forms of behaviour cannot be explained by skill development in children. 

We have already mentioned in the experiments described above that mastering a 
new form of behaviour did not happen as a result of an accumulation of skills, but an 
already created form of behaviour had to be mastered by the child. The most promi-
nent movements of this new form of behaviour we called as ‘ideological’. They were 
visible in all three operations that constituted the offered task: sliding the spade under 
the toy, stabilising and lifting it. The child performed the ideological movements that 
were adequate for the target tool, but these movements were still disconnected from 
the object they interacted with. Such movements can be described as ideas of move-
ments, expressed on the external plane, but that are not consciously realised. These 
are pure movements, free from their real content. Examples of such movements are 
modelling or copying tool-mediated activities of adults. Such modelling signifies the 
child’s acceptance of these activities and their eventual mastering. By performing 
these activities, the child confirms that the newly copied activity has been noticed 
and accepted. Although the activity has not been consciously realised by the child, 
he/she is ready to engage in mastering it. These ideological movements coincide 
with the naive or ‘magical’ phase, identified by Vygotsky, Leontiev and Luria. This 
phase occurs during mediation—the process of mastering a psychological tool and 
its transfer into a sign. The discussion presented here indicates that we consider this 
matter of a particular significance.
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An animal develops a new form of behaviour as a result of training and this form 
consists of a new sequence of old instinctive movements. However, a child engages 
in the offered task in a totally different way. It is a word of an adult and not the 
instinctive need, that introduces the target task and this oral instruction reveals the 
position and meaning of the cultural objects. The meaning may still be unclear for the 
child; however, it is included in the system of objective tool-mediated relationships. 
The operations mastered by the child are visible in his/her actions. These are mainly 
manual operations, however, the target task, the object he/she engages with and the 
performed activity are tool mediated. Tool-mediated operations do not emerge, but 
they are mastered and realised during the process of developing activities by the 
child.3 During this process, the child develops as a social and acting person. 

Lulic D. (two years old)—our first child who participated in the experiments, 
clearly demonstrated manual operations. However, from the very start of the exper-
iment, he behaved as a little human. When given a spade, he positioned it with the 
blade upwards and his intention was to use it as a stick. The meanings and affor-
dances of this tool were unknown to him; he did not recognise the spade as a tool, 
but rather as a simple stick. However, one approach was to use the spade as it was 
given to him—as a stick—and another was to deliberately convert the spade into the 
stick despite its obvious inconvenience. Lulic recognised the spade as a simple and 
undifferentiated tool that could be used similar to the natural functions of his arm. 
However, he recognised the spade as a tool with its stable and objective meaning—a 
tool that could be used in the system of performed operations. After several unsuc-
cessful attempts to climb into the pool, he attempted to lift the toys with the spade 
turned upside down by using it as a stick. 

The child uses the spade mostly as an extension of his arm; however, the spade is 
employed as a tool. The development in children happens through mastering various 
tools. The presence of manual operations in children offers important evidence of the 
existence of two types of operations. However, this does not mean that all children 
activities are instinctive and in the early phases of their development, children can 
be compared with animals. A more comprehensive analysis shows that natural and 
animal-like activities occur only when human activities have not been developed in 
children. However, these human activities do not emerge by themselves, but they are 
always integrated through human relationships even if the latter are not clearly iden-
tified. Manual operations may be used by children in their tool-mediated activities 
and therefore, the experience acquired when using manual operations, is gradually 
integrated into the tool-mediated operations. 

Another theory we need to consider offers an explanation which contradicts 
the theory of skills. This theory explains the child transfer from means to tools 
by the development of his/her consciousness. Although the theory of skills iden-
tifies the changes in the external environment as crucial, the theory of the child 
consciousness emphasises the importance of mental development. Both theories are 
different from our considerations (about the crucial role of the system of objective 
relationships present in the practical activity). However, these theories are similar in

3 Underlined in the original. 
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considering the subject’s practical activity as a secondary phenomenon and which 
presents itself as a new sequence of old actions. However, this new sequence of 
actions appears not by recombining the already developed skills, but by consciously 
realising new objective relationships. By adopting such an approach, the theory of 
the primary role of human consciousness overcomes the limitation of the theory of 
skills. A new activity which according to the theory of skills has to be developed as a 
skill in the specific surrounding environment, cannot be developed naturally; rather 
it is developed in human consciousness by considering the properties of the objects 
and tools used in this activity. 

By adopting such an approach, the ability of human consciousness to reveal ways 
of acting with objects and tools by considering their properties is important. This 
theory considers not human ability as such, but the relationship between conscious-
ness and the practical activity as part of the external reality. We would like to empha-
sise that it is not the development of practical activity that initiates human ability to 
think, on the contrary, it is the human consciousness that determines practical activity. 
Human practical activity is important for the development of human conscious-
ness by offering so-called raw materials: it poses new problems and introduces new 
objects with various properties. However, it is human consciousness that reveals new 
relationships between objects and identifies new ways of acting. 

It may seem that the system of objective relationships introduced in our theory 
may be perceived as a need to study individual objects and the relationships between 
them. However, this is not true. Even if these relationships are present in the object, 
this does not mean that they are consciously realised by the acting subject. Any 
object encapsulates numerous properties and relationships, and only a small part of 
these properties is consciously realised by the acting subject. However, the subject’s 
actions depend on the object’s properties and relationships. What determines such a 
selectiveness within our consciousness? Clearly, human consciousness identifies only 
the features of the surrounding world that an acting subject can directly engage with 
and influence. For example, various chemical compounds in meat, fruit, grains, and 
plant roots create the baseline for their use as food. However, human consciousness 
(as a hunter-gatherer) does not take into consideration these chemical compounds, but 
other features of animals and plants. The type of human practical activity determines 
the identified relationships and interconnections between objects in the surrounding 
world. Similarly, as a person identifies objects of their activities, these objects initiate 
the already developed and not new forms of activity. 

However, such a premise is incorrect when the objective relationships are yet to 
be discovered and they do not exist. This is exactly the case of the relationships 
between the tool and the object of interaction. These relationships are established 
after the subject has engaged with the selected tool. A round pebble on the seashore 
can become a great bullet for the canon, however in the absence of the canon, the 
pebble is useless. Can the pebble offer an idea to be used as a canon’s bullet? For 
an animal that does not use guns, the pebble does not present any advantages to be 
used for these purposes. Only the subject that engages in throwing stones and, in 
particular, uses some tools for doing so, can evaluate ballistic qualities of the pebble. 
The relationships that are identified between the objects depend on the subjects’
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activity with these objects. New connections between the objects can be identified in 
well-known activities. However, these new connections cause deconstruction of old 
connections and initiate reconstruction of new forms of activities that determine the 
amount, direction and meaning of new relationships identified in the target objects. 
For example, depending on the internal structure of the activity, its purposes and tech-
nical means, two different systems of operations may be employed: (i) manual and 
(ii) tool-mediated operations. These systems of operations offer completely different 
opportunities. 

If we agree with the suggestion introduced above that the relationships between 
objects can be identified only through thinking, then the acting person would engage 
in considering both the existing relationships, and potential opportunities. Success 
in hunting does not only depend on the hunter’s intention to kill as many animals 
as possible and not by recognising the animals’ habits and ways of life, but first 
and foremost it depends on whether the hunter is in possession of modern guns or 
whether he uses old bow and arrows or even a harpoon. Even by identifying the 
relationships between the objects, the ways of interactions with these objects can be 
identified only during practical engagement. 

Abstract thinking is not only incapable of creating new forms of practical activity, 
but it always loses its indifferent nature when engaged in the activity. Every time 
when there is a need to engage in a concrete thinking process, abstract thinking 
loses its abstract grounds and turns into a theoretical performance of the intended 
action. In other words, every time when thinking meets objects, it loses its theoret-
ical grounds and turns into a specific theoretical activity embedded into individual 
practical activity. 

The greatest limitation of the intellectual theory of behaviour development is that 
it does not consider thinking as a type of activity and, in doing so, reduces thinking to 
simple perception. However, perception as such is a specific activity and by adopting 
the approach offered by the intellectual theory of behaviour development, perception 
can be understood either as an observation of external objects and activities or as a 
reflection of a physiological nature of human consciousness. 

By adopting the primary role of human consciousness, the intellectual theory of 
behaviour presents perception as a completely passive action: human thinking loses 
its content and its independent proactive nature. The intellectual theory explains 
thinking as a process of reflection of reality. Such a theory rejects a theoretical 
approach as such and, in doing so, it rejects itself as a theory. 

Our approach explains the development of thinking4 as a transformation from 
manual to tool-mediated operations and such an approach is supported by the findings 
emerged in the analyses of our empirical data. 

These findings can be summarised as follows. Human thinking solves the tasks 
that arise in the process of practical activity by employing means that were previously 
employed in the other activities. Therefore, thinking is a particular form of human 
activity and it emerges at a certain time during the development of practical activity. 
It also evolves out of the practical activity and in doing so, identifies practical activity

4 Thinking is used in the meaning of consciousness. 
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as a foundation for emerging of human thinking. Gradually, human thinking acquires 
experience, content, methods and directions of further development of the practical 
activity. In doing so, human thinking, is nothing else but an ideal recreation of human 
practical activity. 

Naturally, the purposes, opportunities and further development of human thinking 
depends on the structure of the practical activity which initiates thinking and accom-
panies the whole trajectory of human practical interactions. Thinking opens new 
opportunities for the practical activity and by implementing these opportunities, it 
develops further. Therefore, thinking does not only initiate the development of the 
present forms of behaviour, but also the person’s understanding of these forms of 
behaviour. 

Such considerations are also true for animals. Animals’ thinking is fixated in 
present forms of instinctive behaviour, even when behaviour is complex and includes 
various (intermediate) material means. The way Köhler’s apes engaged in the 
offered tasks demonstrated limitations of their practical activity. The apes were often 
confused by simple mechanical obstacles but also found ways to overcome these 
obstacles in other situations. Their behaviour can be explained by the conditions of 
their existence in their natural environment. Human thinking in general and animals’ 
thinking in particular fixates and develops further practical activities. The need to 
use tools does not arise until the tool-mediated activity becomes a reality, posing 
new tasks for thinking. 

Having analysed the empirical data presented in Chap. 2 we found out that a 
child engages in tool-mediated activities from an early age and occasionally uses 
manual operations because of underdeveloped tool-mediated operations. The child’s 
consciousness does not initiate his/her transfer from manual to tool-mediated opera-
tions. On the contrary, the child’s transfer from manual operations to tool-mediated 
operations initiates changes in consciousness. The child’s transfer to tool-mediated 
operations happens during his mastering of publicly accepted ways of acting with 
these tools and such engagement initiates transformations in the child’s conscious-
ness. These transformational changes highlight the transfer of the child’s conscious-
ness from its biological line of development limited by its relationships with the 
natural environment to its social, tool- and language-mediated unlimited line of 
development. Truly, such development is unlimited similar to endless opportunities 
offered by human tool-mediated activity. 

In this trajectory of social–historical development, similar to human labour 
changing natural environment into a society, human consciousness loses its limi-
tations and develops a capacity to reflect the connections between objects and 
processes. Through the process of developing understanding about the intercon-
nections in the surrounding world, human consciousness evolves as a homogeneous, 
unified and a well-organised structure. 

Human consciousness does not exist at the beginning of human development; 
however, it realises and evolves in the process of historical development. It is in 
the process of generalising ways of interacting practically with objects, human 
consciousness develops, acquiring its structural and meaningful organisation. The 
boundaries of human consciousness are constantly expanding and are potentially
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unlimited. However, these boundaries exist, and they reflect the capacity of human 
consciousness to generalise the unlimited and never completely examined the subject 
of science. 
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P. Y. Galperin’s Psychological Significance 
and Difference Between Tool Use by Humans 
and Animals: Implications for Research 
and Practice 

Gethin Llewellyn Thomas and Irina Engeness 

In this final chapter we will critically discuss the implications of P. Y. Galperin’s 
dissertation for research and practice focusing specifically on learning and teaching 
in sport coaching and educating with digital technology. While the focus will be on 
the discussion presented in previous chapters, links will also be made to Galperin’s 
later and other related research where the initial ideas from his PhD were further 
developed. The discussions will focus particularly on the roles of the social, skill and 
pedagogical in the development of human consciousness. Here, we will highlight 
where Galperin’s ideas have significant implications for pedagogical practices aimed 
at educating all learners. We discuss where his teaching and learning approach, can 
cultivate an understanding of the learning process, which has the potential to enable 
lifelong learning through enhancing a teacher/coach and student/athlete’s agentic 
learning and development. 

The Role of the Social in the Development of Human 
Consciousness 

Psychological and Manual Tools 

In the dissertation Galperin maintains Vygotsky’s and Leontiev’s legacies by offering 
a social and historical approach to understanding the development of human
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consciousness. The opening chapters begin by addressing differences between human 
tool use and animal means providing the foundation for distinguishing between 
psychological and manual tools. In humans, he identifies that tools determine and 
affect the activities in which they are used and crucially, present opportunities for 
new forms of activity. With animals’ means, on the other hand, it is natural behaviour 
and not the tools themselves that determines how they are used. The significance here 
is that human tool use is connected and employed in the system of social production, 
which is not the case for animals’ means. 

Specifically, Galperin explains that when humans interact with tools’ they either 
become part of the tool-mediated operations social system or the tool gets included 
in the system of an individual’s operations. If we take the sport of golf as an example, 
professional golfers’ have mastered the use of clubs (i.e. cultural tool) which allows 
them to play the game. When they are on the course and pick up a specific club 
(e.g. seven iron), their bodies comply with the requirements of its operations and 
rejects its own. Therefore, during the golf swing both head, hands, arms, legs and 
torso become the holder and a mover of the club and the player becomes part of the 
historical, social and psychological reality of the game. Meanwhile, if an individual 
who has no experience of golf (playing or viewing) holds a club for the first time it 
will only become an extension of the arm/s function and will lose its own operations 
(i.e. its use as a golf club). In this instance, the club is an auxiliary mean, becoming 
an extension of the person’s arm and will not present new opportunities for the 
individual (for example, being used to reach an object stuck in a tree). 

The golf club, therefore, can be used as an example of identifying the differences 
between a tool and auxiliary means. The golf club will only resemble a tool for 
animals, as they cannot become part of its mediated operations system. The club will 
always be used as an auxiliary mean (i.e. extension for an arm) as a system of tool 
operations is absent in animals. For humans, the golf club carries a specific type of 
activity; resulting from the historically and socially developed ways of playing the 
game of golf. It reflects an outcome of centuries of development within society and 
collective production, which does not exist for animals and therefore highlights the 
different trajectories of development. 

How humans interact with tools is also crucial in digital technology and specif-
ically in massive open online courses (MOOCs) which are becoming increasingly 
popular at all levels of education (Castaño-Muñoz et al., 2018; Deng et al., 2019; 
Engeness, 2021b). Previous research into the role of digital tools in human learning 
has identified its reductionist and instrumental nature (Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001). 
This is primarily underpinned by the behaviourist approach to learning from Skinner 
and colleagues operant conditioning research (Skinner, 1953). This approach focuses 
on (i) achieving some desired patterns of behaviour, (ii) generating desired behaviour 
patterns through small incremental steps, and (iii) reinforcing correct responses 
through the delivery of extrinsic rewards (Light, 1997). Digital tools designed in 
this way for example, supply the learning materials in small chunks, offer drag 
and drop functions, multiple choice tasks while providing learners immediate feed-
back on their answers. Here, similar to animals’ tool use identified above, digital 
technology can be described as a ‘black box’, where the logic and trajectories of
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the performed actions are not revealed (Engeness, 2018). This use of digital tools 
either utilises learners’ existing knowledge, mostly of factual nature or is based on 
a learner’s guess in search for the right answer. Therefore, the historical and social 
are absent and such digital tools hardly offer minimal opportunities for learning and 
development of human consciousness. 

Critiques of Galperin’s work have often associated his research with behaviourism 
portraying him as a “Soviet Skinner” as it is claimed that he gives prominence to “pro-
grammed learning” where new tasks are separated into smaller manageable steps (for 
example, Horlacher, 2015). However, as Arievitch (2020) explains, Galperin’s philos-
ophy and research on learning contrasts considerably with the conceptual founda-
tions of all types of behaviourism. The dialogical relationship between understanding 
both the procedural and conceptual aspects are at the core of Galperin’s pedagogical 
framework. This challenges Skinner’s idea of a “teaching machine” where reinforce-
ment, conditioning and direct instruction are viewed as being key elements for human 
learning. According to Galperin, for development to occur, it is crucial that teachers 
(and coaches) ensure that individuals understand the principal reasons for doing and 
learning something, thus making the process of development of new “knowledge” 
their own (Arievitch, 2020). 

The foundations of Galperin’s pedagogical contribution emerge and are presented 
in the thesis. He conceptualises and, in doing so, considerably extends the approach 
to the development of human thinking presenting it as a transformation from manual 
to tool-mediated operations (Engeness, 2021c). He explains that this transformation 
occurs when the social and publicly accepted ways of acting with tools are mastered, 
initiating thinking and development of human consciousness. This transformation 
highlights a movement away from consciousness as a biological line of development, 
restricted by its relationships with the natural environment, to its unlimited social, 
tool- and language-mediated human line of development. Human thinking, therefore, 
is a type of social activity that emerges during the development of practical activity 
and is gradually enriched with experience, content, methods and directions. 

The Role of Skill in the Development of Human 
Consciousness 

Activity and Skill Development 

Galperin also considers the role of individual skills for the development of new types 
of activities in the thesis. He explains that a skill is a combination of individually 
acquired and independent inborn actions, which can enhance the development of 
human activities. To create a skill, individual sequential movements identified need 
to be continuously repeated, reinforced, while maintaining a specific and sequential 
flow. However, Galperin argues that adopting this approach is not creative and limits 
a skill’s role in developing new types of activities as it is developed out of context. He
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explains that accumulating skills in this way is useful only to develop or stabilise the 
activities within which they exist. For example, when typing a text, several skills are 
performed to create a file, type words and sentences using the keyboard, formatting 
the text and checking the spelling. Although these skills are useful, they do not 
enhance learners’ understanding about how to write a high-quality text. In other 
words, these skills do not develop new understandings or new psychological functions 
with learners. 

In his later work Galperin expanded on these ideas emphasising that a skill is not an 
independent phenomenon but a very important characteristic of an action (Engeness, 
2021c). He explained, that if skills are developed with learners consciously, through 
providing a complete orienting scheme (see below), the duality between skills and 
activities disappears. Crucially, here a skill is integrated into the activity and learners 
can adapt and perform actions by using skills in different contexts. On the other 
hand, skills successfully developed out of the context of the practical activity, remain 
unconscious to the learner because the relationship between the action and its external 
conditions is not recognised. Such skills appear to have very limited areas of appli-
cation when taken out of the context or conditions under which they were created. 
Learning a skill in this way is very sensitive to various factors and interferences and 
is challenging to apply in different contexts. Galperin emphasised that learning and 
developing the wide application of skills should occur during specifically designed 
practical activities. By adopting this developmental approach skills become more 
contextualised and adjusted to the conditions of a real activity. In addition, when the 
conditions of the activity are realised by the learners, it can enhance their ability to 
transfer the skills to different activities and contexts. 

Skill development research in sport science has adopted alternative perspectives 
to Galperin and is primarily dominated and underpinned by positive assumptions 
(Barker et al., 2021). As highlighted in the digital technology research above, it is 
based on reductionist, deterministic and instrumental principles where the mind is 
separate from body, individual from environment, and athlete from skill. As Galperin 
identified this decontextualised approach promotes a dichotomy between skills and 
activity with optimal performance of a movement sought without an understanding 
of the unfolding process. Research in this area has predominantly focused on enrich-
ment theories and ecological theories of motor skill acquisition and performance to 
develop new forms of behaviour/actions (Araújo & Davids, 2011). The emphasis 
of enrichment theories of skill learning is on individual athletes acquiring enriched 
internal states (Schmidt and Lee, 211). Thus, from a cognitive perspective, athletes 
possess mental representations which organise and regulate perception, action and 
cognition, which through practice and experience produce high levels of performance 
(for example, Eccles and Tran Turner, 2014). Here, skilled athletes acquire knowl-
edge during the learning process, which through experience and practice allows 
for more accurate inferences in action during competition or training (Ericsson, 
2007). This type of information processing assumes that the human brain acts like a 
computer, where knowledge input produces a behavioural output, leading to regula-
tion of perception and action (Anson et al., 2005). As Galperin highlights viewing 
performed actions in this way resonates with the idea of a ‘black box’, mentioned
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above, where the logic and trajectories of the learning process are not revealed to 
the learner. From this perspective, it remains unclear (i) how these mental repre-
sentations develop in the minds of athletes and (ii) how different situations trigger 
athletes’ behavioural responses in accordance with stored mental representations. 
Cognitive theories of human behaviour, therefore, are described as ‘indirect’ as the 
world can only be understood through stored mental representation (Michaels & 
Carello, 1981). 

Although cognitive theories are still commonly used within sport science, recent 
research has moved towards viewing skill development as an interactive process of 
physical and social performance between individuals in context (Araújo & Davids, 
2011). Critiques of cognitivism claim that ‘knowing’ cannot be viewed solely as a 
mental construct based on individual personal features, emphasising that environ-
mental interactions are crucial for contextual adjustment (Araújo & Davids, 2016). 
In recent years the ecological dynamics perspective on skill acquisition has emerged 
where it is claimed successful behaviour is adaptable to a wide range of perfor-
mance contexts (Button et al., 2020). From the ecological dynamics framework, a 
constraints-led approach (CLA) has emerged, which explains that athletes’ actions 
are based on perceptions of surrounding informational constraints (i.e. perception and 
action) (Araújo & Davids, 2011). Therefore, it is not the stored mental representations 
but affordances (i.e. opportunities) that informs individual actions (Araújo & Davids, 
2016). Skills are not acquired but are adaptable within a performance environment 
and players adjust actions appropriately to context. Adaptability is a key feature as the 
environment, task and an individual’s constraints vary in different situations (Davids 
et al., 2006). Learning therefore is viewed as being direct, with athletes responding in 
appropriate ways to the manipulation of task and environmental conditions (e.g. size 
of playing area, position of the players, etc.). Although the ecological perspective 
emphasises athletes’ capacity to monitor and respond to changing environmental 
conditions, the development of activities with athletes appears to be downplayed. In 
doing so, athletes’ actions and interactions are viewed as adequate responses to the 
changing environmental conditions rather than developing conscious understanding 
of the activities to enhance meaningful contributions. 

Although behavioural, cognitive and ecological dynamics appear useful in devel-
oping specific sports skills, the development of athletes conceptual understanding of 
physical actions or skills and how this links to engagement in an overall activity 
appears to be underplayed. Recent research has increasingly recognized sport 
coaching as a socio-pedagogical non-linear activity characterized by complexity 
and ambiguity (Jones et al., 2016; LeBed & Bar-Eli, 2013; Thomas et al., 2021). 
This challenges the dominant reductionist and instrumental conceptions of coaching, 
which focuses on technique and/or skill refinement, and learning is considered a 
linear process of knowledge transmission (Light et al., 2015). Coaching within this 
objective view of knowledge often leads to the development of techniques in isola-
tion away from, or external to, a game context which has had limited success in 
enabling the transfer of skills from the training field into games (De Souza & Mitchell, 
2010). Although, the ecological dynamics theoretical framework and specifically the 
CLA has challenged this perspective, through advocating a nonlinear pedagogical
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approach (Renshaw et al., 2016), learning continues to be understood as a reactive 
process. CLA facilitates a coupling of learners’ perceptual and action systems during 
on-field learning, however, an understanding of the relationship between the process 
of developing an action and its external conditions is likely to remain absent or incom-
plete. Further complications of using such approaches emerge when coaching team 
games, as the development of solutions to tactical situations during matches is based 
on individual or subjective analysis and not players collective understanding of the 
activities. As Galperin’s research highlights learning is a complex historical, social 
and pedagogical process where contextualized development of skills integrated into 
activities is essential. Within sport coaching, this involves a transformative process of 
continuous building and enacting of both coach and athlete’s agentic capabilities to 
enhance learning and development (Thomas et al., 2021). It is essential that a coach 
provides a pedagogical structure/framework to develop activities with adequately 
integrated skills while enhancing athlete agency as a learner. Through maintaining 
respect and security in this process, it can also lead to the enhancement of a coach’s 
pedagogical and social agency. 

In his dissertation, Galperin offers an alternative approach to mastering skills and 
cultural tools by emphasising that learning should occur in specifically designed prac-
tical activities. By adopting this perspective, the pedagogical approach and design of 
practical activities becomes crucial. The potential value of Galperin’s pedagogical 
framework for coaches to develop skills and conceptual understanding was recently 
emphasised by Engeness et al. (2021). It was suggested that Galperin’s legacy can be 
used to structure collaborative solutions to team tactical problems (abstract), through 
the dialectical movement of applying theoretical knowledge and skills in practical 
situations (concrete). Findings from Galperin’s extensive research, demonstrates the 
potential advantage of using the second type of orientation (complete and provided 
by a coach/teacher) for developing practices for athletes. Using the development of 
tactical knowledge between teammates in basketball as an example (Vasiljev, 1971), 
it provides the opportunity to enhance the players ability to develop their conceptual 
understanding of the game, the role of tactical interactions and individual contribu-
tions of the players. In the basketball study, players developed enhanced awareness 
of their own and teammates’ tactical performance, while developing the ability to 
analyse and adapt movements, prior to, during practices and within competitive 
games. Therefore, Galperin’s work has the potential to provide the basis for a peda-
gogical framework to develop specific skills and tactical understanding in both team 
and individual sports (Thomas et al., 2021).
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The Role of Pedagogy in the Development of Human 
Consciousness 

Learning with Structure or Through Trial and Error 

In the dissertation Galperin investigates applying a trial-and-error approach to 
mastering the cultural tool (i.e. spade) and presents empirical evidence demonstrating 
the value of using this approach for children’s learning and development. In his 
study, he summarises the approach in four phases: trial and error, monitoring the 
flow of the activity, persistent interference and objective regulation which explains 
the children’s attempts to perform activities with the cultural tool. Through each 
phase the children transfer from random actions to engaging in conscious activities 
with the tool. In doing so, the tool acquires psychological significance becoming a 
sign for the children. Galperin explains that each phase is distinctive and builds on 
the other as they reflect the increasing role of children’s consciousness during the 
practical activity with the tool. The four phases performed by the children demon-
strate different thinking and level of consciousness. Based on this empirical evidence, 
Galperin clarifies that it is the inconsistency in the development of practical activities 
that causes variation in the development of children’s consciousness. For example, 
children demonstrate high level of consciousness in activities they master, however 
this level of does not transfer to other activities where children have not previously 
engaged. Galperin concludes, that the trial-and-error approach may be used to master 
practical activities with tools, however, it is time-consuming and not an effective way 
of developing children’s conscious understanding of actions that employ cultural 
tools. Therefore, Galperin developed an approach to learning, where the structure of 
the learning activity and the mediating role of cultural tools for developing cognition 
and advancing knowledge, are distinguishing features (Engeness & Lund, 2020). 

Based on more than 20 years of research, Galperin suggested that a learning 
activity comprised of orienting, executive and control features. These different parts 
of a learning activity were developed in detail in his work, creating a complex 
system aimed at representing processes of teaching and learning in formal educa-
tional settings. The orienting, executive and control functions of learning and 
teaching activity were the foundations of the dialectically developing phases or forms 
of transformation of external activity, with material or materialised objects, into 
internal psychological activity. Galperin outlined the dialectically developing forms 
of this transformation as: (i) motivation, (ii) orientation, (iii) materialised action, (iv) 
communicated thinking, (v) dialogical thinking, and (vi) acting mentally. 

In the initial motivational form, a learner’s attitude and relation to the learning 
outcomes to be achieved is formed. In the orientation form, Galperin identified three 
types: (i) incomplete, where mediational tools and essential characteristics of the 
concept are identified by learners through trial and error. In this case, learning happens 
very slowly with many mistakes and the learning activity is extremely sensitive to 
the slightest changes in conditions. This type of orientation was used by the children 
in Galperin’s thesis which was the focus of his analysis; (ii) complete, where the
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teacher tells the learners all the essential features of the concept necessary to solve a 
particular problem. However, these essential characteristics are specific and can only 
be used in one case, for example, when solving a specific problem. Learning happens 
quickly, with minimum mistakes; however, the transfer of skills formed in the course 
of such activity is only possible when there is close similarity in learning situations; 
and (iii) complete but constructed by learners following an approach offered by the 
teacher, which is aimed at identifying the essential features of the target concept. By 
using an approach offered to the learners by the teacher, a specific orientation can be 
constructed by learners, which is suited to a particular case. With the third type of 
orientation, learning happens quickly with minimum mistakes, and the skills formed 
in this activity are transferrable to other learning situations. 

In the third materialised form of action, learners interact with material (real 
objects) or materialised objects (models, simulations, animations, schemes, etc.), and 
become less dependent on support as they develop greater awareness of the mean-
ings they carry. Speech becomes the main guiding tool in the fourth communicated 
thinking form, which reflects learners’ activity with material or materialised objects. 
Here communicated thinking does not imply learners’ ability to explain but rather, 
to complete the activity by talking. In communicated thinking an activity already 
acquires the characteristics of the ideal, theoretical activity, but it is still ‘visible’ 
and available for assessment from the outside. The fifth form, dialogical thinking, a  
learner establishes a dialogue with him or herself so that the activity is transformed 
mentally. In dialogical thinking a mental activity: (i) presents itself as a reflection of 
the materialised activity on the ideal plane, where material or materialised objects are 
substituted with their images; (ii) is directed to the images of the material or materi-
alised objects; and (iii) reflects learners’ ability to mentally perform the activity with 
the images of the material or materialised objects. The transformation of commu-
nicated thinking to dialogical thinking happens by substituting externally oriented 
speech with its image. In dialogical thinking, the activity is directed internally with 
the learner establishing communication with him/herself (as another person). The 
learners’ ability to perform an activity in the form of dialogical thinking reflects the 
activities pathway from its materialised to dialogical form. In the final form of acting 
mentally, an activity is a pure mental act with the focus on its outcome. The activity 
is performed through inner speech and does not include dialogue with a learner as 
‘another person’. It is purely an individual activity completed by means of mental 
images and meanings that help a learner to deal with similar or differing situations 
on the basis of previous experience. 

In digital educational contexts, Galperin’s conceptual contribution inspired the 
MOOC design principles suggested by Engeness (2021a, 2021b). These princi-
ples are aimed at helping learners to reveal the potential of digital (cultural) tools 
embedded in digital environments, such as texts on webpages, video resources, 
assignments and any other activities for learners. In doing so, these digital tools 
acquire psychological significance to become signs that enhance the development 
of new psychological functions in leaners. The digital environment designed, on 
the other hand, becomes a tool for developing leaners’ understanding of how to 
engage in online learning (Engeness, 2021b). She explains that when designing
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a digital environment, it is important to identify (i) the target concept to develop 
students understanding (ii) the essential characteristics or structural parts of the 
target concept. In addition, students’ prior knowledge and skills assist in identi-
fying the sequence of presenting essential characteristics of the target concept. This 
design principle reflects the need to develop conceptual understanding with learners 
due to the systemic organization of human consciousness. Other design principles 
highlight the need to structure the learning process according to the third type of 
orientation: complete and constructed by learners. Here, students are presented with 
an overview of the entire activity, termed by Galperin as an operational scheme of 
thinking, to enhance understanding of the learning process. Resources, such as texts 
on web pages, videos, etc. are also introduced to develop learners’ conceptual under-
standing in materialized form. Finally, opportunities for social interaction, such as 
discussion forums and synchronous online meetings alongside feedback, facilitate 
students learning in online environments (Engeness, 2021a, 2021b). 

From the cultural-historical perspective, MOOCs designed with these principles, 
can become an artefact—a human-made object that provides a means for learners 
to make sense of activities (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2012; Miettinen & Paavola, 2018; 
Säljö, 2010). A digital medium is created during a complex process of interplay 
and transformations through learners’ interactions with digital tools in specifically 
designed digital environments (Rubtsova, 2019; Rückriem, 2009). Such a digital 
medium appears to become a psychological tool, acquiring functional significance for 
learners to enhance understanding of the essence of learning in digital environments. 
It positions individuals as conscious and independent learners who can envisage, 
engage, and drive their learning forward. 

Recent debates in sports coaching research have focused on the position of leaners, 
problematising ‘athlete centred’ and ‘empowerment’ philosophies (Denison et al., 
2017; Jones et al., 2018). Critiques of such approaches have questioned the value of 
such approaches based solely on athletes driving their own learning with limited 
structure or guidance from coaches. As Galperin explains in the dissertation, a 
learner/s can only directly engage with and influence features of the surrounding 
context that are consciously identifiable. The importance of a more knowledgeable 
other’s (i.e. teacher or coach) in creating a learning activity is highlighted as the posi-
tion and meaning of tools as cultural objects are revealed through interacting with 
learner/s. A coaches’ influence to make teaching explicit, purposeful and directed 
through structured exploration has been reiterated, ensuring knowledge development 
and learning (Harvey et al., 2018). Through setting specific learning objectives and 
engaging in iterative planning a coach and athlete can react and respond according to 
contextual developments (Jones & Ronglan, 2018; Thomas et al., 2021). Therefore, 
how a coach interacts and explains ideas, values, strategies, and speech patterns, influ-
ences greatly what an athlete internalises and learns, as knowledge does not emerge by 
itself (Jones & Ronglan, 2018; Jones & Thomas, 2015; Jones et al., 2018). Crucially 
in the context of Galperin’s research, coaches should offer a scheme of orientation 
(see above) to develop individuals’ agency through engagement with the process of 
mastering and realising tool-mediated operations during practical activities.
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Within sports coaching the development of learners’ skills and conceptual under-
standing about what it means to engage in activities appears to be underempha-
sised; where learning is often viewed as being reproductive and knowledge acquired 
through trial and error (Barker et al., 2021). As explained above in ‘traditional’ forms 
of coaching, training sessions in team games such as football are created to develop 
techniques in isolation, away from, or external to, a game context (De Souza & 
Mitchell, 2010). Recently, however, there has been a shift towards placing greater 
emphasis on developing skills within game or race contexts, with a constraint-led 
approach for instance, giving prominence to behaviour emerging through manipula-
tion of constraints during practices (Chow, 2013; Rothwell et al., 2021). The focus 
here is on a coach being a facilitator designing exercises that allow the ‘game to be 
the teacher’ with players implicitly learning the required skills within the context 
presented (Renshaw et al., 2016). Although this is an encouraging progression, the 
limitations highlighted in Galperin’s thesis and through the first type of orientation 
in his later research are evident. Without an orientation scheme provided by coaches, 
players develop their conceptual (i.e. tactical) understanding and skills implicitly, 
through perception and action, learning to play the game subjectively through trial 
and error. 

Engeness et al. (2021) recently provided an example of how Galperin’s pedagog-
ical framework can potentially be used to develop tactical knowledge between team-
mates in an invasion game. Using the second type of orientation a coach pinpoints 
essential features of the game, identifying what activity (e.g. observe when to pass) 
they want players to learn to use in games. A crucial element here is that the key 
characteristics of the game are presented alongside descriptions of players role on 
and off the ball in these situations. Players can then analyse specific tactical problems 
based on their role in relation to ball (e.g. if in possession) in the form of materialised 
action using detailed objects, such as descriptions on an orienting card, provided by 
the coach. Players use the cards to communicate their thinking by analysing and 
explaining verbally to teammates their role in solving the tactical problem. This 
collaborative analysis, using objects such as specialist telestration technologies (e.g. 
Coach Paint, ChyronHego), focuses on creating an agreed understanding of actions 
in specific tactical situations. Galperin explained that creating this common orienting 
basis allows players to critically challenge others knowledge while also providing 
the coach with the opportunity to develop individuals’ tactical understanding. Recent 
research has recognised coaches work as both negotiated and contested, whereby 
the opportunity for players to act appropriately must be ‘noticed’ and explicated 
(Corsby & Jones, 2020). Thus, an observation of performance is not a visual percep-
tion, but a social act and what is ‘seen’ is collaboratively constructed by coaches, 
assistants, and players. Subsequently in Galperin’s framework, the activity moves 
from materialised to dialogical thinking whereby the players communicate their 
thoughts first with their teammates and the coach and then with themselves (as 
another person), before finally becoming a pure mental act focusing on its outcome 
(acting mentally).
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Concluding Remarks 

In this final chapter we critically discussed the implications of P. Y. Galperin’s disser-
tation for research and pedagogical practice focusing specifically on learning and 
teaching with digital technology and sport coaching. While the focus was on the 
initial ideas presented in the thesis, links were also be made to his later and other 
related research. The discussions focused on three specific areas of his work: the roles 
of the social, skill and pedagogical in the development of human consciousness. 

First, the importance of the social, through the transformation from manual to 
tool-mediated operations during practical activity, was presented for developing 
human thinking. Using the sport of golf and MOOCs as examples it was explained 
that thinking and development of human consciousness happens through mastering 
publicly accepted ways of acting with cultural tools during social practical activities. 
The pedagogical value of this approach for conscious development of learners was 
emphasised, demonstrating its unlimited social, tool- and language-mediated posi-
tion. Crucially, this perspective contrasts with the biological line of development 
which is restricted by relationships with the natural environment. 

Second, Galperin’s work offered an alternative approach to skill and conceptual 
development in digital technology and sport coaching, where specifically designed 
practical activities are crucial for learning and development to occur. It was explained 
that if skills are developed in the context of specifically designed and consciously 
realised activities, it can enhance the learners’ ability to transfer and adjust skills to 
various contexts. Skills developed out of context of the practical activity, appear to 
have little value and limited areas of application. Therefore, the potential value of 
Galperin’s work as a pedagogical framework for future research and practice was 
highlighted to develop not only skills, but also activities and learners’ conceptual 
understanding in both digital and sport coaching environments. 

Third, in the pedagogical section, examples were presented of how Galperin’s 
framework could be used for learning and teaching in both digital technology and 
sport coaching contexts. Using the findings in the thesis as evidence the limitations 
of using the trial-and-error approach were explained as being time-consuming and 
an ineffective way of developing children’s conscious understanding of action. The 
importance of a teacher (or coach) offering a complete scheme of orientation was 
highlighted, with examples from research using his design principles in MOOCs 
and promoting conceptual understanding in team games provided. Thus, structuring 
learning activities was presented as crucial to learners’ mastering of cultural tools, 
their transfer to signs and developing individual agency during practical activities. 

To summarise, it was highlighted how Galperin’s conceptual contribution can 
potentially have significant implications for research and pedagogical practices in 
digital technology and sport coaching. Through his teaching and learning approach, 
an understanding of the learning process can be cultivated, which has the potential to 
enable lifelong learning through transforming a teacher/coach and student/athlete’s 
agentic learning and development.
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